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HARMONY SIMPLIFIED. 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE THEORY 08 HARMONY is that of the logz'caal& rational and 
technically correct connection of chords (the sin~ultaneous sounding of 
several notes of different pitch). The natural laws for such 
connection can be indicated with certainty only if the notes of 
single chords be regarded not as isolated phenomena, but rather 
as resulting from the motions of the parts ; chord successions arise 
froel simntaneous melodic motion of several'parts. The history of 
music teaches us that simultaneous melodic progression in several 
parts was practised and more and more perfected foycenturies 
before the idea of harmony in the modern sense (chord) was even 
conceived. Thus harn~ony, in so far as it nlay be defined as 
composition in several parts (polyphony), takes root in  nrelodJr 

Melody is the /ogica/.+ rational and restheticnlly satisfacfory 
nrotion of a p a r t  through notes of different pitch. With regard to 
the gsthetic laws for melody formation, we refer the student to 
the philosophy of music (4. the author's " Catechism of Musical 
tEstheticsn [" Wie hiiren wir Musik"]). As the foundation of 
rational motion in melody common to all ages and all races, the 
history of music suggests the diatonic scale, the silnple step succes- 
sion of the nattrral notes of our present note system : 

Z 3 Z - -  
t A . B . c . d . e . f . g . a . b . c ' . d ' . e ' . f '  . . . -  - V - - 

'I= '1. 'I" 'I" 
with its regular insertion of a semitone step (6 c', e f ) ,  alternately - - 
after two and three whole-tone steps. The age of this fundanzental 
scab, counting by thousands of years, and the respect in which it 
has been held, are a sufficient guarantee that it is a demand of 
nature. that it is loeical and iecessarv: indeed. even irregular 

another as the ear can apprehend with certainty, and as are 
expressed in acoustics and mathematics by certain simple 
numerical ratios. These ratios are the same as those which 
exist between the numbers of vibrations of elastic bodies that 
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produce the notes, and of the air that conveys them to our ear. 
Such simple ratios of vibrating strings or columns of air cuclosed 
in tubes, or-if we, put aside reasoning on physical grounds and 
only take into cons~deration perception by heanug-such relations 
of notes to one another (recognised by the ear) as allow of their 
appearing musically intelligible and rational when sonnded in 
succession, are called harmonic(from the Greek cippdt~tv = to join), 
and, indeed, these are after all the same relations which have to 
be regarded as standard in viewing the combinations of several 
parts, harmonies in the sense recognised nowadays. Just as 
harmony, then, (as chord succession) has referred us to the melodv 
of singie voices; so melody (as a su'ccession of notes standing ih 
harmonic relation to one another) refers us again to the original 
laws of harmony, so that we must say : E z ~ e i y  note nf a melody 
owes 12s esthetic effcct in great measure (viz., abstracting fro111 the 
effect produced by its absolute pitch, or by the fact that it repre- 
sents a rising or falling of the melodv-line) to its harmonic 
meaning. ~ g d  by the harmonic meaningof a note we understand 
its relatron, as acncratelj peneived by the ear, to other notes of the 
same melody or-in composition in several parts-to notes of 
other accompanying melodies. 

One NOTE c071zja~ed with other 7iotes (we shall speak now 
only of notes whose relation is recognised by the ear as har- 
monic and intelligible) is either iitself the $xed point, the PRIMA 

RATIO, starting fronz which the others are considered, or, con- 
verse&, it is in  its turn cottsdered in  its relahbn to sonze other 
note; in the former case it is, therefore, the starting point of 
reference for other notes-the pni~ce;  in the latter, a note to be 
referred to the prime, and whose distance from it is expressed by 
the ordinal n~lmber corresponding to the degree in the funda- 
mental scale which the note occupies, counting from the prime. 
So, 8.8, if we compare c with g, either c is the prime and then 
g' the fifth step measured from c upwards; or g is the prime, 
and then c is the fifth step measured downwards fromg (under- 
fifth). The general name for the distance of notes from each 
other, measured by the degrees of the fundamental scale, is 
Z7ztervnl. 

The verdict of the ear declares those intervals sin~pZesf-i.e., 
understands them with the greatest certainty, and requires pure 
intonation for them most inexorably-which mathematics and 
physics reduce to the simplest numerical ratios, either by 
measuring the duration of vibrations in time or the extent of 
sound-waves in space, or by dividing a tightly stretched string 
in various ways. Starting with the latter as more convenient and 
more easily intelligible, we shall find that the simplest division of 
the string is into trzro halves ; each half of the string then gives the 
octave of the note sonnded by the whole string, and both halves 
yield one and the same note. But it is evident that the ratio of 

the zmison, I : I, will be more easily understood than that of the 
whole to the half, I : '1,. Next to these two comes the ratio of 
the whole to the third part ( I  : 'I,), to which the musical interval 
of the fwegth (fifth of the octave) corresponds; then follow 
I : '1, = double octave, I : '1, (major) third of the double octave, 
I : '1, fifth of the double octave, or octave of the twelfth; in notes, 
if we take c for the whole string : 

If, conversely, we start with a higher note, e.8, thrice-accented 
e (eS), and try to find those easily understood notes which lie 
below k, then doubling the length of the string will have to take 
the place of halving, ie., if we take the length of e3 as = I ,  the 
note which corresponds to twice the length of the string (2 )  will 
be the under-octave of e: therefore e'; a' will correspond to three 
times the length, e' to four times, c' to five times, and a to six 
times the length of the string : in notes,- 

Intervals which are greater than the octave the musician does not 
conceive in their total extent, but divides them with the help of 
the octave, e.g., twelfth = octave + fifth, fifteenth = octave + 
octave, seventeenth = octave + octave + (m+jor) third, etc. 
The octave is the most easily understood of all intervals (for the 
unison is not really an interval, as the distance between the two 
notes is equal to zero) ; notes urhich stand a t  the distance of a n  
oitave front each other are si711ilar& na7ized in our modern note 
system, as has been the custom for thousands of years, and are 
regarded as repefitions of the same note in  another rezion of the 
domain of sound. The melodic fundamental scale (see above) 
passes through a set of six strange notes and at the 8th degree 
reaches the octave, the most easily lntell~g~ble note; but the 
fragments of the two harmonic natural scalcs, i.e., the two series 
of notes having the closest harmonic relation, the so-called 
overtone series and zr?zdertone series, which we have already con- 
sidered, prove that even if the intermediate degrees of the 
melodic fundamental scale are not all directly related to one 
particular note, still they are connected with one another by 
the relations found in the harmonic natural scales. If, in- 
stead of referring the notes from + to &, or from 2 to 6 ,  to I, 

we compare the notes of each series ~vith one another, we 



immediately find a number of the intervals of the fundamental 
scale. 

0-. 

Fifth. Fourth. Major Minor 
-z,-- 

Fifth. Fourth. Malor Minor 
Third. Third. Third. Third. 

And if we follow up the division of the string beyond &, or the 
multiplication beyond six times, we find the missing smaller 
intervals, the major and luinor second, and besides these, indeed, 
an abundance of intervals which our note-system ignores : 

- 
'I, 7 8  =I9 zl.O ' I Z .  V 1 6  

and 
from e 3 = r :  W h l e  tonei. Semitone. * * -- 

7 8 g 10 i r  n 13 14 li 16 

In the overtone series the notes marked * are, according to 
the verdict of our ears, too flat compared with the corresponding 
ones in our note-system j in the undertone series they are too 
sharp. I t  is, therefore, evident that the attempt to fill up the 
octave with the inter~nediate degrees thus gained, must have a 
result contradictory to that of our musical experience ; the fourth 
octave of the harmonic natural scale deviates in three notes and 
in five intervals fro111 the melodic fundamental scale : 

and 

8th m 16th Undertone. * 

The ear entirely rejects the replacing of the fundamental scale 
by either of the above, because r i z  60th the secondsfro,/z the 8th to 
the 16th partial lo?ze continual& 6ecome s?izaller (I), while the 
fundamental scale, as already remarked, is a mixture of major 
and minor seconds. The ear altogether fails to understand the 
7 th  ~ ~ t h ,  13th, and 14th tones of the harmonic natural scales, 
and refuses to recognise the intervals, formed by them with their 
neighbouring notes and their fundamental note (I), as fit for 
musical use. The rise and foundation of the natural melodic 
scale cannot be fathomed in this lnanner (the attempt was made 
first by F. A. Vallotti). 

If we examine the two harlnonic natural scales passing away 
into infinity with their intervals continually beco~ning smaller, i t  
is clear that if our musical system is to be derived from them 
at all, Tee nzzdsst make a sf@ sot~rc?erhere; for our syrlern knore,s no 
yun~lefifones, which the next octave rnust introduce. Let us, then, 
first sharpen our gaze, and eliminate those notes from each series 
which are related to other notes in the series, just as the latter are 
to the fundamental note, i.e., let us distinguish between notes 
related in the first and second degree, and regard the notes - .  
3 . 2 = 6 , 3 . 3 = 9 , 3 . 4 = 1 ~ , 3 . $ = 1 5 , e t c . , ~ n d ~ / , . ' / , = ~ / , ,  
'1. . 'I, = 'I,, '1, . '1, = '/.g, '1, .'/, = 'I,,! respectively, as nearest 
related to the notes 3 and 'I,, as belon~ing to then1 and derived 
from them, and siniiiarly with notes f~ind-by division by ,/,or '/, 
and mulliplication by 4, 5 ,  etc. : 

'I, . x ~ , ~  %, PI* .'I, :/,I rl.s PI?. 'I,, 'I~. ' I ~ ,  'I=. xi . = I ~ .  '1% 
and : 
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Only the following then, remain as the directly related notes 
of each series : 

- 
' ' I ,  'i, ' Is  'I7 'Irr 'lr2 

and : 
'_s - s . * * *  etc 

". g_===--e--a- ,+-E3 - s- 

Of all the primary related notes, our ears recognise only the 
first ones (up to + and 5 respectively), as the asterisks show, and 
refuse to recognise all the following ones, which appear out of 
tune. Those thus remaining are : the octave, fifth of the octave, 
and third of the double octave in each direction; if we shift 
these into the nearest position to one another, which we may do 
on account of the similar sound of octave-notes, there remain in 
each case only two notes towards the filling up of the octave 
interval, viz., the (major !) third, and the fifth : 

i.6, of the overtone series only a vzajor ihord (overdang) is left, 
of the undertone series only a riiinor chord (underr(nny), both 
consisting of prime, nrajor third, and $er/'Cct jiffh, the former 
measured upwards, the latter downwards. 

" Ihtre nre only three directly intell@ib/e inierzjalst octave, 4 
[niaj~r] third, a?zd [pe~fect] f i fh"  (Illoritz Hauptmann). All 
ofher infrniirls art to beexplained mnricaily and ntathe~nntical& as the I res2rits of 71zzrlf~li~afion and invoiz~tion oj these th~ee, 8.8, the minor 

fifth fifth-fifth 
third as --(3/, : 5 / ,  = "/,, = 'I,), the whole tone as 

, third nr+slrp -*.-. - 
Vi, . 31e (- - = *Is), the semitone as 

2 octave 
Tl,ese secondary relationships now disclose the significance of 
those degrees in the melodic fundan~ental scale which hitherto 
seemed enigmatical: for the scale consists not only of direct 
relatives of one note, but of relatives in the second degree as 
well as in the first, and is, therefore, explicable not only in one 
single way, but in various mays. The ancient Greek theorists 
(I'ythagoras) looked upon the scale as a chain of fifths : 
f; r, g, d, a, e, 6, and as such it contains relatives even to the 
sixth degree, according to the note that is taken as starting point 

('I,)" - 7 2 9  (prime), (6 as sixth fifth o f f  = - - -). Since the signi- 
2' 5 1 2  

f r c a ~ ~ i e  of the third-relationship of notes .has been recognised 
(Ef: the author's "I<atechismus der l\lusikwissenschaft," p. g 
and following), it is simpler'to refer the melodic fundamental 
scale to one principal note (prime) with its third and fifth, xnd 
its upper and under fifths with their thirds and fifths : 

I % %  =I- 516 I 
( e x  a c e  

The ear co,iipr.ehe~~im's a tone with its direct relatiz~es (third and fifth 
or their octaves) on the same side--therefore prime, over-third, and 
over-fifth, or prime, under-third, and under-fifth,-as bel'onxing to- 
gather i?6 closer tr~rig, and distinguishes the111 from aN71zore distant 
relatives as fmziny om con,$ound sound, which zr,e mill call a 
CLANG; each of the three tonex can represent the clan& and even if 
the prime be not sounded itself, it is possible to understand the 
third or fifth as representing the clang. Tories which belong 
to one and the snnze c l a r ~ ~  and represejit it, are consonant (they 
blend tosethe?; apflenrirzy only as  the coiNpo7zent parts of that oze 
clang). Tones which rebrcse7rt different clanrs are dissonant. Tn .., ,, ... 
such cases one clang must be regarded as principal (prime-clang), 
while the tones representinq other clangs are to be considered as 
merelv disturbin; its consonance. TLus dissonant chords arise ~ ~ 

from ;he circum&nce that, besides tones which represent one 
clang (prime, third, or fifth), other tones (one or mo:.e) are sounded 
which~do  not belonr! to the sanle ilanc. and can be under- 
stood only mediately, Grepresentati~es of Gother clang (naturally 
of one standing in comprcl~cnsible &ionship to the principal 
clang). P. 

Just as one tone may be either pr11 c~pal  tone (prime) or 
derived tone (and then either directly related, ie., plain third or 
plain fifth of the clang represented, or a secondary relative, i.~., 
prime, third, or fifth of another clang, and then dissonant), so 
also a clang ~11ay be either principal clang-i71 .which case it i x  
c a l l ed~o~~c*-or  derived An,.; and in the latter case i t  is either 
nearest related clane on the ouerfone side or newest related clan*. on 
the trndertone side, or again only a secondary relative, and then must 
be indicated as nearest relative of a nearest related clang (ac- 
cessory clang of the latter). Nearest related clangs are in the 
first place only those known under the name of dontinants. 
Starting with an overclang (major chord), the overclang (major 
chord) of its upper fifth is the so-called njper-dominant (or 
simply dominant, indicated briefly by Y), and the overclang of 

'Indicated briefly by T. 



the under-fifth is the so-called under-dominant or suMor,iinani 
(indicated briefly by 5'); but also the contra-clang of the tonic, 
i.e., the underclang of the same principal tone, may appear as 
subdominant. We always indicate underclangs by a nought ; 
thus "S is the under-dominant when a minor chord; in c major,- 

D -- 
O S  

<- 

g h d  

 fa?^ e 8 - 
: T 

f a c  - 
S 

Similarly, starting with an underclang (minor chord), th? nnder- 
clang of its under-fifth is under-dominant ("4 and the under- 
clang of its upper-fifth is upper-dominant ("D),  but also the 
contra-clang of the tonic (the overclaug of its prime) may appear 
as upper-dominant (Dt) ;  the overclang we generally indicate by 
the simple chord-signs, T, D, S, without any index, hut in doubt- 
ful cases take the precaution to indicate it by a + in opposition 
to the " : thus in A minor,- 

"D - 
e g b  

"T . 

While our musical system, as we have seen, admits partial 
tones as representatives of a clang only as far as the interval of 
the third (cf. p. 6) ,  it does not recognise a representation of a 
key by a clang beyond the fifth-clangs, Le., although the natural 
relationship of the upper- and under-third clangs is beyond doubt 
(e.g., the E major chord is easily inttlligihle beside the  c major 
chord as overclang of its third), yet it is not posslble for the 
I? major chord to represent the key of c major, and it generally 
makes its appearance, as we sha;\ see, as a secondary relative 
(dominant of the parallel key, which we shalt be able to explain 
more fully later on). We may therefore state the following prin- 
ciples, which explain and develop the title of the book: 

! ,  

, . 

INT~UDU~TIONN 9 

I .  Thme are only two hinds of clangs: ouerclangs and unfler. 
c l a n ~ s ;  all dissonant chords are to be conceived, explained, and tndi- 

? cated RS modrjications of overclangs and underclangs. 
11. ~ h k r e  are only three kinds o f  tonal functions (s&@cancance 

within the Key), namely, tonic, dominant, and subdominant. I n  the 
change o f  theseyunctions lies the essence of modulation. 

I By keeping both these principles well in mind, we succeed in 
giving the theory of harnlony a form thoroughly simple and 
easily comprehensible, and in formulating the prescriptions and 
prohibitions for the progression ,of parts ,in a much more definite 
and binding fashion than was hltherto posslble. 

k 



CHAPTER I. 

WRITJNG CONL'INED TO PURE PRINCIPAL HARhlONIES 
(TONIC AND DOMINANTS). 

5 I. OVERCLANGS AND UNDERCLANGS. 

Rrom the conrbination of a tone (prime) with its (rirajor) upper- 
third and upper$fth ankes the overchzvg (?~~ajor chord); from its 
con16ina/ion with its ((major) zmder-third and z~nder$fth, the under- 
clang (nziiror chord). 

T o  learn with certainty to know and to treat all overclangs 
and underclangs, with which alone we are at present occupied, 
and to which all that remains is easily attached as hywork, we 
must impress firmly on our minds the @h-snccession of the 
natural frotes: 

f c g d a e 6  

(to be leanrt 6y heart $z&errfly backzuards and forzuardr), and also 
:he three (71rajor) thirds wrthoz~t chromatic sigfzs : 

f a,  c e, and g 6. 

The series of fifths is extended by repeating them with sharps, 
flats, double sharps, and double flats ( f  $, 4, &, ej?, bb, eb, ab, 
etc. f x ,  ex, ,ex ,  etc., bbb, ebb, a?b, etc.), in add~tlon to ~i~hich 
we need remark only that the connecting fifths of these series 
(viz., those arrived at by correction of the fifth bf ,  which is too 
small by a semitone, namely, b : f # and 6b : f, and also 6# : f X 

and 6pb : f b ,  which are derived from the same degrees) are 
the only fifths with unequal signature. In  the case of thirds 
we have to consider whether the particular third is one of those 
indicated above as to be learnt by heart, or one derived from 
them : for naturally all those on the same degrees (6% : e#, cb : eb, 
g# : 68, rb :bb, f #  : a#, f b  : ab, etc.) must have similar sig- 
nature, while those derived from the fopr remaining (d :f; a : c, 
e : g, 6 :d ) ,  whlch are too small by a semltone, must have unequal 
si nature, just like the fifth B : f (a  # before the upper note or 
a %  before the lower, or again a # before the lower note and a x 
before the upper, or a b before the upper note and a bb before 
the lower). 

Chap. 1.1 TONIC AND DOM~NANT ~ ~ A R M O N I E S .  I I 

IST EXERCISE.--AN the thirds arriz'ed at in this manner 
(in a l l31)  are to be co~npIeted as ouercZangs by adding the upper- 
fifth of the lower note, and as zmderclangs by adding the under 
fifth of the upper note ; e .8 ,  the third c : e = - 

c e g = c overclang (cC, also indicated simply by c), 
V - 

a c e = e underclang t e ) .  
V 

This TIEST EXERCISE is under no circumstances to be ddispensed 
with. Another very useful preparatory exercise (SECOND EXER- 
CISE) consists in the construction of all possible overclangs 
and underclangs, starting with each element of the clang, 
e.g., if e be given as the third of an underclang, the other 
notes (prime g# and under-fifth c#) are to he supplemented; 
if by 1, 3, 5 we understand the prime, third, and fifth of 
the overclang, and by I, 111, V, the prime, third, and fifth 
of the underclang, this exercise will he thoroughly carried 
out by looking upon every note in turn as 1, 3, 5 ,  I, 111, 
and V, and adding the other notes of the clangs (as far as 
the boundaries of notation will allow, ie., stopping where 
threefold chromatic signs would become necessary), g if we 
take the note c# as the starting-point : 

I .  
,*.C&JL - , j i i&.&u' f iw~.  

?I'3ir,z!i . /;LL-&.*.C*.$~. Z" 

1 3 5 1 1 1 1  V 

The more thoroughly these preparatory exercises are worked out 
the less we shall need to fear vague notions about keys and their 
principal harmonies. 

5 2. FOUR-PART WRITING. 

In  the introduction we pointed out, as the task ofthe theory of 
harnro?ry, instruction in "the logically rational and technically 
correct connectiou of chords"; we must first of all make the 
supplementary remark that four-part writing, in the course of 
centuries, has proved itself the most appropriate form for exercises 
in this connection, because of its being at the same time so 
ample as not to make too many restrictions necessary, aud 
simple enough not to he overladen and unwieldy. The four 
parts from whose simultaneous melodic progression chords result, 
are appropriately represented as the four pri?~cipaZ species of the 
hn~tzan zloice, and are called after them soprano, alto, terror, and 
bass. The first exercises are to he noted down in the simplest 

C 
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fashion with the two nlost familiar clefs, treble and bass, the 
former for the two upper parts (soprano and alto), the latter for 
the two lower parts (tenor and bass); two parts are to bewritten 
on one stave, on the upper the soprano with the notestems turned 
upwards and the alto with f h ~  stems downwards, on the rower the 
tenor with stems ujwards and the bass with sfe~/rs downwards, e.g. : 

More particular directions for the actual compass of each 
single voice are not at present necessary, as it is not as yet a 
matter of real composition for voices. If we confine the sojrano 
and bass as far ns possible wifhin the lists, so that only very 

exceptionally the soprano proceeds as high a- =, and 

@=- 
FA 

the bass as low as _>-, then with the help of the mles 
.* 

to he given directly for the distance of the parts from one 
another, the motion of the parts in a range of pitch which corre- 
sponds to their actual compass will naturally follow. 

As we are to write in fi?~r parts, and as the concords (over- 
clang and underclang), which for the present alone require con- 
sideration, contain only three notes of direrent name, either one 
part must always be silent (a possibility which we do not take 
into account at all, as it would put a stop to the four-part writing), 
or one note must be introduced in two parts-must, as it is 
termed, be "doubled." This "doubling" may occur either in 
the same tone region or in another octave ; the latter is generally 
preferable, as it secures greater fulness of sound. The note best 
ndaPted for doubJinr i7z the ove~cZanr is the Prime-in the under- 
clang, thk under$fthT 'The latter assertion requires a reason. A 
singular acoustical phenomenon-the atfendant somdingofover- 
tones-accompanies-every note of our musical instruments (also 
voices) w ~ t h  the whole series of upper harmonics shown in the 
introduction (pp. 3-4). and the first few of these in part~cular 
sound with considerable force; thus especially the third partial 
tone, the twelfth (fifth of the octave), is distinctly audible, and in 
such a measure that the omission of the corresponding chord- 
note in writing is scarcely perceptible; therefore in the minor chord 
as well as in the major, if all three notes of the chord cannot 
conveniently be introduced (for reasons to be discussed later on), 
the upper note of the intenal  of tAe$fth may be omitted without 
changing the effect materially. I n  consequence of this strong 

simultaneous production of the twelfth, the lower note of the 
interval of the fifth is the best bass-note even in the undercZa~lg,* 
and may appropriately be doubled. The underclang, which, on 
account of the peculiar dependence of its notes on a higher 
principal note, appears to tend downwards, first receives a firm 
basis through the choice of the under-fifth for its bass-note, 
whence by way of the nearest overtones it projects upwards 
again, without, however, its nature being disturbed by this assimi- 
lation to the formation of the overclang. A certain contradiction, 
indeed, cannot be denied between the third of the clang and the 
5th partial tone of the hass-note thus chosen, which, though 
co~nparatively weak, is still audible (e.8, in the e underclang 
[A minor chord], the 5th partial tone of the bass-note a is c$, 
which opposes the third of the chord (c), and somewhat detracts 
from the physical euphony of the minor chord); but the peculiar 
sadness in the character of the minor chord by no means arises 
from the harshness of this sound, but rather from the indicated 

* In order more fully to  explain the somewhat rtrange-looking fact that in the 
underclang the filth forms the fundamentnl note, rve submit the following sl~ort 
Eonsiderations :- 

Unless all signs arc fulla.ciour, there bas been a time which did not understand 
the third as part, or rather-brcaue that remoteage did not lmaw music in parts- 
as representative of a harmony, but iatlier stopped short in its recognition of 
relations of tones, a t  the fihlr, the simplest rebation afte: tbe octave. The old 
Chinese and Gaelic scales d o  not possess the scmitane, which results from the 
introduction of the third as represclitntive of a harmony. Also the older 
iiorinoriic gemlr of thc Greeks is probably to  be expkined as arestriction to  the 
fifth as representative qf a harmony (c/: Riemann. "Dictionary of Music."under 
" l'entatoiiic Scnlrs"). I'or o mzrsic which does not understand the lhird ni a 
r+5~~c~eientntiue of a hrrnirony, the iioudb modality of hormo,*y is, of  courre, an 
mri,ruenled recrei-for instance, the following group of tones : 

l'onic. - 
f . . c . . g . . d  
.- - 

S u b d o a > i ~ ~ i n ~ .  Dorni~~anl .  

is neitlier C rnxjor nor C minor, or, the one as well as the otlier. only 
'when the third bccamr recogniied as representative of a harnlony, the distinction 
o f  relsiioirs of toner as either upwards (overtones) or downwards (undertones) 
received practical importance .md theoretical consideratian. It  is inlpossible for 
US hero to develop this thought so fully as its importance would drneiue: we only 
remark that the fact of the fifth being a much older and naturally more prominent 
reprrncntntive of a harmony, eneris its influence in this, that the third, as it war 
recognired much later as possible representative of a harmony, so ever, now is 
rezaidrd only as a sort of complementary and distinctive factor of hwmoay-as 
a lactor necessary, indeed, to  make harnlony complete and unambiguour, but one 
whicli, all the same, appears only as accessory, if compared wirli the two fund;%- 
mental pillars of harmony (pfime and fifth, whether over-fifth or under-fifth), that 
were much earlier recogused and stand in a much simpler relation to each 
other  

There is yet another consideration to be taken into account. Tones that s t m d  
~~~~ ~. 

a t  the d i s t ake  of an octave from each other are considered by the musician as 
identical. (No arithmetician has as yet solved the problem why it is that no 
involution of the interval of the octave producer a dissonance, while we under- 
stand even the second 61th as a dissonance) ; and hence tllrary and practice of all 
limes and nations agree in liiuiting melodies or parts of a melody by the octave 
(which may have been suggested by the naturally limited compass of the human 
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downward derivation of the notes. But this contradiction does, 
indeed, explain the aversion of earlier composers to finishing a 
musical piece with the complete minor chord; their expedient, 
however, in cases where they did not introduce the major chord- 
on~ission of the third-is now no longer customary; on the con- 
trary, we nowadays desire to hear that note which alone decides 
whether we have an overclang or an underclnng before us. 
Therefore the third must not be omitted either in  the oz*erclh.ug or 
underrlnng; but it nzust also not be doubled, for then the clang 
obtains a striking sharpness. This doubling of the third is 
particularly had when it is produced by two parts proceeding 
in the same direction. Let us put these directions together so  
as to be easily surveyed, and the result, in the following form 
will be easily remembered as equally applicable to overclang and 

underclat~g (with @ an overclang, with & an underclang). 

As the aim of plain four-part writing is the harmonious com- 
bination ol four parts progressing nlelodiously, a disagreeable effect 
will be the result if the parts stand at too great a distance from 

voice). The coilcep!ion of the interval of the fifth ar 111s prototype of harmony 
produced by only two toner, pr-supposes the identity of octave tones; for simpler 
?hln ?hi? ratio 2 :  3 fhl thl  is the ratio I : 2 (twelfthl. The third amears. in the .... ~~~~~~ - "~ , " .  
srfies of related notes, uuly k~iter tlie second octave: 

and 

simplest relntion to the principal tone, accordingly, represents an 
jnreival which traliscelrds the range of an ordinary voice. There can be little 
duubt, therefore, that the natural limitation of the humau voice-that musical 
instrument which is the oldest and the type and standard of all others-even in 
primeval times, has suggested the vieanons use of octave tones In the repie- 
rentation of tone relations; and hence it is neitller chalice norarbitrariness that we 
are to conceive harmony in that form which places the constituent 

in  loses st proximity, so thot between the two more important toner-which, 
without an inversion of rlie reidtion of above and below, cannot he placed closer 
rllan at the i n t ~ i v a l  nl 1 fifth-the dhird enters ns a middle link. as wellin the 
cise of the over, 

.. .~ ~ ,., ~ ~~~~~ 

: l an~  an in that of the underckmg : 

k'--'. /----A 
c . . g . . e  and q . . c . . g  

J 5 5 3 

o n l v  this eenesin-which must be coosidered not as enco~itated arbitrarily or ----. ~~~~~ - 
hnving grown by ch;lnce, but as resulting nrcesrnr8ly from niture-fullyexpluins 

the fact that also in the cliord of C minor the c, although not prime, but tifth, 
F I . . - ~  +he hlniiamental nnre. If tile third were ouite on the same level with .-.... " ...- ~ ~ - . - ~  - ~ ~ 

11 ,~  6fth. it would seem proper to construct the mino; chord on it as lo~~ndation: 
blit thisis refused by tiie rir as being altogether impossible. 

C a p  1.1 T O X I C  AND DO! ; NANT N A R J ~ O N Z E S .  
$ 4 ' 5  

one another. Observation of the practice of the great masters 
and close examination of the sound of different combinations, 
have led to the strict rule, that the ,yeatest dist/nce allowed 
hetrueen the ~ X J O  h$hestparts (soprano and alto) is an octave, which, 
howeve,; is no :anger adtnissible det-ween the two innerparts, while 
the bass, which is added more for the sake of coinpleteness and 
good foundation. ltiay n t  pleasure be re,,iovedfurther from the 
te~zo?: ON>. e.ze?cises alruays Re@ to the natural relative josilion of 
the /ii,ver and lozuer p a ~ t s ,  i.e., a lower part must not cross over a 
higher one (crossing ofparts) .  

As has already been hinted several times, the Jars part as 
actual basis readily fakes the fu?idirrnental nofes of clan<ys, i.e., the 
puiirie (1) I j z  the overclalzg and the under$/th (V) in  the underclnn~; 
for the bqginning o,f' n period this .is certainly to be recomnzended, 
for the close it is strictly the ride, and also in the course of work it 
is at any time good, unless the bass, which should also be a 
melodious part, be by this means condemned tq incoherenr 
groping about with large intervals (4 the directions lor the 
melodious connectiol~ of chords which follow below). 'There are 
no rules directing the use of certain notes of the chord for the 
other parts, though there can be no doubt that, at least in the 
major key, to begin and especially to close the melody with the 
fundamental note (1, V) gives greater decision and repose, and is 
therefore particularly appropriate for the special melody-part, the 
soprano, at least for the close of fairly long movements. 

TVe are now in a poiition to arrange single chords in four 
parts in such a nlanner that they will sound well, e .8 ,  the C-major 
chord in the following forms : 

(-1 Fundamental note in the Errs, md doubled. 1 I 

(All good.) 

Here at (6)  in four cases the filth has been doubled, towhich 

1 there is no objection. The doubling of the fifths at (c) 1s in fact 
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lnostly neces5ary; temporary rule-if fhe fifth i s  i n  fhc Jars, it 
~ i ~ u r t  be doubled. The following positions of the c b r d  are not 
good, but faulty : 

A few cases with omission of the fifth may also be givcn : 

Of 18 (6) we may reillark that, in four-part writing, according 
to our strict rules, doz16ling of the third, which for the present is 
to be avoided altogether, sou7ids vevy bad lf the Pfth be onzi/fefed 
\Ve shall come across further restrictions as regards third- 
doubling and also fifth-douhling directly. 

~ I C D  E x ~ ~ c l s ~ . - W r i t e  out a number of major and minor 
chords after the pattern of 16-18, adding the qualilication 
"good " or " bad." 

5 3 .  PLAIN-FIFTIT STEP (CONNECTING THE TONIC WITH THE 
PI.AIN-FIFTH CLANG: T-D AND 'T-OS). 

We now take a considerable step forward in attempting to 
connect the two harmonies nearest related to each other, namely, 
the harinony of a tonic and its plain-fifth clang. By plain-fifth 
clang we understand that clang of the same mode as the first 
clang, which has as its prime the fifth of the latter. In  the 
connection of these two clangs, the progressiorr of the parts is quite 
~no/ofioi~s in both major and ~ninor modes, but the mthefic s@ii/i- 
rrzncc is very dz~tren f ,  inasmuch as in major this connection entails 
rising, in minor, falling, thus in the first case st~engthevin~y the 
li,ajUr chamctcl; in the latter, stre~zgthcni~z,~~ the mi no^ chui.rrcf~.r. 
I t  would be a complete ~nisunderstanding of the peculiar and 
important resthetic significance of the clang-mode, were we to 
cxpe,ct the downx7ard movelnent in minor to have the same effect 
as the upward movement in major. The plain-fifth clang is, in 
major, tile nearest related clang on the overtone side (the f@per- 
do,,iinn?if), in minor, tlie nearest related clang on the undertone 

side (the under-dominarzt) ; the one, therefore, soars upwards, the 
other dives downwards, the former case entailing, for the return to 
the tonic, a sinking downwards, the latter, a rising aloft. 

These two simplest combinations of harmonies lead directly 
to the most important rules for the connection of chords. If we 
chose to represent the harmonic relationship of these couples of 
chords in such a mahner that for the plain-fifth step in major 
each part rose a fifth, and in ~ninor fell a fifth : 

we should be  doing about all that custom! good taste, and 
judgment forbid ; this would mean simply placing the two chords 
side by side without any actual connection, and letting the parts 
proceed so evenly together that not one of them would be really 
independent ; but that, on the contrary, each would appear to be 
dragged in the same direction by the others. But the principal 
law of part-writing is that ea~-h $art s/iozi/d go ifs awu natural 
road, and it should do this as melody, i.e., not by the degrees of 
the natural harmonic scale (Introduction, p. 3), hut by those of 
the n~elodic (diatonic) scale. Since, as we know (cf: p. IZ), evcry 
note has its overtone series sounding with it, such paral/el, con- 
sect~fi7,e $7-ogressio?ts of two parts i n  octaves as above at 19 ( a )  
between soprano and bass, and 19  (6) between alto and bass, do 
not really amount to two-part writing, but only to strengthened 
unison. Therefore, it is strict& forbidden for two [real] parts 
layis,? clninr to indejendence (as is always the case with our four 
parts) to proceed parallel to each other ill octaves; indeed, in 
consequence of the similar sound of octave-notes, which easily 
deceive the ear as regards toneregion, it is not even allowable for 
two real parts to proceed by contrary motion from notes of the 
same name to notes of the same name (6) : 

But we must irnmediatelv remark that these co~zsecutiue ocfaves $70- 



by step have in much greater measure the effect of real parts, i.e., 
of melodies, and therefore disappoint us all the more, if their 
course suddenly becomes identical, and they blend into one. 
The same is true of consecutiirejfhs [If: 19 (a) and 19 (6) between 
tenor and bass] ; in the case of fifths proceeding by leap, it is less 
the similarity of motion than the disconnectedness of the chords 
and the want of melodious progression that strikes us disagree- 
ably, whereas, in the case of fifths rising or falling by step, it is 
the parallel motion itself which is the principal fault and causes 
so disagreeable an eriect. Fifths by leap in contrary motion : 

indeed, often occur in the works of the hzst masters. No 
recommendation, however, can be given to their use, nor to that 
of octaves by leap in contrary motion, much less to that of 
octaves and fifths by leap in parallel niotion. The student who 
wishes to get acquainted with tlie regular metliods,of part-writing, 
to learn to know the izonnnl paths, and to acquire and make a 
hallit of natural~~ess, snioothness, and $nenq i,i the pf-ogression cf 
parts, so that he may judge for himself what he is doing when he 
turns away from the straight road, must abstainfrom them entirely. 

In  the connection of harmonies with which we are at present 
occupied, nanlely, the plain-fifth step and its inversion, the 
"retrograde plain-fifth step," or "plain-fifth close," there is no 
reason for making use of octaves and fifths, either in similar or 
contrary motion, if the simplestfundamental la7nfor the melodiozrs 
conriedion of chords be observed. This is : Everypart should try 
to reach a riote of the new harmony by the nearest way. 

From this main principle it follows that (I), when two1  
harnionies have notes in common, the latter most appropriately ; ," f 
remain in the same parts ("trofes in common are kept in the same 
part"); (z),$ro,rrressio~ 6y step are  alzuays prge~a6le to those by 
leap, and steps of a nzinor second (semitone progressions, LEADING- -2 
TONX STEPS) are specially to be recommended. 

I~r$rqression by seionds rests the actual healthy Zfe of tnelody 
(therefore, the scale is really at all times the normal basis of ,I 
melody) ; and this is applicable even to the freest, boldest melody 
fol-mation. Leaps are not, isdeed, excluded in nreiody; on the \ 
contrary, they form the most effective factors (vigorous arousing, 
sudden collapse of energy, etc.); but they entail subsequent 
conlplete, or, at least, partial, $/lins r@ Sf the g@s by flrreans of ! 
si?,S(e-step progressioi:~. 

Only the 6ass part, whose exceptional position we have 

fundamental note (therefore, not appropriate for the bass), should 
also 6e avoided, particularly on the accented beat of the bar, 
excepting in cases when this doubtful bass-note becomes funda. 
mental note of the next chord (i.e., in the case of a "chord of 
six-four," to which we shall refer further on ; cf: remarks about 
Example 26). 

If, after this rather detailed discussion, which, however, 
exhausts pretty well all the rules for part-writing, we again attemp, 
to connect the tonic with its plain-fifth clang, the result will be 
quite different from that reached at 19 (a)-(&) : 

The seven progressions in this example are transitions from 
the first for111 of the c-major chord given in Ex. 16, to the chord 
of G-major; they are all good, though the third (c) and the last 
(g) only under the presupposition that the bass will not proceed 
by leap from the fifth. The first (a)  is absolutely normal, as the 
bass proceeds from fundamental note to fundamental note, and in 
bath harmonies the latter is doubled, the note in common (g) 
remains in tlie tenor (o), the leading-tone step ((-6) is made in 
the soprano, and also the fourth part (alto) proceeds by second. 
At (6)-(c) the bass moves ~l~elodically to the third and fifth 
respectively, and the progression from fimdamental to fundamentnl 
is not made at all, as the other c also proceeds by second [at (6) 
soprano 6"-d", at (c) soprano c"-b']. Thus the doubling of the 
fifth is brought about, which we know to be allowed. At (d) the 
progression 1-1 (c"-g'), nornlal for the bans, is transposcd into 
the soprano, which is also at all times permissible. The cases 
(e)-(g) are the freest; at (e) and (f), the means of connection 
by sustaining one note is missing ; at (e) and (g) the leading-tone 
step is also missing. But these progressions Are also allowable 
under the presupposition that the positions of the c-major chord 
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were reached bv stricter ~ r o ~ r e s s i o n  of the narts, and also that the 
o-major chordproceedwiih~tter connectioi. ~e"era1such~rogres- 
sions following one another without real melodic support would 
he unwarrantable for the same reasons as those in Example 19. 

On the other hand, the following progressions are faulty : 

(a) : consecutive octaves between soprano and bass ; (6 )  : the 
same fault, but aggravated by the doubling of the third of the 
dominant. [RULE : Doubliig the thirdof the nzajor upjer-dominant 
rr,rd lirinor u ~ ~ d e ~ d o m i n a n t ,  e-pivalent to the DouBilNc otr THE 

I.I:ADIA'~-NOTE, is at all tinzes-euen ilc colrtrary ir~otioiz-a Bad 
mistuke] ; (c) : too great a distance between alto and tenor ; (d) 
and (e) : the same between soprano and alto ; ( f )  : consecutive 
octaves [by leap] between soprano and bass ; (g) : the same, hut 
in contrary motion [less striking, hut not to be approved of]. 

4 . r ~  ~ x ~ R c ~ ~ ~ . - ~ m i t a t i o n  of the seven dfferenf progressions 
in Examn$e 22, starting with the 1 1  other forms of the c-major 
chord given in Example 16(a) (carryingout strictly the directions 
for the distance of tlie parts from one another and for their total 
con~pass). , , 

The cond~tions for wri t in<~ in milior are almost the same as 
in major; the plain-fifth clang (the under-dominant, 'S) has one 
note in common with the tonic ('2') (the A-minor chord [ O e ]  with 
the n-minor chord pal, the note a ) ,  and there is the possibility of 
making a leading-tinestep (e- f )  ; on thc other hand, it must be 
noticed that the treatnlent of the V asfi~ntiamental note and as the 
one best for doubling, stipulates a difference in the progression, as 
not rhe V, Gut the I has the possi6iliQ of pr~ceeding by second i ~ r  
either direction (e-dand e-j). Therefore, in minol; doubling of 
the I willoccur more frequently than doubling of the 5 in major, 
which only confirms the correctness of the view that the minor 
and major chords are constructed on opposite principles. The 
following are normal progressions in minor in imitation of the 
first form of Example 16 (CJ! Ex. zz) : 

chap. 1.1 TONIC AND DOMINANT HARMONIES. 2 I 

Here at ( 4 - ( f )  the leading-tone step is missing ; a certain 
disturbance of the facility of motion by the doubling of the V, 
which arises from the imitation of the major, cannot be denied ; 
for this reason, the doubling of the prime often occurs in minor, 
excepting at the beginning and close; also, in the course of 
development, the bass often takes the th~rd, by which nleans 
greater mobility is gained : 

I I 1  I I I I 1 r 

~ T H  E x ~ ~ c ~ s ~ . - I m i t a t i o n  of the progressions in Examples 
24,25, starting with a considerable number of other illinor chords. 

We now proceed for the first time to the working out of a con- 
tinuous example in 8 bars, which will give us occasion for a few 
lnore observations. Take the exercise: 

G : T D I T ~  I D . . / T . . I D T I  D T ~ . . D I  +II 
5 3 3 1  3 3 5 5 

In  the first place, we must give a short explanation of this 
figuring. 'l'lle signs T, D we have explained (T= major tonic, 
D = major npper-dominant) ; the numbers I, 3, 5 ,  written below 
or above, imply that the particular note (prime, third, fifth) is to 
be in the lowest or highest part; the two dots (. .) indicate 
repetition of the same harmony (but the alteration of the position 
is always allo~vable and generally advisable) ; the perpendicular 
strokes are the bar-lines, @ the time-signature. No particular key 
is prescribed ; oil the contrary, all  the examnjles{iwen in  this species 
of notalion are zntendedfor ~ o o r h i n ~  out in  all keys (or at least 
in a large nuinber of keys). If we go to work, and choose for 
the beginning the first position of 16 (a) ,  in tlie key of A-major, tlie 
attempt will probably turn out thus : 

T D T  D.. T . .  D T D T . . D +  
0 a 1 " e 

1 1 1 r  
(First model example.) 

" I  (JT 9 
I t  should be well noted that the nziddte parts are here en. 

trusted with the duty of keepimr,~ the other $arts together, id., they 
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sustain notes as far as possible, and generally move within a tone higher than the third, the latter the plain (major) sixth 
small circle. Only when the same harmony (. .) occurs twice in lying a whole tone above the fifth. Finally, at (c), in the 
succession [at (a)  in the znd, 3rd, and 4th bars], progression closing chord, we have the first case of necessary omission by seconds is naturally discontinued (as there can be no step of a t h e j f t h  before us, because the prime is prescribed for the highest 
recond betzween notes of the s n ~ i ~ e  cln,rg), and all the parts (as in part. 
bar z ) ,  or at least several, move by leap. Such change ofposition 
of n harnzo i~~ shonld deliberate& 6e made use of in  order to <yain a be worked out in all major 
good propession to the foliozwing; the student should i n  such cnses 
niznj~sfirld ont :which position is rendered desira6le 6y the dass-note 
requiredfor the next chord-At (6) the bass leaps to the fifrh, 
which, on p. rg, we indicated as unadvisahle in connecting 
difereilt harmonies. But when, as in this case, only the position 
of harmony changes, it may be done without hesitation (also, (7) 3j4 : ?D T D 3 D . . .I. 

5 I .; 1 P proceeding by leap from the fifth to the third or the fundamental 
note of the snlire c h ~ r d  is admissible); but at the same time a s 6 

case occurs here, which we noted on page 19  as an exception, ( 8 ) @ :  . i ' ? . l D T I D ' 3 / T J  / 
when even with cha~ige of harmonies the bass may proceed by 
leap to the fifth: the fifth is sustained and becomes fundamental 
note (of the dominant). We will not delay the explanation of 

( ~ ) $ ; D I T D ~ ~ > .  S s 
B I D . .  5 1  IT. 

this r~ile unnecessarily : the tonic zwith the fiift in the &ass (T,), 6 r 
n,hich gerierallJi appears as lastchord But tzwo (antepenultimate), and (lo) '/,:?~D~D~T..D*~.\TD~T..D/TD(~.D~~~T( 3 s  3 r P *  OL 1 12). 
rwhich isfoiiuzwed by the don~inant leading to the closinr tonic, is, in I 1  
renlitJ, not ionic hnnitony, Gut rather a dissonant fonx of the 
iio~i~inanl; the so-called ( I )  I :  1 . 1  3 D T  , I i  D..  $ 1  TD 5 1  T D T I . ~ .  I .... I B  \ D : ; ~ T ( ~ ) .  

Chord of six-four, L P 
IL-'J 

i.e., the dominant enters with tmo strange notes, namely, the N.B.-The note-signs after the last figure of each exercise fourth and sixth, which tend dorvnwards to the third and fifth intimate the duration of the closing chord: those written under of the chord, that is to say, with two Suspensions. I t  is true the beginning of Exercise 11 indicate the rhythm to be carried 
we shall not treat of suspensions till much later on ;  but this through. 
chord formation is so indispensable, even for the simplest little 
passages, that it seems iinperatively necessary to introduce it at EXERCISES 12-17, in minor (to be worked out in all minor 
the very beginnins of the exercises, and to explain it properly. keys). 
'rhe chord of six-four is the first of the examples of dissonant 
chords under the cloak of consonance (feigning consonances), 

( I ~ ) ~ : ~ T ~ ~ S ~ T ~ ~ ~ S I T ~ S ~ T S  T s . .  - T ( ~ J ) .  I ' 
I 1 I I I I I  I i ; ; I 0  I - 

\vl~icl~ me shall often come across; the don6lin~ of the 6ass-note, I I 
nbsoluiely necessary in the chord of sixfour, does not really mean (13) $:Tfl! OS T..  S . .  T!I! S!'f T(2). 
doubling of the fifth, but, on the contrary, doubling of the fnndz- I I I I '  I '  I 
mental note (1 of the dominant). The student is to be warned, 
in resolving the cliord of six-four into the plain dominant harn~oily (14) v4 : 'T 1 ' S  ;; 'TI c D S  / + 'S I 'T (A). 
(: ;), against doubling the fifth, particularly in siiililar motion, 
~vlien it sounds siluply I~orrible: I ("I " 1 ,,' .. .. 1 O T  (A,). (15) $1, : T .. .. S T S "' ' 

I I" 
(16) $1,: T " S 0 T I 4 S . .  TI I:I 'S .. jT((d.). 

111 111 1 

And thus the new numbers 4 and 6 appear in our chord I I I  III 

signs, the former indicating the (perfect) fourth lying a semi- ( 1 7 ) $ : T T " S  1 1 I III / I I ~  I v1 Y 1 . T I 1 '  s.?. T. .  s. Stv,,, "T(2) .  



We must heie, before all, supplement the explanation of the 
figuring. As already indicated, the " always demands an under- 
clang; Roman numbers, for indicating intervals measured down- 
wards. likewise show that we have to do with an underclane. so ,, 
111.11 ~ : I C  - is t l l ~ 1 1  I I !  L- I . IU~IUI .  111 the i^rt c\xmple rli: r.u,rt,v,-,,rl 
I I I  71::ii~r (1 /I.? f ?I . I~!A, . /  fhdrd !f J;x/. i<r ;,! ?he ?nojhr k,~, w..!, 11 
i wcl: iotc:;i:~l,:c, i intro.l~.cxl: naturlllv nL. must zt\.oirl UI;I,:~!IJ 
the r in the-bass, for then thd chord would appear m&ely 2 
tonic; similarly, the I must be doubled, for, as we shall see, 
dirsoir~rnt notes must never be doubled. This minor chord of 
six-four is wanting in the principal means of effect of the chord 
of six-four in major-the tension caused by the fourth and sixth 
as suspensions from abo-oue of the third and filth, and relaxed 
by their downward resolution. I t  is just this higher or lower 
position, this upward or downward relation, which produces 
the different effect of major and minor, as the relations are not 
congruent, but only symmetrical. 

A second series of exercises will now follow (here and through 
the course of the book) which are distineuished from the first. in 
that onepart is~i-ouen cdnlpleteh (consequently also the key). one 
&en part often makes the hest and ?nost natural cormecfion of har- 
mo!iiei imjossibie; if, e . ~ ,  for the harnlony step tonic-dominant, 
the n~elody step from third to third is given, then the leading-tone 
step is made in~possible (as the leading-note must not he doubled). 
In  these examples the harmonies are not indicated as tonic, 
dominant, and subdominant, but by small italic letters (6, ' 8 )  indi- 
cating their principal notes (1, I). I n  working. out, thepupil is to 
indicate the fitnctions of fhe hanironies (viz., their significance as 
tonic or dominant, etc., but without the numbers which refer 
only to the progression of parts) ; in these first exercises this is a 
very simple matter, but later on it will become more and more 
diflicult, and illust, therefore, be made a duty fro111 the very 
beginning, if tlic attenipt later on is not to prove a failure. Take 
the follo\ving esn~nple : 

" , + . .  1 . .  g c g c g c  . . p :  + 
5 3 

N.B.-Where only numbers, or +, or ; without clang-letter 
or without . . , are placed by a note, it is itself (major or minor) 
prime ; where there is no figuring at all (see the fifth note), it 
is major prime; the number, then, indicates the particular note 
for the bass; only where the latter is given, the eumber indicates 
the note for the highest part. 

The givcn part is so to be noted on the stave that the second 
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part to be written on the same stave can be distinguished fronl 
it (thus in the case in question all note-stems of the given soprano 
are to he turned upwards) ; when the soprano is given, the chord 
signs ,are to be placed above the upper stave, when alto or tenor 
are glven, between the two staves, when bass, under the lower 
stave; also, at the beginning, above, or below the upper or lower 
stave, it is to be indicated by c/: (canbur $rmus, ie., given part), 
which part is given (these measures are necessary to spare the 
teacher error in correcting [altering the cantus firmus]). The 
example, worked out with the additional indication of functions, 
would then look son~ething like this : 

T . . D . .  T  D T D T D T . . D ' ? :  t 
(Second model example.) 

N.13.-Instead of :after :, the abbreviated sign for the simple 
overclang (major chord)+ may be placed, as above, m the bar 
before the last. This example is not wanting in progressions 
which are deficient in smoothness (bars 1-2, 3, 5 ,  7) ; the student 
should try to improve upon them ! 

I. MAJOR. 

EXERCISES 18-20 (Soprano given). 

8 5 3 d g 3  d g g d  d 4 ? x  
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EXERCISES 21-23 (Alto given). 
2,. 

3 ,. cp .. 3 .. cp .. 
4 

d > g b +  . . d b . .  do gb ?: - ,  , 
d 4 V v -  

d  a  3 5 d . . . . a " .  a ? .  d a  3 a 4 ? :  d 
i + 1 5 

0 I. 
I / 

33. 313 cggg gSc#38S1 6 +  4.... .. + 
4 

=2=3zq 
;=mvo-&a-s-  "L. 

11. MINOR. 

Exx~c l ses  32-34 (Soprano given). 

I 38. EXERCISES 24-27 (Tenor given). L- . 8---- 
~- -4=l===I4-~==q @@&g 1- 3 F"!? , J-d . 

o .. "a . . "e . . "a .. 111 "a "e .. a . .  "e 
111 ,,I 1" I11 

e b e .. 6 . .  G .. .. e .. Gb !: e V i  Y 

I S  8 1  S 33. 

-5. fin- e W~=~==?-T"?"T"X f p z - k z  z- 
- - 

I 
ya46 111 0 .. ya . . "6 I .. 9 6"fa .. 'G .. 0 

111 III 1cr 

. p  C. . C .* 

EXERCISES 35-37 (Alto,given). 

3 1  9 3  3 1  5 

EXERCISES 28-31 (Bass given). 

III V I I l l  1 III 

. . 
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--- 
'C# 0 . . 0 .. if1 "fa "ca .. o .. 111 % "cp 

Exel lcrs~s  38-40 (Tenor given). 

EXERCISES 41-45 (Bass given), ... 

.- 
'bb . . . . Oeb O6b % "6b Oeb o . . "po o O e b  "la 

5 4. CONTRA-FIFTH STEP (CONNECTING THE TONIC WITH THE 
CONTRA-FIFTH CLANG : T-S A N D  'T-OD) .  

If. on the one hand. the transition from the tonic to the nlain- 
fifth clang appeared onfy like a natural continuation, a progr&sion 
to partial notes of the second order, making the fifth of the clang 

independent as the bearer of its own clang, on the other hand, 
the transition to the contra-fifth clang (to the clang of the same 
mode on the fifth of the opposite side) has an entirely different 
significance. I t  must be defined as a forcible pressing back beyond 
the siartingrpoint of h a y ~ ~ w z i c  relations (the prime) : 

T D <----- I 
A- and d f  a c e  - 9 s  .+- c e ,cF 6 d -- 

1 -- 3 " S  " T  

The return from the plain-fifth clang to the tonic (D-T, 
"S-oT) entirely coincides, indeed, in exterior, ie.,  as regards the 
means of melodious connection, with the contra-fifth step, but has 
an entirely different meaning; it is only a retrograde formation of 
that which had grown out of the ton$ prime, a simple return, 
whereas the contra-fifth step-presup[~os~ng the consciousness of a 
tonic as a fixed point in the change of harmonies-causes an 
artz$cial suspense, which renders a marked forward motion neces- 
sary. The contra-fifth clang is the stretched bow which slings 
the arrow beyond the mark (the tonic). This applies to major as 
well as minor. I n  major the contra-fifth clang (the under- 
dominant, subdominant abbreviated S )  forms a receding down- 
wards beyond the tonic, which itself strives upwards from its 
fundamental note : therefore, a presslng down below the level, 
whence it again powerfully forces the harmony upwards; in minor 
(as minor upper-dominant, abbreviated 9) it is as a pulling up- 
wards,sn artificial lifting beyond the starting-point (the minor prime) 
from which the tonic develops downwards and generates the 
l~lain-fifth clang : therefore the contra-fifth clang in minor presses 
heavily downwards into the region of the dependencies of 
the tonic. For this reason the contra-fifth clang is generally 
not followed by the tonic itself; this simple solution of the 
conflict caused by its introduction is nof-at least at decisive 
points of the harmonic development-satrsfactory or sufficient; 
rather, the contra-fifth clang is generally followed by the plain- 
fifth clang, which, then, leads back to the tonlc in a thoroughly 

I 
sntisfactory manner, and closes restfully. The clang successions 
T-S-D-T and "T-9-"S--"T are, therefore, really typical 
for harmonic motion ingeneral; they are so-called cor?@hte (dilnf- 
era4 cadences. With the addition of this new element (the contra- 
fifth clang), our exercises for the first time lose a certain stiffness 
and one-sidedness-the latter in the full sense of the word, as, so 
far, only one side of the tonic has been represented, whereas now 
both will be represented. The folloqng group of exercises still 
abstains from connecting the two dom~nants d~rectly (on account 
of the risk of the worst consecu,tive fifths being incurred), 
and either the tonic or the feignlng consonant formation of 
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the chord of six-four, already kn0ri.n to us, is inserted between 
the contra-fifth clang and the plain-fifth clang. 

The introduction of the contra-fifth clang after the tonic, its 
return to the latter, and its transition to the chord of six-four, 
give rise to no difficulties which would render new observations 
necessary. 

(a)  T-s 

Now, again, exercises wiikout,rri,enpart follow, only indicating 
the harmonies as tonic, dominant, etc., in the fashion of the first 
series in the last paragraph, which are to be worked out i n  all 
keys; these exercises, as already remarked, are the easier oncs, 
for, so long as the progression of parts i i  not restricted by the 
fixing of certain notes for the bass or for the highest part, they 
allow of the most normal ways of connection. 

EXERCISES 46-51 (Major). 

6 + 
( 5 1 ) $ / ~ :  T D I T S  3 1  3 T $ 1  S . . a / 9  T S T . . l D  1 3  T S I . 3 D ( " I  1 

T D T S D: ' 1  T ( J ) ,  
5 3 I I 

EXEI~CISES 52-57 (Minor). 1 
T D  " T " S  T D  S T S . (52) @ : O T I  2 .i I 1 r r  I I I 1 " I rv  1111 1 ,111 ; ;;z I 

1 I V 
"I V 

(53) % :  T D TI S .. TI"D .. 
i l l  Y I, ,  

"TI OS " T  OS I . . . . ?'!I O T  
I I I  I" ILI 

"I Y 

(54) @ : ' T 0 D / T " S / " T  S J " T . . I S S 1 ! / T . . I S  . . I o I :  
11, I11 111 I l l  I ,I1 Y 

(55) 9 1 , :  " T  SI T .. mSIoT .. .. OD T "S lo I :  
111 1 111 111 1 111 

A second series of exercises with one give11 part and direct 
indication of the clangs is intended for acquiring dexterity in 
smoothing interruptions in the normal connection, caused by 
abnormal steps in one part. The pupil is to indicate the fnnc- 
tions of the single clangs (as tonic, dominant, and subdominant) 
in each exercise worked out, as was the case in Exercises 29-45 : 

I. MAJOR. 

EXERCISES 58-60 (Soprano given). 

c f 3 g . . c  f i g . . <  f . . . .  g * + a  
I 

i 63 f 3  6a 3 b b f  3 of: C 
5 



EXERCISES 61-63 (Alto given). 
Gr 

e a c + b 4 + e 6  6 e a h ' ?  

d b f i z  a b d b a b  J G 5  ab 
3 3 5  4 3 

63. 

- + 
ca . . 6  ctlW. fv 

EXERCISES 64-66 (Tenor given). 

6 
g:, d7 cb . . db" gb do . . g, .. + 

N.B. - 
6 5 

3 +.. gu cpj$cpf$.. ca+ .. fa .. cu + ?. 1 ..fa 6% 
9 1 r 4 ~1 
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I 11. MINOR. 

EXERCISES 70-72 (Soprano given). 

6 . o "e 0 111 O b  pe 111 fa O h  e o 
111 I 111 

EXERCISES 73-75 (Alto given). 
73. 

I . .  

t-i+t-,i-'y+L-&* - 0 '=dl 
0 0 'e 6  '6 "a o "a o "6 .. O e  a . o 

I 

74. 

d--- 

I % "6 o .. "ca .. o O 6  y% "6 

75. 

111 IIL TIT 
d g d "a % * g  o a % 0 . . " d  

III 111 

EXERCISES 76-78 (Tenor given). 

o . . o .:g% .. "ca o . III . ~ g #  . 1x1 . d p  1 "gg 06% . . o "6% o 
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EXERCISES 79-81 (Bass given). 
10. 

0 %a "da 0 'da "ga o "as . . "dg "ga o "8% . . 0d8 

N.B.-For the first time in Exercise 65, a slur from the 1 in 
the sign of the third chord from the end to the 1 of the last 
chord is used to indicate that the bass-note (cg) is to be snstainerl. 
There the ca is also an element of the middle chord ( 5  infg+);  
later on we shall find this method of indication very useful in 
expressing and explaining in a simple manner the most com- 
plicated formations of the so-called Pedal-point. 

$ 5.  THE WIIOLE-TONE STEP (S-D AND OD-'S). 

The direct connection of the plain-fifth clang with the contra. 
fifth clang, as has been pointed out, brings with it the risk of 
the worst of ail ~olzsenltive fifths, viz., fifths rising or falling a 
whole tone while their notes have the significance 5-5 I-' 

1-1 and V-V 
respectively (actual harmonic ronsemtivefifths) : 

C Mrior: A hlinor : 

S-D O D D D S  

Our principal rules for the progression of parts form, indeed, 
a pretty sure guarantee against such error; why should we 
take whole-tone steps in all the parts, and, as in Example 17,  
introduce two harmonies in similar position after one another? 
For in so doing, are we not neglecting the best possible step, 
viz., the leading-tone step ? Let us mahe the leading-tone step, 
and the ofherparts are immediate& Zed info fheirproflerpaths, and 
the danger of corarecutive octaves andfifths disappears without trace : 

in1 fh) fcl (d) 

As at (n)  c proceeds to 6, the alto cannot also take 6, because 
the latter may not be doubled; consequently it is forced down 
tog.  The tenor will have to take d, else this would be missing, 
if we retain the desirable bass progression from fundamental note 
to fundamental note. At (c) the relations are entirely sinlilar : 
f must not be doubled ; if e proceed to f; g must go to a, nnd 6 
will be directed to d. At ( 6 )  and ( d )  an excellent connection of 
the two chords is made by doubling the 5 in &,and the I in "D. 

The state of matters is worse, however, if one given port 
renders the above nor~nal mode of connec:ing the harmonies 
impossible, e,g., for f f -g f  : 

n (a) 111 111 (6) I r (c) v I (d)  1n v (r) I nr 

For, at 34 (a)  and (e),  and also a t  35 (a) and ( e ) ,  the leading-tone 
step is made impossible; since the leading-note itself (3 of the 
D and 111 of the OS respectively) may not be doubled, the c in 
f+-g+ must not proceed to O, if a has proceeded to 6 [34 (a)] ,  or 
f to 6 34 (e)], and in -6-"a, e must not go tof; if g has gone to f 
~ 3 5  (ah,  or 6 gone to / ~ 3 5  (e), ; therefore, in these four cases, the 
leading-tone step must be sacrificed; in major : 
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Iw(a)l Isr (41 
i- - 

- 
36. 

(e) N.B. 0 5  (6) Eoad (c) ( d )  (6) 

( f )  N.E. 0s (g) I 16) bad ( i )  good (L-I gnoil 

and similarly in niinor : 

r35 (=)I 

(4 
. , 

(6) c (4 (4 cn ( K )  

But little need be added. At 36 (a )  and f.f) the bass part 
leaps a third to the fifth of the dominant; the effect is not 
entirely good, for reasons already known to us (viz., because 
taking the fifth in the bass part by leap readily gives it added 
importance, and raises the ini1)ression that we have a chord of 
six-four before us, cJ. the remarks to Example 26),  but it must 
often be allowed for lack of better ways. Just in this very case, 
liorvever, the actual eff?.ct of a c h o ~ d  of six-four is excluded, as 
coming after the under-dominant the upper-dominant i n  any 
fiosition marks the key very pointedly, and a resolution of the 
chord of six-four into the chord of five-three (in this case the 
resolution of d,6 into d+) must appear illogical, because it would 
contradict the key again. At 36 (d) and 37 ( d )  the third of the 
subdominant is doubled in order to open up other ways; but it 
must be presupposed that the third doubling was not the result 
of l~arallel motion. At 36 (x) and (h)  three parts proceed by leap, 
an expedient to be resorted to only in extrenie cases. 

Such cases as 34 (6) and 35 (b) are also very disagreeable, 
particularly when the step 5-5, or 1-1 respectively, is given in the 
soprano or bass part; in the former case, because then the 
succession of :he two funda~nental notes is impossible (on 
account of consecutive fifths necessarily arising), in the second 
because the effect of two chords of six-four in succession is the 

result (that placing the minor prime in the bass may produce the 
effqct of six-four will be explained in the next chapter, which 
introduces the contra-clang of the tonic). The ways of evading 
the d~fficulty are : 

Here at (c), ( d ) ,  (e),  (f ), and (i) even the leading-tone step could 
be preserved. 

There now remain the abnormal leaps given at 34 (6) and ( d ) ,  
and 35 (c) and ( d ) ,  of which only 34 ( d )  gives rise to particular 
difficulties : 

(4 (6) (4 (2) N.B. (#) N.B. (f) N.D. (g) 

135 (41 135 (d)l 

(4 ( i )  (k) ( I 1  1 4  I*) 

In  seven of these cases, indeed, the leading-tone step had to be 
given up. 

Another problem which this successio~l of harmonies for the 
first time brings before our notice is the possibility of a partp7'o- 
ceeding by an augmented infernal; the step from the prime of the 
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contra-fifth clang to the third of the plain-fifth clang (f-6 and 6-f 
respectively) is good only as fifth (diminished, Le., too s~nall by a As in this case every part has a stave to itself, it is not 
semitone) ; on the other hand, it is bad as a fourth (augmented, 

necessary for the soprano to have all the note-stems turned 
upwards, etc. ; on the contrary, the caZZz'paaphic mZes come into 

i.e., too great by a semitone, tn2one [three whole tones: 
f . . g . . a . . dl). Good n2eiodious settin8 which must always force that all notes lying above the middle line should have their 

stems turned downwards, all lying below, turned upwards, while 
be our norm, has to avoid the fritone under all circzlrrrsta?zces (at for notes on the middle line either way is equally good. 
least with changing harmonies; when possible within the same 
harmony, it may be allowed without hesitation, so long as it does 
not incur the violation of the most important nlelodic principle- 
turning after leaps ; i.e., f-b [rising], is good, while the same EXERCISES 82-93 (Major). 
harmony is sustained, if a can and does followv, an exception 
which is of consequence in the treatment of the chord of the (82) $: T D T  S D  T  D . .  T S  D . .  T 
under seventh, as we shall see later. For the present we must 

/ I 1 4.1 , I  , I  1 (=&) 
accept the prohibition of augmented intervals without any 
exception). (83)'/,: T S D I T S  T I D S  3 T  1 I 3  S D . .  I T S D I T S . .  

After this detailed examination of the difficulties which meet 3 I 
us in writing the whole-tone step, and having settled the means of 
overcoming them, me may introduce the direct connection of tlte ~ ' S D  I T ( = . )  , 
two dominants in our next exercises, which will thus galn m 
variety. We again give two series, first, such as have no given 6 5 

part and no key determined, in which so long as certain bass ( 8 q ) 6 : T i S . . D ' 3 / ~ ~ - ~ T l S . . D . .  s 3 .  

progressions or notes for the highest part are not demanded, the 
l T ( J . )  

usual connecting of the two chords shown in Example, 33 IS 

possible, and secondly, such as cause particular difficult~es on (a$)%: T S D I  T S D  T D T I D ; .  I T S T ' S D T ]  
account of the given part. In  working out the latter, the indica- I 

(P r)  
1 

tions T, D, S, or "((; "D, "S, respectively, are to be added, as has 
been done hitherto. S  D:: I T  (J,) 

So as gradually to accustom the pupil to reading a score 
consisting of many staves, and, foremost, to prepare him for writing 
in the so-called "four clefs," the next exercises are no longer to ( 8 6 ) % : T I D . . I T S I . . D I T < I T S I ; .  D I T !  1 :  (J) 
be rvosked out on two, but on /our staves, in such a manner that 
soprano and alto are noted, as hitherto, in the treble clef, and ( c 7 c ek.2.) 

tenor and bass in the bass clef, but every part on a separate stave, 
as in the following model example : 

( 8 7 ) ~ :  T D I S T I  S D I T D  ~ T D I S D I D : : ~ T ( ~ )  
T.. S  D T . .  S  D  T S D  T S g  T 3 I 3 9 

j (ss)y , :  S D I T . .  3 1  I S D \ T D ~ T S ~ D S ( D ~ D I T ( _ . )  1 s 
(p 7 p yet.., 

i 
40. 1: (89)>/,: TIsD::I T . . ]  S D /  T . .  I S D S I D T I S D I  T. 

I 
\ (P r P i P) (P r P r P) 

G I 
( 9 o ) E : T D J T S D . .  T D T D I S . . D ' 3 1 T ( d )  

~ i r a  model examp e. s s I S 3  I 
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( ~ I ) ~ / , : T D ~ T s D T ~  D S T S I D ~ S D . .  
1 9  I 

(3- 7.5 k- 7.5 G- 7 . c ~ -  p) 

(gz)3J8:T S D  T SD TD TSTIS..ID..IT(?) 
I s  3 I 1 I I 3 ,  

( S  i C  i t )  

(93)'/,. T . . D I T S I D . . T  DS  TSDITSD TD T[$ 1 I I ,  I ) 
( C i t )  ( S i t )  ( Z r C  C i i )  

EXERCISES 94=1oo (Minor). 

( 9 4 ) @ : ' T I " S " T / " D S I T 0 S / $ . .  111 1 1 9 D " S I g " S I " T  ( 

- s . .  l"((n.10) 
0 - 

( 9 6 ) 3 / , : T  '40 1 ' T " S j  " T 4 0 " S  I s T . . " S I " T . .  O D  I 
(P r P i )  

The notification of a cerlain rhythm (by means of ,bl? or 
.b.q 1 J.  etc., undcr the figurcs) scarcely requires any further 
explanation. There ?uould be nu meaning l i a  confrrzuing fo write 
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I. Major. 
EXERCISES 101-103 (Soprano given). 

41. 

6 e f u  .. 3 6  .. e .. / # < /  
I 

exercises in egnal ?rater 'af/er /he manner of ciru7,ales; on the 
contrary, practice in four-part writing will be of the greatest 
advantage, if so planned as to incite and fructify the talent of a 
gifted pupil, instead of fettering it and sending it to sleep. 

'03. 

C d f . .  C d g  3 C d g . . . .  C d.. + 
3 1 9  

EXERCISES 104-106 (Alto given). =* 
- 

ebdb €3 ..db .. .. +db 5dbe i  abdb .. ab 
S 

mg. 

a 6 . . 6 .. a 6 . .  a 6 5  ' e  
4 3 

106. 

h c  ..6b .. W c . .  f J b c 4 6 b c  
S 

EXERCISES 107-log (Tenor given). 
'4. C 

- d e  3 e 3 e . .  e . .  + d . .  e ... 



ebao + e b . .  6 eb. .abb,  3 6 5  A, 
B 8 4 3 

EXERCISES 110-112 (Bass given). 
IZO. 

.. a . .  

. . eb . . f 6b-A, 
4 

11. MINOR. 

EXERCISES I 13-1 15 (Soprano given). 

0 . . o o c o g y  c . .  .. o. .o"c"gof  o o . . " c o o D c  
I11 v 11, 

TONIC AND DUAIINANT HAR 

EXERCISES 116-118 (Alto given). 

EXERCISES I 19-12 I (Tenor given) 

I 7 

EXERCISES 122-124 (Bass given). 
Ill. 

h ,  

I / i + 4  - 
"h "67 "63 "eb "f 9es " b ~  . . o o 9 b  "n 



44 I~ARMONY SIMPLIFIED. 
TONIC AND DOMINANT I~ARMONIES. 

5 6.  THE TURN OF H l R h l O N Y  (T-'S AND "T-+D), CONTRA- 
FIFTK CHANGE (OS-D+) AND FIFTH-CHANGE p%+S AND the plain-fifth clang (subdominant) of the c-minor char;, the 
-D-D+). E-major chord in A-minor is redly the plain-fifth clang 

, If the contra-fifth clang coming after the tonic appeared like (dominant) of the &major chord, so that the introduction of 

proceeding in the opposite direction beyond the uniting point of the contra-clang, strictly speaking, means borrowing a harr;..onic 

harmonic reference (pressing down below the level in major, relation which is obvious and quite natural in the other 

forcible drawing upwards in minor), therefore, in a measure, as a mode. This is equivalent to saying that the contra.clang 

step in the sense of the contrary clang principle (the contra-fifth is not be looked upon as taking the place of the contra-fifth 

mder-fifth of the major ionic and upper-fifth of the minor tonic), clang, but, on the contrary, as side by side with the plain-fifth 

we cannot be surprised, if, beside the fifth of the contra-side, also clang, as another means of making a perfect cadence borrowed 

the third of that side be used, and the complete contra-clan,? he from the contrary mode (hence, also, the generally recognisedpos. 

placed in juxtaposition to the tonic, so that, in place of the direct 
sibiliLy of closing udh the tonic of the opposite ?,rode after pavin8 

relatives of the overtone series, the direct ones of the undertone 
the way by means of the contra-chng, at /east in  the key 

series appear in company with the prime, and conversely : 
[also possible in the major, but seldom used for ;esthetic counter- 
reasons]). T o  introduce the contra-clang simply in ,,lace of 

Major : Minor : the contra-fifth clang in the two perfect cadences T-S-D-T 
N.B. O S  D 'S D+ N.B. and 'T-"D-oS-oT would not be right j in so doing we should 
+ - r'h? A simply he setting aside a highly important element of the cadence 
f a b c  e g d d  d f a c e g # b  (the tension caused by the contra-fifth clang cannot be replaced 
<-- w--+ 

T " T  
by the conna-clxng). We might sooner think of replacing the 
plain8fth clang by the contra-clang : 

In  place of the marked tension peculiar to the contra- T-S-OS-T and oT-"D-D+-eT. 
fifth clang, the contra-clang (or ' I  turn-of-harmony clang ") of 
the tonic produces a transient contradiction of the mode, a I t  cannot be denied that these two cadences still c o l ~ t ~ i n  the 
mixture of major and ~lzi~cor relations, which, it must be admitted, characteristic effects of motion towards a foreign clang (contra- 
is characterised by a certain artificialness and excitement. After fifth clang) and satisfactory closing (by means of the step contra- 
the major tonic, the minor under -d~minan t~fo r  the contra-clang clang-tonic). The attempt at a contrary combination, viz., 
is that-appears like a sorrowful glimpse mto the gloomy region deferring the contm-clang till after the plain-fifth clang : 
of minor relations, and, conversely, in the major upper-dom~nant 
of the minor key, we must see a yearning straining upwards into 

T-D-'S-T and oT--"S-D+sT 

the bright domain of major relations. So much is certain-pure even proves the cadential power of the contra-clang greater than 
ncinor as well as pure nzajor, in o@osiiio~z to these mixed modes that of the plain-fifth clang, ie., the contra-clang after the plain- 
arisiizgfrom tire infroduction of the contra-clangs (so to speak, fifth clang already seems like a decided return towards the start- 
s* minor-major " and " major-minor "), seem like healthier, *&ore ing-point ; all that remains to be done is to turn about the 
original, siwzjier for~t~ations; this is sufficiently indicated by the prime as about a pivot. This form of cadence is generally 
fact that the contra-clang contradicts the scale: qb is foreign to the recognised for the minor. But there is no reason for dropping 
signature of c major, and g# to that of A mmor. The mixed either of the dominants proper to the scale in favour of those 
modes are an acquisition of modern times; they were unknown foreign to the scale, i.e., ultimately the natural place for the contra- 
to antiquity and the middle ages. clang is at the close of the cadence, even if the contra-fifth clang 

The tonal function of this new harmonic formation must be and plain-fifth clang have already been introduced : 
explained by its origin. The contra-clanf of the Tonic is really 
n plain$jfh clang of the Tonic- Variant, i.e., of a tonic of fhe T-S-D-"S-rand "~'-~D-"S-D+PT 

other clan,o-mode*); the F-minor chord ("c) in c-major is really Cadences are not, of course, musical pieces, and, therefore, 

x FOP this we do not indicate the contra-clang of the major tonic as'T Ihe importance of these remarks must not be overrated; but, on 
(underclang of the tonic), but as "s, and the contra-clang of the rnlnor tonic not the other hand, it would be quitewrong to underrate them; for 
as T+ but as D+, and in c major understand by 'T the c minor chord, and in 
a minor by p the chord (for which more reasons will be adduced 

they are undoubtedly just as much types of harmonic develop- 
ment as scales are types of melodic motion. 

With the introduction of the major upper-dominant the minor 



key acqutres the chord of six-four, which is so important in 
preparing cadences; hut the chord of six-four of the 'dominant 
of the minor key naturally has a minor sixth, corresponding to 
the third of the tonic (chord of nunor sixth and3urth). I t  is 
distinguished in figuring by a applied to the 6, which indi- 

6 > 
cates that the sixth has to be lowered a sef~ritone (e ' = e a c; 

e : = e a c # ! ) .  
We must now, before proceeding to new exercises, examine 

the'connection of the contra-clang with the tonic and the other 
clangs hitherto considered, in practical four-part writing. The 
steps ZY-"S and T-D+ (turns of harnrony) prove superior t o  
the plain-fifth step, firstly, in that they offer the possibility of two 
leading-tone steps : . 

Besides, nTe have, as in the plain and contra-fifthsteps, a 
1 1 1  I11 

sustained note (a note in common : cc_c and e,e,e respectively), 

and the unhindered succession of the two fundamental notes, 
the doubling of which meets with no check. But this succession 
of liarmonies also brlngs a new problem with it, inasmuch as the 
step from the third of the one clang to the third of the other is 
allowable only under certain conditions : 

e--ab rising and c-x# falling are diminished fourths (q*), e-ab 
falling and c-g# rising are augmented fifths (5 c ; [ c ,  the inver- 
sion of >, indicates raising a senzitone]); we have, therefore, 
first an augmented interval (5 <), which is altogether forbidden as  
a part progression, and further a diminished one (4>),  which is 
only good if it can proceed correctly. All augmented and dinzin- 
ishtd part progressions necessitate a subsepent semitone step, the 
augrzented ones further away in the direction of the st@ already 
niade (for which reason they almost without exception contradict 
the melody principle mentioned on page 18-turning after leaps- 
and are therefore bad), the dillrinished ones, on the other hand, 
tzrrning again (by which means they attain a specifically melodic 
character). But dinlinided steps are good, only on the s2lpposition. 
tliat a turning semitone step follows; if the latter does not follow 

i ! 

or is impossible, the diminished step also is bad. The first con- 
sequence of this is that the diminished step must be excluded in 
cadences : 

(bad) (bad) 

"S T D+ "T 

But we mnst further remark tliat the rhythmical position is 
of the greatest importrrnce in estimating di,lrinis/ccd as well as 
azrpfzented intervnls; as in the case of a real close, so in general 
in progressionsfro?~~ less accznted to more accented beats, it is not good 
to introduce steps which call for subsequent proceeding by semi- 
tone (namely, augmented and diminished steps) ; whereas, in going 
from an accented to an unaccented beat, provided that the 
subsequent semitone step takes place, even augmented intervals 
are not very objectionable (hut they mnst be avoided by the pupil, 
as he must first acquire absolutely normal ways, naturalness, 
smoothness, and fluency in writing). Therefore : 

T 'S T "T Df "T D T "S T "S 'T  

.. 
(soad) kood)  (not bad) (not bad) 

The connection of the contra-clang with the plain-fifth clang 
(D-"S and "S-D) meets with the same risks as the whole-tone 
step (consecutive fifths and octaves), but a few new ones in 
addition (augmented and diminished intervals). As, in the first 
place, from the one clang to the principal note of the other there 
is a contra-fifth sten : 

but the mode is also changed: 

t-"c . . . g -+ and t- "a . . . e --t 

we must indicate this succession of har~lionies as a contm- 
pfth change. The consecutive fifths which threaten us in writing 
the coiitra-fifth change : 

are not, indeed, so very had as those in the whole-tone step, 
since the notes have not as in that case parallel significance 
(here :s, there ::; and ,!::), but they are, nevertheless, not good. 



HARMONY SI,WPLIPIED. TONIC AND DOMNY~NT HARMONIXS. 
The other hindrances in writing are (besides the 6-f in 

common with the whole-tone-step, in both cases) : 

Gwd 

The result of connecti~zg fb contra-clang with the contva;f/fh 
clang is likewise a new harmony step, which we must call the 
(plain)/5jt.c/mn,oe, since the principal note of the second clang is 
the plain fifth of the first, and the clang-%node changes : 

f +  -" 2 and e+ ~ 2 %  6- 
The clangs constituting the contra-fifth change appeared quite 

foreign to each other (see above), but on the other hand, those of 
the plain fifth-change are very closely connected, as they ]lave 
both notes of the interval of the fifth in corn mot^ (though with 
inverted meaning) and only differ in the third : 

But kith the introduction of this step we have a new part progres- 
sion (the chromatic semitone) and also a new problem, that of 
false  elation. 

The chromatic semitone step has even more undeniable claims 
to consideration, than the diatonic (leading-tone step) ; if, in the 
fifth-change, we neglect inhoducinp both thirds in snccession in the 
samepart, the result will be that ugly effect which is cried down 
under the name of false relation (Ger. Qrtersta~td). Our ears 
are then not able to perceive the chanre of harmony, and are rather 
deceived into the fieliejthat the same harmony is sustained; and 
so the chronratic note only appears orit of tune. The effect is all 
the more disagreeable, the less marked the part is which intro- 
duces the second third, and the further the latter is distant from 
the first as regards octave-position (real pitch) : 

In  four cases (at N.B.) even doxbIing ojthe third would occur, 
which is altqgether forbidden for the conh,~a-clans A few new 
ways are opened to us by the step of the diminished seventh 
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HARMONY SIMPLIPZED. 

even be normal. 
The following exercises are to be worked out, similarly to 

those of the last paragraph, on four staves, but the tenor is not to 
be noted in the bass clef but in  the treble clef, an octave higher EXERCISES 131-136 (Minor). 
than it sounds-as is usual in modern vocal scores--like the 
follorving model example : 

( I ~ I ) $ : ' T " S ~ D ~ T ~ ~ ~ ' S I D , ; T I ~ S  if140'~l~Y:\T 

r .  c Lr 

a 5 .. D 3 1 " T . . " D 4 S /  111 G i " l :  

a 5 
D ' T j 4 0 D S . .  I D ' S D  S 1 

111 
EXERCISES 125-130 (Major). i i P , P P  P ' i  7 i 

(125) 0: T S " S  T S D  T S  S D  T " S  / " I 1 1 \ E  a T D D D + j ' T S . . ) D 4 S D . . I o 1 :  6, 

I11 v ,*I p" " I I r  o' 

( 1 3 5 ) ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ + j ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  111 1 I v 
I 
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The examples which follow now, no longer keep to one key, 
but by means of a whole-tone step or contra-fifth change which 
breaks the hounds of the key, modulate in the simplest fashion 
to that of the plain or contra-fifth clang; we thus enter a new 
domain, that of M O D U L A T ~ Z V ,  whose essence lies in the change of 
functions of harmonies. If, e.g., from the tonic we make a whole- 
tone step or contra-fifth change, aclang appears to have been pa.vsetl 
oz~e~,  which, as interneninflinh, is necessary to nzahe the connection 
o f  the two clangs fo/lowifzg each otfiev infelIi$le; and this is 
revealed by the fact that we expect to hear this particular clang 
as the continuation of the chord succession. I n  other words, 
the whole-tone step and contra-jffh change always anppear as the 
stlccession of two dominants embraciirg one tonic, c.g., the harmony 
succession : 

cc p g+ C+ .. N.B. dt .. 
S S 

at N.B. introduces after the tonic c+ the harmony d+ distant a 
whole tone fro111 it : our ears immediately accept the succession 
c+ P a s  S-D, i.e., c+, on account of the d+ which follows, changes 
its significance into subdominant; and, therefore, the succession 
will be correctly noted thus,- 

In  the follorving exercises, whenever we come across the s<yn 
of equality (=) in the indication of functions, a change of sk- 
flt@cance jronz one fu~rclion to another, ie., nlodulation, takes 
place. 

 EXERCISE^ 137-140 (modulating). 

(hlodalaron to the key of the Dand kck.) 
I 

chap. 1.1 TONIC AND DOMINANT HARMONIES. 53 

P 
9S T0SI  "2""s.. I " T 0 S D +  I "T (A) 

I 
(Mdulation to  the key of ihe'D and back.) 

1 
(Modulation ta the key ofthe S and brck.) 

" P ",P 0. 

(Mcdulatton to the key of the "Smd back.) 

In the following exercises the pupil is to delermine in this 
manner the modulations by indicating the changes o p t i o n  
which take place : 

EXERCISES 141-144 (Soprano given). 
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CHAPTER 11. 

CHARACTERISTIC DISSONANCES - PARALLEL-CLANGS - LEADING- 
TONE-CHANGE CLANGS. 

§ 7. THE CHARACTERISTIC DISSONANCES (Dq Svl*, S6, Dvl). 

EXERCISES 145-148 (Bass given). 
145. - w3--y - - - i=-Lz=e- - -J - =- 

c " a ~ +  t Oa a  Oa 

WE could not, even in our very first exercises, do without the 
chord of six-four, the natural connecting member between the 
two dominants, and now we are forced still further to deviate 
from the current method of teaching harmony (which post- 
pones the theory of discords till later), by considering the 
scarcely less indispensable rha~acfe~isfic &sso~~a~~ces which are 
usually associated with the dominants. Since the dominants 
are never perfectly consonant, in so far as they are always 
conceived and judged from the tonic (thus, so to speak, always 
together with the latter), it cannot be wondered at that they, far 
oftener than the tonic, appear with additional notes which make 
their meaning still clearer, and remove all danger of misunder- 
standing such a succession, e.5: as TC--S+ or *T-OD (viz., of 
conceivmg it in the sense of a retrograde plain-fifth step, there- 
fore of a close in which what was intended as contra-fifth clang 
would be tonic). These characteristic,dissonances are notes in 
each case borrowed from the other dommant, viz. : 

(A) for the major upper-dominant, the fundamental note 
of the subdoininant (in c-major, g 6 d 1 f; in A-minor, 
egn614. 

(B) for the major suhdominant, the fifth of the npper- 
dominant (in c-major, f a  c I d ) .  

(c) for the minor subdominant, the prime of the minor 
upper-dominant and fifth of the major upper-dominant 
respectively (in A-minor, 6  I d f a ;  in c-major, 

r- d I fnbc). 
(n) for the minor upper-dominant, the fundamental note 

(V) of the minor suhdominant (in A-minor, d I e g b).  
The characteristic addiJional dissonant note at (A) and (c) 

proves to be a seventh (piam, natural [minor] seventh = 7, VII), 
at (B) and (D), a sixth (plain, major = 6, VI). 

This method of connecting one dominant with a note of the 
dominant lying on the the tonic, c*mscribes the 
key in the same the success~on of the tw0 



dominants, the whole-tone step and contra-fifth change, to which, 
when they occurred from the tonic, we had, for this reason, to 
ascribe modulating power : 

56 HARA~ONU SIMPLIFIED. [Chap. IL 

- - 
(A) f [a c el g b d and d V a c] e ga b w - w - 

s n "s IT 

Chap 11.1 CHARACTERISTIC DLSSONANCES. 5 7  

- - 
(c) d f n [c e ,r] 6 and f a2 c [e g 61 d + M - - 

"3 "D "S D 

ie., the combination of elements of two clangs which stand to 
each other in the relation of two dominants (whole-tone step or 
contradfth change) points to a clang lying between the two, and 
making their relation intelligible (hence their tonic), just as in the 
case of the succession of the two clangs. 

In  these four new formations we have the first examples of 
chords of four notes before us, thus the first absolutely d~ssonant 
chords (the chord of dominant six-four, which, as we have 
seen, contains two dissonant notes, the fourth and sixlh, is yet 
subject to the possibility of being confounded with the tonic 
[T and T respectively], and therefore has to be defined as a 

fexnin8 ionsonanre, as a discord under the cloak of consonajrce) ; 
the chord of seventh, fifth, and third, or, in short, chord of tht 
seventh of the major upper-dominant (major chord of the seventh) 
and minor under-donimant (minor chord of the seventh), and the 
chord of sixth, fifth, and third, or, briefly, chord of the sixth of a 
major under-dominant and minor upper-dominant, are altogether 
dissonant, as, besides the complete clang (prime, third, and fifth), 
they contain a foreien note (the seventh or sixth). The general 
law for the treatmeGt of d d n a n t  tones (for, as &e have ctherto 
always spoken of prime, third, and fifth as tones, and not intervals, 
so we shall in future speak of sevenths, sixths, etc., as tunes) is : 

Dissotza~zt tones are ?rot to de doubled; they may enter by leap, 

but must resohe 6y step of a second. Naturally this law was val~d 
already for the chord of six-four, in which we h;EQ to forbid the 
doubling of foul.tli and sixth. The progression by step of a 
second from the fourth and sixth of this chord is not uncon- 
ditionally required, because a vrcafious (substitut~ng) resolution 
does not strike us offensively on account of the feigning con- 
sonant nature of the chord: 

Here at (6\-(d! we have vicarious resolutions in ~ l a c e  of the 
really norrnai bne'ai (a). 

In  the major chord of the seventh this substituting resolution 
i is not possible for the seventh, which, on the contrary, must 

proceed by step of a second, if the expected harmonic pro- 
gresslon follows at all; and, indeed, the oum-seventh regularly 
proceeds downwards,[55 (a)], on account of the striking dissonance 
of the seventh agalnst the octave, whether the latter be really 
present next to the seventh [55 (6)j or be only sounded as an over- 
tone [natural by-note, 55 (a), (c)] : the notesfor~ning the infernal of 
a second a/ways tend away from each olher. The resolution of the 
dissonance of a second by merging the one note into the other 1 [IS (d)] bas a good effect only in the case nf strongly contrasting 
timbres, and is for the present strictly forbidden to the student. 
The upward motion of the seventh is permissible only under 
particular circumstances [e.g., when downward motion ~vould 
result in third-doubling that is not allowed : 55 (c)]. But naturilly 
where the same harmony is retained, the seventh may change 
places with another note ; then the rule for progression is simply 
transferred to another part [in 55 (e) to the bass] : 

Here at (6) the jiftf~ in tile chord of the seventh has been 
omitted: that is quite an ordinary proceeding (as the 5 or I 
respectively in a chord may in any case be pccasionally omitted), 



and is always to be reconlmended when rue desire to make the 
bass progression from fundamental note to fundamental note, and 
to have the subsequent tonic chord complete [wlth firth, 55 ( g ) ] ;  
otherwise we must forego the fifth on the tonic [55 Cf)]. At 55 (c) 
looking upon the step g c as given for the tenor, and the third 
lequired as bass-note for the tonic, the downward motion of the 
seventh would cause a faulty third-doubling, for the doubling of 
both prinze and third m four-part writing is forbidden as sounding 
uwy harsh and d y .  Third-doubling sounds well only when the 
chord is complete; otherwise, it is pr+erable to treble th6 junda- 
?nental note (alto given) : 

1 2  1 ' 1  @=pyq+- 
s6. \I-- (not): 

(but): 

As the seventh in the progression D7-Tmakes the leading- 
tone step to the third of the tonic, or, at any rate, has to proceed 
by step of a second, and, on the other hand, the fundamental 
note of the tonic is required for the bass in the last, closing 
chord, the senenth as a bass-note for fhepenultinzate chord is ifn- 
possdle [57 (c)]. If the chord of the seventh be not followed by 
the tonic, but perhaps by the subdominant, there is no necessity 
for this progression by second; but it will generally occur s u b  
sequently [57 (a)  and (b) ]  : 

This subsequent introduction of an expected resolution, whjch 
will often occupy us hereafter (in figuration it is standard, as assurlng 
good progression in the case of frequent leaps),, also sufficiently 
explains why the sixth of the major under-dommant and minor 
upper-dominant ( S 6  and DvL)  and the under-seventh of the 
minor under-dominant (Sv") apparently do not require resolution 
by step of a second. According to our former experience the 

sixth, if sounded with the fifth (no matter whether in the same 
octave posit~on or not), must e~ther tend towards the seventh 
[58 ( a )  and (c)] or force the fifth to the fourth [58 (b )  and ( d ) l ,  as 
the notes of a second tend away from each other (p. 57) : 

Indeed, such resolution will appear normal, if the following 
harmony contain the note in question : 

But as the contra-fifth clang is generally followed by the plain- 
fifth clang, the more frequent forms of resolution will be not as at 
(a )  and (c), hut (6)  and (d ) ,  i.e., the dissonnnt sizth win ?nosfly he 
sz~stained and only subsequently proceed by step of a second. 
But if in the c-major cadence the 6 of the S 6  chord, d, is in the 
bass and the upper-dominant follows, the d migilt be sustained 
[Go (a )] ,  thorich it need not, hut can proceed first to g ;  the c ex- 

ccled then first appears with the subsequent entry of the tonic 
even the chord of six-four may be also inserted [Go (c)]: 

The resolution of !he sixth of the minor upper-dominant, too, 
may be disguised by means ofthese intermediate notes [61 (a)-(()] : 

E 
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The exercises which now follow are to be worked out, like the 
fifth model example, on four staves, corresponding to scores for 
strillged quartet, with treble clef for the two upper parts 
2nd violin), alto clef for the third part (viola), and bass clef for 
the lowest part (violoncello); in these exercises we keep to 
the normal compass of the voice as hitherto determined (re. 
gardless of the compass of the instiuments) : 

the d will ~nostly he sustained [61 (4-(f )]. On the other 
hand, the .under.seventh is subject to exactly the same treatment 
as the over-sixth, and examples 59  (a)--(6) and 60 (a)-(*) are 

for it also, if the b before the a be simply added : 

Foremost, as regards the figuring, we must remark that the 
6 or 7 (or V I  or VII) h i d e  the clang sign (z D, etc., or clang 
letter 6, g, etc., or the . .) simply requires the chord of the sixth 
or seventh, whereas placing the numbers a6ove or below the signs 

~ h ~ t  the chords of the over-sixth (S6) and under-seventh indicates particularly the note for the highest or lowest part, as 
(SV") readily take just t 7 ~  dissonant note for the 6ass-noie we will hitherto. 
not conceal; the reason for this will be quite clear to us later pn T o  learn the meaning of the notes on the stave with the alto 
(dominant of dominant) when we shall have to consider the possiblll- clef is easy, if we look upon the missing line for 6' between the 
ties of chromatic alteration of harmonies (S6, as Soon the is treble and bass staves as the middle line, Le., the five lines reach 
raised, becomes D7 of the D, SV" likewise as soon as the 1x1 from the l line of the bass stave to the g line of the tre6le 
and v are raised; hut then the 6 and VII respectively have stave : 
become 1, i.e., natural bass-note). 

~h~ introduction of characteristic dissonances into the domi- 
nant harmonies completely removes the danger of faulty !on. 
secutive fifths and octaves in the majority of cases, as gives 
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I t  must throughout be insisted upon that pupils shall not first 
work out the examples on an ordinary pianoforte double stave 

with and @ and then write them out in score.  hey are to 

sketch the work direct& in the desiredform; only if this bk done, 
will it be possible to go on working qiickly and with certainty 
from step to step ! 

As the introduction of characteristic dissonances does not 
imply greater difficulty but rather the reverse, we may venture to We now give a model-example for these figuration exercises, 
take another step forward in the next exercises, and practlse the in which we characterise the inserted notes by numbers ; let the 
simplest form of flf~~mtiotz or ornamentation, p~ogression of one of bass be the part to be ornamented : 
theparts in notes of h a v  the value. For the present the resources 
alone drawn upon are : 

(B) Auxiliary notes (only a variety of passing notes), i.e., the 
insertion of a major or minor upper or under-second, where the 
unfigured movement would bring the same note twice in suc- 
cession, e.g., 6 or 63 is the lower, d or dp the upper auxiliary (Sixth mode exa\,,p r. 
note for c (c 6 c, c 62 c, c d c, c d? c). In cases where neither 
passing notes nor auxiliary notes can be introduced (where no 
third has to be filled out, nor note-repetition to be enlivened, in The second chord (D+) receives the seventh characteristic to 

all steps of a fourth, fifth, sixth, or greater interval), its significance in the figuration (eb as passing-note from f to 
dg) ; here we may reinark that in figuration not only may the 7 

(c) a second harnzony note, i.e., another note of the same be added to the D+ rvithout being prescribed, but also, when 
harmony, may be inserted as an expedient; in case of need a indicated in the figuring, it enters soon enough, if introduced by 
leap to the octave may be taken, or even the same note may be the inserted note. Similarly the VI I  of the minor subdominant 
repeated; e.g., in figuration of the c-major chord a g might be and the sixth of the major subdominant and minor-upper- 
inserted between the e and c'. domillant may at any time be introduced in the figuration where 

not prescribed, and, where they are prescribed, may be missing at 

The diffic~ilty in these new exercises lies in the increase in first and be added subsequently as figriration notes. If b y .  . it 
danger of fazrfty jarallel $pro,.rssiorrs; for not only may the be required that a harmony with additional dissonant note be 

inserted harmony note effectually produce consecutives which 
repeated, it is not necessary for the latter to be reintroduced, but 

would not exist in unfigured wfiting, but the accented notes, id., the dissonant note may be dropped, as happened above (67) in 
the third bar at the repetition of SV". 

those entering simultaneously n ~ t h  the other parts, may form con- 
secutive~ which are not removed by the nitermediate notes. If, A part of the following exercises, specially designated, is to 

e . 8 ,  the soprano in c+-g+ goes from e to d and the bass from 
be made more interesting by always letting one of the parts 

e, inserting g, to d, these are consecutive octaves of the worst 
(either tlie bass part or soprano or one of, the middle parts) 

sort; but if the bass e goes to c and thence to d, the progression 
proceed in note-values of double quickness. A particulnrlv 

e-d seenis to our ears to have been replaced by c-d, id., the 
easy variety of this exercise is that of y e n d i n g  the,figuration 

effect of octaves is not felt: 
to all the parts, so that as far as posslble only passing notes, 



supplemented by auxiliary notes, are resorted to, and harmony 
I notes are inserted only in case of need, e .8  : 

(Seventh model exnrnple.) 

Sv" D  
6, 

OT Svn ~4 2 02' 

-. . -- - -. . - - - 3 . --. , =  .,-,I-u -- - -9. - .  --- -- 4 - 1  Ill. vllI .- - - -  >.... 

sf$c=?:-T;=]->: :--=--.~~;-=-~-.~-~1 
-.L,J ---*=d L - - 
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The pupil is to work one exercise each with figuration for 
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass parts, and then (each fifth exercise) 
with divided figur a t' lon. 

EXERCISES 149-160 (for figuration). 

6 5 
D' ' I T (J).  

6 1 
( I ~ ~ ) ~ / ~ : T S ~ I D ! . T I  S . .  D43T ...6 

vv\ ' I' 7 P r) I . I = ~ D ~ I T ' s ~ ~ I  
.." ..' I T ( J . ) .  

(158) J J . :  ' T  / 40 SY"D+ "2' .  ."'I I = SVrr ! D . . ~ Q T I D + . . S ~ I  
" P 

O T  SV" D I "T Sv" .. I D  .. 1. I 'I: 



Nme.-Besides the whole-tone step and contra-fifth change, a 
few more ways of inodz~lation to the keys of the dominant have 
here been resorted to, and first of all the direct chanfe oftneaning 
of a clatzg /y the addition of the disso~znnce characteristic to its new 
s&,rz~cunm. Thus in " 9 ,  152 and 153 the 'tonic changes to 
+subdominant on account of the sixth characteristic for suh- 
dominant significance being added; in 156 the "tonic changes to 
minor uppcr-dominant by the addition of VI, in 158 and 159 the 
minor tonic receives the stamp of minor subdominant by the 
addition of VII. The returns (retrograde tnodulations) are carried 
out in thc same way; only in 159 an entirely new expedient is 
made use of, the chroma ti^ aZfe(euntion of the tonic third Rule : 
the raisitzg of the third of ihe minor tonic ~ v e s  the major chord 
which results upper-dotnixant signc$cance; the Zo7fiering oy the third 
of the major tonic gives tlie ~iri~zor chord which results sn6dominant 
sig-nz$cunce; in short, the clang resulting from the chroinat~c 
alteration of the third receives the significance of the "turn-of- 
harmony clang" (contra-clang). Even if this rule does not 
always hold good, it yet forms a valuable hint and support. 

Exercises which are in iambic rhythm (2 1 A; 1 i), or 
alternate between the latter and notes of equal value, are to be 
written note against note in three parts; the fourth part to be 
figured then proceeds in notes of tlie next smaller value (for 
J / d in quavers, for ,b 1 J in semiquavers) ; the "dotted rhythm" 
,PI J . is to be opposed by rllovement in quavers. I n  these 
exercises more than one intermediate note will have to be in- 
serted, without, however, exceed~ng the limits of the expedients 
hitherto allowed. 

The follo~7ing hints will, for the present, be sufficient : 

Part for Firuration: 

Chap. 11.1 C~IAI~ACTERISTZC DISSONANCES. 
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! 
it., the introduction of aux~liary notes on both sides cannot be 
avoided, and octave leaps will often have to be resorted to. 

1 
I EXERCISES 161-172 (not for figuration). 

(The tonal functions are to be added, as h~therto, in working out.) 
161-163 (Highest part given  st Violin]). 

161. 

162. +... i , !  , , ,  i r -  - ' 1  - , -  

o dV" + . . 'a . . . . d"" Oa e7 a . . o 5 . . 
In I r 3 
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164-166 (2nd part given [znd Violin]). 

-!-,I4 1, - -. 4- w 
o bv" 7 o hVr1 . . 4% I$ yg . . + 6 . .  VI I  f$ . . 

i ' C  9 
1 

1 
161-169 (3rd part given [Viola]). j 

167. 

B :i 
6 5 
4 s  d  d 6 5 . ? d . . a . . d  . . g 6 a  + <  .. 

3 i 
i 1 

170-172 (Lowest part given rCello]). 

If even in the simple consonant clang of three notes we might 
occasionally omit one note, (for which the 5 in a major chord 
and I in a minor chord proved best adapted), this will naturally 
be the case in greater measure, when a fourth (dissonant) note is 
added to the clang. The onlission of the fifth in the chord of 
the over-sevcnth we already met with on p. 57, as an ordinary 
expedient for keeping the closing tonic complete. But the 



omission of the prime in the chord of the under-seventh is 
equally permissible : 

N11 

The three remaining notes of the chord of the under-seventh 
then yield the forillation known by the name of the " diminished 
triad,;' which formerly caused many scruples and much obscurity 
in the theory of harmony, because, in blind formalism, it was 
grouped beside the nlajor and minor chords in a third class, by 
those who thought it necessary to regard all chords as primary 
that could be represented as consisting of thirds placed over one 
another. As we do not at all found the theory of chords on the 
principle of building up by thirds (c e g  does not appear to us 
like the combination of two thirds of different size, c e and e , ~  
but as the combination of a [major] third c e  and [perfect] fifth 
cg), so 6 d f (SV" ~vithout prime) does not appear to us com- 
parable with c e g and a c e, but rather with g b f (Dl without $), 
in as far as both formations arise from the omission of the note 
  no st easily dispensable in the chord of the seventh. The chord 
of under-seventh without prime (I) is only apparently similar to 
the chord of over-seventh without prime (I), e.5, b d f as 0 7  in 
c-major with omission of the principal note. \lie shall express 
the onlission of the prime by striking through the letter, and 
shall call the chords of the seventh with omitted prime, chants of 
sezien-three; then 6 d f is either = 8 b d f (= p ) , .  thus in c-major 
and c-minor chord of seven-three on the dom~nant = $7, or 
= 6 d f yl (= $"I), and in A-minor and. ~-n>aior chord of seven- 
three on the "suhdominant = $"". Although the chord signs 
correspond entirely, these chords are not of equal value; for the 
omission of the prime in the chord of over-seventh means 
omission. of the fundamental note, the note best for doubling, 
and therefore least easily dispensed with; therefore, correctly 
speaking, only conlparable with the omission of the V (which is 
fundamental note) in the chord of under-seventh (omission of 

f i n  cV" : d . . a5 c) ; both formations, indeed, only occur more 
frequently in three-part writing without the absence of the 
fundamental note making itself distinctly felt: 

However, the introduction of a7 is also possible at times in 
four-part wntlng, tiz., principally when the doubling of the 5 may 

I be arrived at by steps of a second: 

In  the chord of seven-three the fifth is the only note that may 
be doubled (the third [leadingnote] and seventh, as we know, 
must not be doubled). 

Another formation results from the omission of the fifth in 
the chords of thesixth ; first, in those hitherto considered, namely, 
those arising from the addition of the characteristic disspnance to 
the contra-fifth clangs ( S 6  and DV') ; in these, by omiss~on of the 
fifth a clang apparently of the opposite mode arises; i.e., Si 
(the stroke throz~gb the 5 iifdicates itr omission) apparently yields a 
minor chord (in c-major f a z d apparently = "a), and D':' a 
major chord (in  minor d e g 6 a'pparently = g+). Thus we 
become acquainted with a new category, and, indeed, a very 
important one, of dissonances under the clozk of consonance 
(feigning  consonance^)^ As the feigning clang ("a asf; and g+ as 
1 2 )  stands to the principal clang in the relation of plain fhird- 
cliatrge (a is plain third in f+ ,  g plain third in O b )  or, which is the 
same thing, in the relation in which tonics of parallcl keys stand 
to each other (F-major and D-minor, E-minor and G-major are so- 
called parallel keys), we will call it the pamlZel cZafzg and, in the 
sign representing the functions of the harmonies, indicate the 
relation by a p at the side of the S or O D .  Thus Sp is the 
feigning minor chord arising from the on~ission of the fifth in the 
chord of the subdominant with over-sixth (S;) ; and, similarly, "Dp 
the feigning major chord arising from the on~ission of the fifth in 
the chord of the dominant with under-sixth (D V:). The parallel 
clangs open entirely new prospects to us, in so far as they allow 
of two ?methods of frentnrerrt, viz, elther in the smse o~f' the $?in- 

~- ~ ~ 

is third of the'iejgnini harmony), even :n parallel motion [j3 (b)], 
as well as [ 7 3  (c)] of the doubling of the fundamental note of the 
pnrallel clang (which is actually sixth of the subdo71zi1mnt, there- 
fore really a dissonance), also in parallel motion 173 (d)] ; indeed, 
also that of the I of the parallel clang, which is the third of the 
suhdominant [73 (e)  and (f)] ; and likewise in O D $  it is just as 
allowable to double the prime (I) of the OD [73 (g) and (h)] as to 
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\ double the fundamental note or the fifth of the parallel clang 

[73 (i) and (4, the former (!) also in parallel motion, 73 (R ) ] .  Orily 
as regards one point the parallel clangs require great cautlon : 
proceedmg by leap to the I or 5 of the parallel clang in the bass 
produces the undesirable effect of srxfour already known to us, 
and should tlierefore be avoided [73 (n) and (o)] : 

# 

But the possibility thus manifested to us of su6stitufing the 
parallel clan,. for a principn! cIanr of the key, is not confined to 
the contra-fifth clang, but also possible for the others, firstly, for 
the tonic itself and the plain-filth clang. These cases have to 
be explained, indeed, in a different way, since for thetonic there 
can be no characteristic dissonance (for, on the contrary, the 
characteristic of the tonic is a6solute consonance), and the plain- 
fifth clang with its own characteristic dissonance (7, VII) cannot 
produce any feigning consonant fcrmations (as the 7 [VII] is 
absolutely dissonant not only with the 1 [I], but also with the 3 
[III]). If, in the first place, we retain the notion of "sub- 
stitution," we must state its existence in the case of the parallel- 
clang of the tonic, particularly in the deceptive clofe, which is best 
explained as a real close distur6ed 6y a dissonant note and as 
replacing the tonic by afeigninf consonance; three parts make their 
regular progression from tlie plain-fifth clang back to the tonic, 
and the fourth (in major regfilarly the bass), instead of tlie step of 
a filth or fourth froni fundamental note to fundamental note, 
makes a step of a second upwards from the fundamental note of 
the plain-fifth clang to the third of the contra-fifth clang (sixth of 
the tonic) : 

The method of writing at (a), together with the inversions of the 
three upper parts-at (d) and (e)-is the properly normal four-part 
form of deceptive close; but it is not considered necessary for the 
chord of dominant seventh, or even the dominant chord [Cf. (f)] 
to be complete, Le., the fifth of the dominant may be omitted 
[LJ (a), (f ),and (g)]. Dou6l~ngfhethird of thepnrallelclang(which 
is fundamental note of the actual harmony-therefore we have only 
a feigned doubling of the third-), is $osrtiwely charncteristic in the 
dec@tive close, and the equally possible modes of writing as at (b) ,  
(doubling the fundamental note [V of the parallel clang), or (c), 
(doubling the I of the parallel clang], remain the enceptions. 

But the parallel clang of the tonrc may be rntroduced not 
only at the end of a cadence (when it annuls the closing power 
of the tonic, and thus necessitates a new cadential format~on), but 
also at the beginning of a cadence in the transifion from tonic to 
subdon~inant. (In both cases, the sixth which takes the place of 
the tonic fifth must he understood as the third of the subdominant, 
and has a corresponding effect). The parall$ clang appearing 
after the principal clang, therefore, always indicates the anti- 
cipation of an element of the harmony which follows logically; 
viz. :- 

in T-Tp the newly added nore is third of S, 
in S-Sp ,, ,, ,, fifth of D; 

and the relations correspond in the minor key, viz. :- 

in DT-oTp the newly added note is third of O D ,  

in >D-"Dp ,, ,P ,, ,, fifth (V) of "S. 

And thus, finally, also the parallel clangs of D in major and 
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"S in minor may be introduced, and must correspondingly he 
defined as anticipations of the third of the closing tonic; i.e., 

in D-Dp the newly added note is third of 2; 
and in "S-9) ,, ,, ,, third of "l: 

The introduction of the parallel clangs, therefore, signifies a 
very considerable enrichment of the means of cadential formation 
and a more detailed subdivision of them. 

In  the cadence of the pure major key 

and in the cadence of the pure minor key apparently: ;;; ;;: 
"Tp between OTand 40 
'0) ,, 9 ,, 'S 
"SP ,, os ,, O Z  

by which means we gain the two following cadences, likewise to 
be designated as nor~nal : 

7 7 ( 4  T Tp1.X) DPl T 
(-" 1 *S 40) 

77(6) *T "Tj I 9Dp "Sp I O T  

( - + T I  D+ +S) 

A few new hnrn~onic successions result from connecting 
each parallel clang with the other two principal clangs of the 
key, viz., in major- 

The continued fifth-doubling in the principal clangs of the 
major cadence [76 (h)] would not be happy, though not impossible. and in minor- 

F 
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U) (2 (3 (i) (9 (i) 
Here, at 78 (a)-(f) and 79 (a)-(f), the parallel clangs are in- 

troduced with doubling of their fundamental notes; at 78 (an)-(f) 
and 79 (aa)-(f) on the other hand with doubling of the primes 
of the principal clangs, which latter at 78 (aaj-( f f )  yields a more 
convenient result on an averace than at 79 (aa)-(f), because the 
doubling of the minor prime is not doubling of the fundamental 
note. The harmonic steps new to us which result, are : 

The leading-tone change (78 (a) and (aa), 18 ( f )  and (f), 
79 (8) and (aa), 79 ( f )  and (ff)]. 

The minor-third change [78 (6) and (bb), 78 (d) and (dd), 
79 (4 and (b4, 79 (4 and (dd)]. 

The ztthote tom change [78 (c) and (cc), 79 (c) and (LC)]. 
The fritone chaf~xe [78 (e) and (ee), 79 (e) and (ee)]. 

As in all these cases it is a matter of connecting a parallel 
clang with a principal clang, all the steps are naturally made with 
rhan,fi?z~ mode (therefore " change "), and indeed throughout with - 
p/ain changes. 

The conditions for writing these steps singly are the following: 
(A) Leadinf-tonechanje (T-Dp, S-Tp; " T-OSp, "D--"Tj), 

be., the step from one clang to the change-clang of its plain 
leading-note (= of the plain third of its plain fifth) connects 
clangs, which have two notes in common, show a leadmg-tone 
step from principal note to principal note, and admit the doubling 
of both fundamental notes without danger [80 (q)-(b)] : 

6 ~ )  16) . (4 111 (4 (4 - v) -. 

. . 
Exceptional progressions [cf: 80 (c)-(81 are possible in various 

ways, and do not imply any forbidden steps. The leading-tone 
change has a peculiar significance as closing step in place of the 
retrograde plain-fifth step, Dj-2' or "Sp-oT instead of D-T 
and "S-oT. As the notes in common are too many, the 
retrograde leading-tone change as close-formation in the major 
key is generally written so that all the parts proceed by leap (a 
favourite progression of Schubert's [cf. 81 (0)-(6)] : 

That this is also possible in an entirely similar manner in the 
minor key (only with doubling of the feigning fundamental note) 
we may see at 81 (c). 

(e) The minor-third change (T-Sp, D-Tp; OT--"Dp, 
"S--"Tp), the step to the change-clang of the plain niinor 
third, i.e., to the change clang of the plain third of the contm- 
fifth (! , thus really the progression from the fifth-clang to the 
third-change clang of a third clang) connects clangs which have 
no note in common, and therefore give rise to danger of con- 
secutive fifths and octaves, which may, however, easily be re- 
moved, but only if  we either forego the possible keading-tone 
step, or double the third in the parallel clang : 

This step is likewise used with two entirely different meanings, 
in the first place at the beginning of the cadence, as transition 
from the tonic to the subdoininant vihich is replaced by its 
parallel clang, and, secondly (retrograde), at the end of the 
cadence, substituting the parallel clang for the tonic, as a form of 
deceptive close; we have discussed the latter at greater length 
above (pp. 72,73). The yuivalent of the ordina~y majw deceptlite 
close in the region of minor harmonies is therefore as fol!oms 
(with or without seventh to the 'S):  



Another form of deceptive close peculiar to the  nixed minor 
(rvith major upper-dominant) we shall meet with later on. 

(c) The whole-fone change (Sp-D and "Dp-'S) connects the 
parallel clang of the conea-fifth clang with the plain-fifth clang, 
and has therefore entirely the sanie~significance as the whole-tone 
step without its risks. This change is highly important for 
modulation. and we shall have to return to it in considerine thz 
chromatic ilteration of the third of the plain-fifth clang ( ~ i r i a n  
sixth and Mixolydian Seventh. 

(D) The irifone clinrwt, in which tlie distance of the ijrincir~al 
notes 'from each other'is an augmented fourth, i.~., <he mbst 
complicated of ail relations in the diatonic scale ( f .  . [c . . g] . . 6 
or 6 . . [e . . a] . . f; that is, relation of the third of the second 
fifth) gives rise to sonie difficulties in writing [risk of consecutive 
octaves and fifths, tritone 84 (a)], which can, however, be satis- 
factorily removed [84 (6)-(d)]. 

By the introduction of the parallel clangs our further exercises 
will gain greatly in variety, particularly as we must not lose sight 
of figuration. The means for inoduZatiori likewise appear es- 
sentially enriched: to the transitions to the upper and under 
dominant keys of the same mode, hitherto the only ones made, 
we may now add that to the parallel key, easily made by means 
of the parallel clangs. If we compare the cadence in the major 
key cxtended by the parallel clangs, with that of the minor key 
confined to the principal clangs, e.g, c-major and A-minor : 

(T- Tp-S-Sp-D-Dp-T) 
c+-"e-,f+-"rr-g+ - c+ 

. . 
-6 - --"6 --'Z - ae 

("T-"D - "S - " T )  
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and, conversely, the cadence of the minor key enriched by the 
parallel clangs 1~1th that of the major key confined to the 
principal clangs (tlie same keys) : 

("T-"Tp-"D-sDp-oS-oSp-oT) 
"e -- c+ - "6 - 6+ - "a - 

. . f'-"'! 
' . .  . . 

c+ - f+ - 8+ - Cf 

( T  - S -,D - T )  

we are first stiuck by the reversed order of the two dominant 
parallels as compared with the dominants which have the same 
sound; this may be turned to account in effecting a tra~isition 
from one cadence to the other, e . 8  : 

or, "e - C+-J+-~+- c+ 
"T-'Tj 

-T-S-D-T 

But there is still another possible way of derizjin,? mitror 
f ivm major chora's, which n7e have not considerrd so far, viz., thc 
(figurative) repl'zcing of a pri~~ze by fh8 mi~zor coi~ir~z-sccond: 

I n  c-major : +Tug -6 [c] e g, apparently identical with Dp  
+SU' -e [f] a c, apparently identical with Tp 

In A-minor : "2"' - a  c [el /: apparently identical with 'S/ 
"D" - e g [6] c, apparently identical with *T$ 

These formations arise in the simplest fashion through the 
plainest figuration of the harmonies by means of passing or 
auxiliary notes, in the first place in the more conlplicated form of 
four-note chords (major-seventh chords), e.g. : 

(4 (6) 

In  sloiv movement, in order to remove the extreme dissonance 
of the ~najor seventh or minor second in the major key, another part 



will readily move too-viz., that part which had the doubled 
prime ( ~ n  minor the doubling of the prime given here [85 (6)] w~ll 
naturally occur much more rarely than the doubling of the V). . 
In  both cases agam feigning consonant chords anse, wh~ch we 
may not, however, ident~fy w ~ t h  the parallel clangs. 

(4 (4 

I Enriched major cadence : (T "< TI S 'I' S$ 
c+ "e f +  -e Oa 

86. e 7 - s  9 

NB. 
T I.' S !: ,,",I- OD ,,VI'' 

( I , < >  (il<) (z>I  jf>) 

The feigning consonant accessory form of the tonic (T7( , 
or +T1", "T") arising from the minor contra-second 

(major seventh) thus forms a rzatural coiznecting link between tonic 
a d  contragffth clnr~g, a new enriching of the cadence; also the 
accessory form of the contra-filth clang arising similarly ( $ 7  

mVnZ or, which means the same thing, +Sng, OD"') does no; 
appear in exactly the same place as the parallel clang of the 
tonic (between tonic and contra-fifth clang), but rather after the 
pure form of the contra-filth clang : 

r . . . . . . 
. . 

Plain minor cadence : 06 'a  08 

("T0D 'S T) 

We will call these feigning consonances (ending-tone sn6stitzrfes, 
and adopt the following abbreviated signs for them : E'= + T"', 
S = "T", S. = +SII<, and 13 = O D ' > .  The leading-tone 
substitutes following directly after the tonic and 'the contra-fifth 
clang (evenbefore their parallel clangs) suggest new means for 
modulation : 

Enriched minor cadence : ('T " "T) O D  ".' O D )  '3 'S) O T :  

"e f+ c+ "6 c+ g+ .a f+ O e  . . . . . . . . 
Plain major cadence : + 2 c+ 

( T  S D T) - 
i.e., here agaln we have two successions which, when inverted, are 
normal 111 the cadence of the parallel key, and w~ll by exchange 
~mmed~ately suggest modulat~on : 

The next exercises, which are intended for figuration, may 
now make, the strident acquainted !vlth the tenor c!ef, and for 
that purpose they are still to be wntten as if for string quartet, 
but with notation of the 'cello part in the tenor clef;  only where 
more than one leger line below would become, necessary, the bass 
clef may be resorted to. The tenor clef is, like the' alto clef, a 
c'-clef; the line to which it is prefixed (the second from the top) 
has the tone-significance of once-accented C :  
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The student should impress the tone-significance of these 
three notes on his mind, and he will easily becorne intimate with 
this clef also. For the rest we will refer him to the eighth model 

1 3  example. The figuration is still to be confined to passing and 
auxiliary notes and inserted harmony notes, and in each fifth SI ,D;:  I T p S p D  I DI, T P S  / " s D ~ : I T ( J  
exercise the figuration is to he divided among the four parts. 

T f ? < S  Sp D' T TpSpD Dp S D T 

(180) 31 , :  2' D' I T =S$ T Dl 

( 7  L e t " . )  

ZoTp SV" D 3 s  a. T T " S T  9S 
(Eighth model example.) 111 

(Piauration in Seiniyurver..) 

EXERCISES 173-184 (Tor figuration). 

(173) $1,:  T I !I' Q I SP D 
(7 p etc.) 

Sp BI, l T  (4) 

= s'b 

= D  T j  S f i  Dj TJD '  T S .  ' T 
T. I 1 / 



The connecting of parxllel clangs and leadingtone substitutes 
with the contra-clang of the tonic we have hitherto avoided. 
Since this introduces clangs of the same mode in succession (of 
which the one, indeed, is always only a feigning consonance), the 
result is a number of new harmonic steps, v i ~ .  : 

TI, SI, 5 SI, *S OTp D+ 4Dp D+ OSp Di 
(4 (dl (4 (dl (rl (f ) 

The new steps are : 
(A) The (plaiu) third-stej [ g ~  (a) and (d)] ,  which, in the pro- 

gression of parts, differs from the leading-tone change 
only by a chromatic step (a-n>,g-g#), . (B) The (pinifz) nzino~~third step [ g ~  (6) and (e)], differing from 
the third-change ,. , only by a chromatic step (a-al, 
Mli). 

(c) The (p/ai?z) leadrizgtone step [gr (c) and ( a ] ,  differing fiom 
the tritone change only by the exchange of a mlnor 
for a major second. 

The next exercises introduce also these steps, of which one, 
viz., the leading-tone step in minor [gr (f)], requires particular 
notice, because retrograde, in the sense of the progression to the 
tonic leading-tone substitute from the major upper-dominant, it 
yields the most important (most frequent) form of dereptive close i rz  
the minor kry (with or without seventh of the D )  : 

Of 9z (6) we must rernarli that the distai~ie of alto from tenor 
ni,~o,drifs to nn odnffe, which, however, may he approved in this 
ant1 all such cases, where Joth co~~I,les of paris form frii7.d~. 
92 (a)-(6) are the proper typical forn>s of the deceptive close in 71zi11or 
(also rvitll the possible inversions of the three top parts) ;, gz (c) 
is rare 2nd not so good, because the characteristic progression for 
the bass to the feigning fundamental uote is replaced by that to 
the fundan~ental note of the principal clang. 

chap. 11 I PARALLEL Craivcr. as 
The e.zercises which follow now are to be written in thefour 

aid vocul clefs (soprano, alto, tenor, and bass clefs). I11 working 
out, the tonal functions of the harlilonies are, as hitherto, 
to he added by the student. The soprutzo clef (c-clef on the 
lowest line) will now be easily learned, after alto and tenor clefs 

i have somewhat accustomed us to the varying position of the 
c-clef. Its relation to the treble and bzss clef is : 

The following ninth model example may help to set the student 
right :- 

=S6 DI T ., Sk 6 ,  

"T "Sb D O T  "S .." 1 =s"' ~i + 7 

(Ninth model errmple.) 

.. .. 

94. < 

- -p=-g&==:. =~:--L~==%j ,%dF - -@' % d r z F  
43- -- - .- --g=z= =+T&Te -p=FDl=_ +% f;lis.=P= 3- -E & - - 

C.F. 
#s'B4=="=ezF-- -*z$z-- ,  , I -- -- 

6 )  

"/'I g f# y-fi " g6 u d . g"#'+..7 . - 3 i 7 
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EXERCISI~S 185-196 (not to be figured). 
(The clcip~efixed mdie=ler at tho iamc time which part ir gwen.) 

13% 
r- -- 

@:$_-=fb7=+ - LL - - / r b r  I-pz-=j 
- 

I V I I  " I l l  
oh cr+ J+ C v  d c d 7  g I ? .  c % e? 

chap. 11.1 PARALLEL CLANGS. 

__ - 
B35-"L-/z--m7-- 

6 5 
+(..')IJ -J: g C? Oe 6b6 o 606 c4 3 + 

'91. 

-- 
--I- m=~-~&-\ - - 4 - - k-Eqjsq 

I --.-- - 
6 1 

"fr '68 g d a !. % 6"' + .." o d ?. 

' 9 5  
-en =e - -~?==E&i%$*&-d- - - , w , 'Lz=iz+ .JJyeJ -- 

g f g  " e b a + + a 7 ' a . . + 6  



5 9. DORIAN SrXrH, hllXOLYDIAN SEVENTH, NEAPOLITAN SIXTH, , 
PIIRYGIAN SECOND, LYDIAN FOURTH. 

Tlie minor subdominant in major and the major upper- 
dominant in minor disturb the n~elodic flow of part progression; 
the thirds of each introduce the step of the augmented second 
into the scale : 

Aversion to this unmeiodic step has led composers to bridge 
over the gap in a like manner in both cases-viz., by chromatic 
alteration of the third of the plain-fifth clang, so that the latter 
then stands at the distance only of a whole tone from the third of 
the contra-clang of the tonic. The simplest and plainest cases of 
the i~itroductiou of the melodic neighhouring notes to the third 
of the contm-clang are probably those which naturally make their 
appearance in the figuration, whether they be used as auxiliary 
notes [g7  (a), (cj] or as passing notes [g7  (b) ,  (A),  (e), Cf)] : 

As proved by the g against the numbers, the interval in 
question is in all these cases natural, and plain, in reference to the 
figured harmony. But these notes, conceived first on purely 
~nelodic grounds, may also be harmonised independently in such 
a manner that they no longer appear in the chord signs as passing 
or auxiliary notes added to the harmonies of the contra-clang or 
the tonic, but rather as chromatically altered thirds of the plain- 
fifth clang [g8 (a)-(6)]. 

The explanation added to 98 (c j  and (d) does not necessarily 
imply that the contra-clang of the tonic ought to follow, for the 
chords Sp" and "D'"< may also advance in such a way that 
their rninor contra-second proceeds to the prime [loo (a)-(b)] : 



Thus we should again have two new leading-tone substitutes 
before us, hut doubly derived ones (leading-tone substitute of the 
parallrl clang of the contra-fifth clang), which, however, secni to 
point to a nearer path, viz., that struck out at IOO (0-(d), the 
insertion of the contra-fifth clang of the contm-fifth clang (second 
under-donlinant in major, second "dominant in minor). This 
again opens entirely new prospects to us (figuration of a dominant 
by means of its own dominants), which we shall have to enter 
further into. 

At first we will confine ourselves to that introduction of the 
lowercd (" Mixolydian ") seventh of the major scale which takes 
place in order to bridge over to the lowered sixth (the I11 of 
the "S), and similarly to the introduction of the raised ("Dorian ") 
sixth of the ininor scale effected in order to gain a melodic transition 
to the major seventh of the minor scale (3  of the +D). In  as far 
as these notes enter as chromatically altered thirds of the plain- 
fifth clangs, they apparently give the major key a minor upper- 
dominant and the minor key a major under-dominant : 

( b )  b it (Y I  
&\ T - ' G  

d f a  c e g b 
N.U. w 

But this conception is not possible in the full sense; the 
principal notes of the inajor tonic and minor upper-dommant on 
the one hand, and of the minor tonic and major under-dominant 
on the other, would stand at the distance of a douhle-fifth step 
from each other ( c+-(g)-O" "e-(a)-di), i.e., would appear 
related only in the second degree. The last paragraph showed us 
what significance the whole-tone changes (such as the harmonic 
successions c+-"d and "e-d+) would have in tonal harmony, viz., 
in major, the minor chord is parallel clang of the under-dominant, 
and the major chord is upper-dominant, and in minor corre- 
spondingly, the major chord is parallel clang of the minor upper- 
dominant, and the minor chord is osuhdo~i~inant ; therefore, the 
successions 'd-c+ and Oe-d+ will easily and readily he under- 
stood as Sj--D [ I O I  (a)-(b)], i.e., as closing in  major and 
G-major respectively, and conversely c+-"d and di-"e as closing 
in D ~niuor and E-minor respectively, in the sense of "Dp-"S 
[IOI  (c)-(ir)] ; indeed, even for the inverted successions the same 
conceptions are not excluded [ IOI  (e)-(h)] : 

Rut in spite of this double possibility of change of meaning 
and modulation, the introduction of the upper-dominant in major 
with lowered third and of the under-dominant in minor with 
raised third without altering the functions is quite possible, only 
presupposing that the chromatic third of the plain-fifth clang 
really proceeds in the same part to the third of the contra-clang 
of the tonic, to which the artificial note is to bridge over. Part 
progressions in which this is not the case, are, therefore, in the 
strictest sense not quite logical ; at least they are conlparable to 
poetic licences and tropes, and purposely lead comprehension 

8 astray by means of vicarious progressions of the parts, or, as 
musical ellipses, require leaps in the conception. Every ~ n t r y  
of the Dorian sixth ze)ithozlt the third of the major upper-dominant 
following in the saiiiepart, therefore, produces that eKect which is 
specifically called "Dorian," because it does not so much take 
root in our modern clarified harmonic conception, as it reni~zds 
us of the time of the harmo~zi~ treatnrmt of the old Church modes. 

The four principal Church modes (the four authentic ones) 
were the scales : 

-7 
Dorian : d e f g a 0 c' d' (with das  fundanlental note of the 

L--J closing harmony). 
7 - 7  

Phrygian : e f # a b C d' e' ( ,, e ,, 
L--J 

I, $9 9 ) .  

r--3 
Lydian : f g a 7) c' d' e' f ( ,, f ,, 3 ,  ,, , , I .  

L--J 

r--3 
Mixolydian : g a 6 c' d '  e' f'g ( ,, g ,, n ,, n ) ,  

i.e., the Dorian tonic, so long as 6b or c$ were not ietroduced 
(which proved inevitable for the final close), ~2.a~ deprived of 
plain-fifth clang as well as contra-clang, i.e., of the two most 
important harmon~es : 

S"'< "D 
* - 

g b d f  a c e  
L-v-. 

T 
G 



1 
The specially characteristic degrees of the four church modes 

are those printed thick above : 
The sixth degree of the Dorian (Dorian sixth). 
,, second ,, ,, ,, Phrygian (Phrygian second). 
,, fourth ,, ,, ,, Lydian (Lydian fourth). 
,, seventh ,, ,, ,, Mixolydian (Mixolydian seventh). 

i.e., the major sixth in the minor scale (raised third of the 
'subdominant), if used unnecessarily, without modulation and 
without melodic rising to the third of the major upper-dominant, 
will always produce turns like those peculiar to the Dorian mode 
of the fifteenth to the seventeenth century; likewise the ~ninor 
seventh in the major scale, introduced- without modulation and 
without the third of the "suhdominant following in the same 
part, will reproduce the peculiarities of the hlixolydian : . . 

N.B. N.D. 

102. 

N.H. 

, - 
The charm of such turns rests in the momentary upsetting of 

the tonality, in a certain waueri~~g of ro,tc$tion 6etwem the accept- 
ance of an inte~,ded r,zodulation and the retalizing of the Key,  upon 
which the continuation first decides. This vagueness of key 
(in the sense of our modern clarified harmonic conception), 
was in former centuries the involuntary result of seeking for fixed 
rules for harmonic motion ; nowadays, it is the consequence of 
the study of old compositions, the wish to be able again to 
express their veiled sadness and unsatisfied longing; therefore, in 
the first place, the result of imitation. But it may, if theoretically 
understood and generalised, give rise to consciously freer motion 
within the clearly recognised bounds of modern tonality, by the 
deliberate treatment of the adnoril~iaZ for intensifying the expresston. 
For the Dorian sixth retains its soaring tendency and the Mixo- 
lydian seventh its lowering weight, even though the natural 
conclusion be drawn froin neither. 
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The Lydian fourth and Phrygian second also bring about 
peculiar variations of the plain harmony proper to the scale; 
they both arise from the plain-fifth clang being introduced with 
its milror contra-second as suspension (or represented by its leading- 
tone substitute). Thus the following are added to the forms 
E. $8 F, B. discussed above : 

B, in c-major : f ["I b d and 
S, in A-minor : di i. ral gj . .. 

The latter chord is known by the name of the chord of the 
Neapolilan sljclh (oh is the minor upper-sixth of the fundamental 
note of the minor under-dominant), becaiise it is said to have 
been brought into use by the opera composers of the Neapolitan 
school (Alessandro S~arlatti, etc.). We leave the chord its name, 
of course, but are clear on this point, that the introduction of the 
note characteristic of it (the minor second of the minor scale) 
makes the scale resemble the Phryg~an. I n  the first place, the 
minor second of the minor scale must needs be conceived as an 
auxiliary note to the "subdorninant prime [103 (a)-(6)], and even 
when it enters as pnssing note between tonic third and fifth, it 
must he regarded as an approach to the fifth and defined as 
leading-note to the latter [lo3 (c)-(d)] : 

it, therefore, appears lcss natural when rising, because then there is 
less reason for it [la3 (d)] .  The Phrygian second (in minor), like the 
Mixolydian seventh (in major), seems to have a depressinginfluence; 
something like the night of the grave, and the odour of decay 
wafts towards us from both, or at least resignation, renunciat!on 
of the enjoyment of existence (on account of their reachlng 
beyond the under-dominant). On the other hand, the Dorian 
sixth (in minor) and the Lydian fourth (in major) have somewhat 
of nervous strain, painful longing, yearning. The Lydianfour.tK 
is, in the first place, an auxiliary note of the upper-dominant 
fundamental note and an approach to the tonic fifth : 



But the Lydian fourth and Phrygia~l- second (Neapolitan 
sixth) have the most striking effect, when followed directly by the 
third of the contra-clang of the tonic, with which they form the 
interval of a diminished third (succession of both leading-notes to 
the tonic fifth) : 

About this we nrust remark that in cases like 105 (a)  and (6) 
(bb in soprano, bb in tenor) absolutely no efect offalse relation is 
6rozrght about. This must be explained by the interval of the 
diminished third, as composed of two leading-note steps, claiming 
precedence over the chromatic progression; this, moreover, is 
important - 6P (='>) is the artificial note, while b ( = 5 )  is the 
natural one, whose reappearing at any time will, therefore, be 
easily intelligible. A similar case of "false relation" being quite 
natural and easily intelligible (for really no effect of false relation 
is brought about) takes place in the so-called "Phrygian close," 
at least, in that most frequent and characteristic harmonisation of 
the descending lower half of the Phrygian scale (a g f e), which 
gives the closing tone its major chord: 

N.B. N.B. 

I ' 

[ w e d ~ p + ~ ~ q  - W I - w - - 
F 23 -S ..Vf D OT ~ b p  OS D+ 

These last turns are nothing else than ha@closes, Le., cases of 
resting on the dominant harmony, instead of on the tonic, at the 
end of larger rhythmical divisions. Nowadays we recognise closes 
of this kind only for parts of a piece of music, hut not for the 
end of the whole piece; formerly this was different, and the 
desire for a complete wind~ng up, with the feeling that all was 
over and at an end, was not experienced. The strangely vague 
closes in the Church modes, which, as already mentioned, meant 
nothing more than ending on a dominant (!), have been handed 
down to us only as half-closes, deceptive closes, etc., of principal 
subdivisions, but as such they are certainly of the same efficacy 
now as ever. 

Conforming in the main to the terminology generally accepted 
nowadays, but differing from it in a few points by reason of the 
results of our own observations, we shall now define the terms 
close, halj-close, decejtive close in the following manner : 

(A) A CLOSE is the safisfnctory entry of the tonic, allowing 
of cessnfion uii%hor~t a desirr for colatiizuation, at the end 
of a cadence that takes $Lace at a point possessing 
rhyfhnricnl cadential power in a h@er degree (end of 
period or of section). 

(B) A HALF-CLOSE is the entry on a dent with rhythmical 
cndential power in a higher degree of a dorninant 
(7erifhout dissonant notes or at least in feigning con- 
sonn~ztform), necessitnfing cuntinuafion. 

(c) A DECEPT.VE CLOSE is the entry ofthe tonic at the md q 
a cadence on a beat with rhythmical cadenfinl pourer in 
a h@er degrre, but with progression of one or more parts 
to foreign notes, which give the tonic afe&zing consonant 

fornz, a d  therefore /end on to a new caderrie. 
This fornlulation allows of our including a larger number of 

harmonic formations in the separate categories; for, as regards 
the very first, according to the experience hitherto gilined, we 
have a whole series of cadential formulas at our command, viz., 
those from both the dominants with or without characteristic 
dissonances : 

, , 
(Closes.) \ ~ ~ 3 s s l ~ r 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ I  I - 1 

I w w F Dtl> o S ~ V U I  ST 0SlY11j 2 + + D i d  ol. 

[lo?. (a), (d), and (I), the closes from the upper dominant, are called :? . 
authrntir; 107 (I), (r), and (a)-from the under-rlominunt-pia~ai closes, a. desianations which w e  shall drop, because they bring endrely hetero- 
geneous effects under one heading.] 

Closes are also possible from the parallel clangs of the 
dominants [this category leads us nati~rally to the introduction of 
the contra-third-clang of the tonic, which is parallel clang of the 
contra-clang, 108 (e)-(f)] : 



T o  these must still he added tlie leadiilg-tone substitutes of 
the dominants [whicl~ likewise lead us to two new formations, 
1.9 (a ) - ( f ) l  : 

But, finally, it is possible also to close e/li$tical& (slcipping 
over the expecled contra-clang of the tonic) from the chords of 
the Dorian sixth and Mixolydian seventh to the tonic; if in 
major this does not immediately sound right to our ears, yet the 
minor will show us that it is for want of being accustomed to it, 
and not for want of tenacity of tonal conception : 

Other possible close formations will become intelligible to us 
as ellipses, only when we sliall have becotne acquainted with the 
intermediate cadences (in the next chapter). 

The term halj-hse has usually been confined to the resting on 
the major upper-dominant [I I I (a)-(h)] ; but, in the absence of 
sufficient reasons, this restriction is not binding on us. 
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This small selection will surfice to show what is usually under- 
stood by a half-close ; of course, one can actually proceed from 
any chord of the key to the -'- dominant and pause there. But it is 
clear that any dominant, indeed even any parallel clang, and any 
leading-tone substitute of a doluii~ant rnay become the bearer 
of a half-close, only presupposing that it falls on a heat with 
rhythmical cadential power in a hiyber degree, and is made use ot 
as a point of rest (long note with or without a pause; indeed, 
if only no rhythmical cliange of meaning or feminine ending 
destroy the effect of half close, it is not even necessary to stop at 
all). We will now proceed with a few suggestions-again only a 
selection-as to how a half-close (principal subdivision, close of a 
part) may be illade to one of the other dominants, and we draw 
special attention to [he fact that just this hitherto li71ziled zmder- 
standing of the tern~s, close nud hn/f-close, hews a great shnre of the 
Ir/nnze, if our nlodcnz hnnriony, co~ijnrrd 7ui/h that o f t h e f l o z ~ r i s h ~  
period of rhe uocol siJ'le in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
under the dominion of the Cliurch modes, njjcars one-sided, 
rtereo/ype,/, andpoor. The suggestion of thepussi6iIiQ ofoccasio,ial 
points of rest on the u7ider-doniLront nnd on the a r a N e l  clangs 
and leodirzs-foae szriistz't~tttr of tither dominant, w~ll lead young 
composers to the understanding of a number of good effects : 
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We have already discussed the diceptive close in its simplest 
forms (pp. 72, 77, 84) j if we now define it quite generally as a 
close disturbed by foreign notes, but in feigning consonant form, 
all closes introduced in 107-1 10 must be looked upon as decep- 
tive closes as soon as the tonic does not enter in pure form, but 
as feigning consonance, thus in the first place as 'parallel clang 
or leading-tone substitute : 

- 
' D a y P  s FP s -D a 5  G 

Above (111-112) we avoided the parallel clang of the contra. 
clang among the half-closes, for the reason that, in close.formations, 
it is not looked upon as l~arailel clang of the contradang, but 
rather as a chromatic transforlnntion of the tonic, viz., as leading- 
toze substit~rle of the ionic-variant, i.e., of the tonic of /he opporile 

6- 

mode : e .8 ,  a$+ in C-major, not as 'S], but as T':,, more simply T ;  
"I < 

and 'g# in A-minor, not as+Dp, but as T:,,,, more simply P. 
I n  other words, the succession $+-abf in c-major [ I I ~  ( a ) ]  
denotes a pzrick chat?@ from c-major to c-mirmr, l n n h i q  use of the 
most nrsionzary fovnr of deceptive close of the Latter [D-rE cf: 
I I 3 ( 4 1 ,  and sin~ilarly in a-minor oa-og$ [I 14 (h)] is a quick 
change from a-minor to A-major, makinx use of cane of the forms 
of deceptive close of the latter PS-P, cf: 113 (e*)] ; however, 
not only the leading-tone substitute, but also the para/fel clang of 
$he ionic-z'ariant may be bovrowed for deceptive closes, by which 

means we gain two more new deceptive close-formations, viz., 

for A-minor first ef-"c# [=D-+Tp, really T;$, cf: I 14 (c)] ,  and 

for c-major ~c-eb+ [=@SSSTp, really T;!,  cf: 114 ( d ) ] .  But the 
close to the parallel clang of the tonic-variant is possible not 
only from the contra-clang, and that to its leading-tone substitute 
not only from the plain-fifth clang; we therefore gain a whole 
series of new.possible forms of deceptive close [ I I ~  (e)-(m)] : 

Certainly all the deceptive closes from 114 (a)-(m) give rise to 
difficulties in the further retaining of the tonality, and come 
rather near to a real transition into the fifth-change key (key of 
the tonic-variant); at least they necessitate the use of the chords 
of the Dorian sixth or Mixolydian seventh for the return over 
the contra-clang and the quickest possible regaining of the plain- 
fifth clang or its parallel clang, e.8 : 
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These last observations have introduced an abundance of new 
harmonic steps. The introduction of the Mixolydian seventh 
and Dorian sixth each yield two new feigning consonances (in 

c-major : D"= 'd and = 6b+; in *-minor : S1"< = d+, 
$:;j. = y#), whose comblnatlon with tlie principal clangs in- 
deed only reproduce harmonic successions already discussed 
(c+-V and "e-d+ = whole-tone change, g+-"d and Oa-dc 
= fifth-change, Y+-Od and "6-d+ = minor-third change; 
%-"c and dt--e+ = whole-tone step) ; their connection with 
tlie parallel clangs also yields no new steps ("d-"e and d+-c+ 
= whole-tone step, V-% nand d+-g+ = contra-fifth step, "dP06 
and d+-f+ = minor-third step, a?+-'dand d -"g# = tritone 
change). But, 011 the other hand, the two new harmonies arising 
from the introduction of the Phrygian second and Lydian fourth, 
in c-major: y$ (=B) and d+ (= +D f i e ) ;  in A-minor: 6b + 

0 -  

( = S )  and "d (=  9'' ), supply a few new conlbinations: 
I > 

(A) Oc-d+ ("S-+D1'<) and e+--d (D+-oS'rg) are contra- 
whole-tone chnt~ges. 

(n) "6-./i$ ("S-O), ab+-d+ (.s$-+D:"), e+-64' 

(+D-S), "g#-*d (+D$--OS;:) are tritone steps. 
(c) f+-~f# (S-33) and m6-6i" ("D-S) are ch~omafic- 

senlitorre chnlqes. 
(D) ab+-Oft tSp-B)  and ~ g # - b b +  (+Dp-S) are 

a~,,mented-srxlh ch?zges. 
T o  these we must add the connectiiig of the parallel clan:: of 

the tonic-variant with the leading-tone substitute of the plain- 
fifth clang : 

(E) ej+-"ft (X:$-33) and 7%-6b+ (X$-s), an 
augnzcfited-sero?zd change, a step which is also the result 
of the connection of the parallel clang of the contra- 
clang with tlie parallel clang of the plain-fifth clang 
(a b-O6 = "Sp-+Dp, and 2%-f+ = +Dp-"Sp). 

Finally, the combination of the parallel clang of the contra- 
clang with the parallel clang of the tonic furnishes the step : 

(F) ab+-~e ("Sp-+Tp) and "g#-c+ (+Dp-'Tp) = aug- 
mented-fifth change (dollfile-third chnnye), 

while the combination of the same with tlie parallel clang of the 

subdominant (a'b+-"a = "Sp-+Sp, "g#-g+ = +Dp-4L)p) repre- 
sents the chromatic-semitone change already introduced at (c). 

I f  we still add the lending-tone ntbs/i/ufe of the contra-ciwzg 
(3 in major, 33: in minor), this will produce, besides the 
already mentioned rare steps (in c-major and A-minor: dv+-"e 
and %'#-c+ = augmented-second change, dD+-O6 and "d$-f+= 
augmented-sixth change), two more new steps : 

(c)  The aitg~~rented-third change, d-3 (dPc-"j#) and 
B:-3 ("(iff-b?+), and 

(H) The chroi~iatic-semito?~e st@: S-+DrL' (dPf-d+) and 
~-"sfi'td#-"d), 

The parallel clang of the leading-tone substitute of the plain- 
fifth clang (by the way, the most conlplicated of our forliiulas, 

> 
+Drl<and "S") may be comprehended more simply as plain-fifth 
clang of the plaiil-fifth clang, i.e., as dolizirzant of the donzi~zavzt 

(D), or "sz~bdotnriiar~t of the "su6douomi1zant p i ) ;  we shall 
further on become acquainted with many a possibility of intro- 
ducing the dominants of clangs proper to the scale, but we 
preserve the special significance of these two, which are the first 
we meet, by affixing a special sign, viz., the doubled D or "S. 
The second dominant and the contra-clang stand in intimate 
relation to each other, as the one harmony may be transfornied 
into the other by chromatic alterations; if the characteristic 
dissonance be added, this will prove even more striking 
( s:;<=&39;0:. =$vl?. 

< > 
The contra-whole-tone chalzge, the sin~plest of the new steps 

(connecting the contra-clang with the second dominant of the 
other side: "S-&3 or D+-gS), therefore, requires two chro- 
matic progressions : 

Part progressions which should be avoided are the augmented 
sixth (ab-f#, g#-6b ; inverted-as a diminished third-good 
at any time), and the augmented fourth (ab-d and g#-d; in- 
verted-as a diminished fifth-good). 

The tritonone step ("S-B, 'Sp-B, +D-S-, +Dp-'S) 
has, besides the three tritone sleps (1-1, 3-3, 5-5, or I-I, 
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exercises following next are therefore to be wo~lied out simply in VII 

the four vocal clefs. ( 207 )  3/, : T S I 1 D T ODp 1 5 .TI Srr1< 
III 

T S"Lc T I 4';;;:'. D S 1 D I T ((d ,) Excrtc~s~s 197-220 (not for figuration). III III 

3' 
( 1 9 7 )  @ :  T D  I T D "  OS D" Q S S p l t J D I T 0 S I T  I V I i I  I (208) H : T D7 I T +Tp I & D 1 Z 'Sp I S +Sp 1 +DII I 

4 

"I, I" I I I  

(193) 3 1 , :  O T  S"IeD OTp ODp I SV1" D7 1 T D $I1'< 1 SV" V I T  

( 2 1 2 ) $ : T T / , I S S D p I T p S I S p  1 4 S D 1  l o S p 3 1  

+Sp S I T 
r r  

( z 1 3 ) $ : " T 1 ~ D S " " j T p  " @ I " S  T I ' G  " S I T  T S I  
111 111 

D7 OTp 1 S .."ll I 'T 
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(222) @ : Sv'I I D+ SV1l 1 D+ OT 1 Sy::< D 

1 LC. 
D:>?. I S 5 1 "T 

(223) : 31, : T I  s6 D 1 P s I ~p ~p I ~p os I D: I. I 
r B et" 

The following (tenth) model example may serve to render the 
application of these rules intellig~ble; we wlll take the alto part P S S I D S I T  
for figur a t' 1011 : 

T D' T SL Dj  Tp Sp (224)3 /4 : 'T  S V " l D  F I0S  4 0 [ q S [ D o D I o S T I  
B 7 Perc. I 3  I - -. 

SV" D+ I OT 

-- 
NB. NB. 

(Tenth lnodrl ex;lmple.) 

At NB., as the note falling on the accented heat is consonant, 
a chord-note follows, at b a ~ s  3 and 4 the same one, at bar 6 
another, in bar 8 the seventh, and at NB.f chromatic alteration of 
the third takes the place of simple repetition ("S instead of St). 

Exrrnc~s~s 221-236 (for syncopated figuration). 

(229) a :  TI S6 T S6 D I T 'S  D Dp v Sp 061 ? I 
Tp S T (Figuration : .yeb J J J JJJ) 

(230) H :  OT .. 'S / "T SV" D "T 1 40 OT SV" .. 1 
D' F Sv" D7 / *T 

( 2 3 1 ) ' / , : T S ! . I D D p T I T p D . ' I T S p D l T T p S p I  

D Tp S I Sp D1 ?. I T (Figuration : 3 d JLJ) 
(232) 31.:  O T  I OS D 1 F 'Tj 1 9S 'Dj  1 I'SP +D ( 'T  . I 

S T I " S  D I " T  
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(233) @ :  T j S *S I D Sj 1 +Dl1<' I 2 Tp 13 Dl1 T o  these we must first add those formations resulting from 

,b the introduction of the raised sixth and seventh degrees of the 
F S I D 4  ? I T  minor key (taken from the ascending melodlc minor scale) : 

(4 - - 4 3  
(234) : 111 T SV" 1 D T I D 111 "Sp I Tp O S  / D O T  I S X I  I 142. @ s & - ~  GLi5ke-g -- 

"11 "1- 

D' I "T $Il l< T Y  SLIl< D+ Z"q ZLP 
I T  i 

(D;' ) 
"I 

 SIT^<) 
(235) $3: 'T I 'Sp 'S"'I ' D I T 'S I D ' T p  j SV" I 

(0 E=m=s-&nr'u= - -  sa " I zA==@' 
- -u DP D7 I "T (, - I A) -==z 

V YII 6' VI ;;6] p,< S1L'< DS Sill< D, TYIIJ] gp> [$Ill< 

(236) : E : O T  I S"'< D 1 T O D  1 'S $"I1 140 D f  1 +Dl +Tp 1 
(a:') 

'S $"" I 'Tp "Sp I 'T (P“) 
and also those foimed by the lowering of the seventh as a bridge 

6 11. SEOUENCES. to the thud of the "S in  major : 

The method of teaching harmony founded on thorough-bass 
was for a long time at fault, owing to the siiriilarity of the figuring, 
counting from the bass, in putting on the same level chord- 
forn~ations which, according to their harmonic sense (their 
"function "), were of widely different value, and thus in 
assuming, for each degree of the scale, not only a triad, but a 
chord of the seventh, and at the tinie of the worst formalism 
(about 1800 A.D.) even a chord of the eleventh, and of tk~e 
thirteenth : 

(&') 

I t  is evident that such formalism can have no object, as we 
should never see an end of i t ;  we merely need to remember 
the Lydian fourth in major and the Phrygian second in minor, 
or even the chromatic leading-notes of the former paragraphs. 
But the representation we have hitherto given now dispenses us 
completely from the necessity of devoting particular attention 
to these "accessory triads" of all sorts and even accessory 
chords of the seventh and of the ninth, etc. The nucleus of all 
harmonic motion, in our estimation, is formed by the three 
principal pillars of the cadence : 

tonic, suddorr~inant, and donrriznnt, 

around which all the rest adheres as hywork, thus in the first 
place the characteristic dissonances (9, D', SV" ; Dv', SV", Di), 
then the feigning consonant, vicarious, accessory forms of the 
principal harmonies (parallel clangs and leading-tone substitutes), 
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furthermore the chords of the Dorian sixth and Mixolydian dissor~ances may 68 nnhesitatingly introduced, which outside o f  it seventh, which are also feigning consonances rendered necessary (and also in the initial motive) would be aNogelherfaulty. on melodic grounds, and finally the absolutely dissonant for- We will sketch a few beginnings of sequences in explanation mations (those proper to the scale and those with notes foreign of the above : 
to the scale) arising variously by means of passing notes, auxiliary 
notes, anticipations, and suspensions. S D Dg 

Only in so.called seyaences these incidental-as it were, casual 
-formations enter with the appearance of equal rights beside the 
characteristic dissonances; this led theorists astray quite long 
enough, until Fr. J. F6tis opened their eyes for them. Sepueltces 
are, as F6tis was the first to recognise and express, not really 
harmonic, but nrelodicformatiorzs-i.e., their ruling principb is not 
the logical progressio?~ of their hnrfnonies, 6ut the #roceedjng by , 

depes thro~dgh the scale. Briefly, a sequence is the iu~itativn 
sezieral tiuzes of a motive, proceeding njarards or downwards 
thror~gh the scale of the hey. If we formulate the definition thus, 
it sufficiently expresses that even passages for one part like the 
following are sequences :- 

D' T S7< 

(0 , 2 3 

The single imitation of a motive does not form a sequence; 
the name sequence rather implies that that manner of prog?,ession 
of the lnotive is to de adhered to, which would stipulate at least 
two repetitions of the motive. 

Any sequence in a part to 6e harmonised will nzore or less cer- 
tainly giue occasion for the other parts to proceed sequentially ; but 
it is only when they do so proceed that we call part-writing 
a sequence. Now as regards the harmonies, the sequence 
(harmonic progression) thus formed is the inzitation, proceeding 6y Here we find all those "accessory chords of the seventh," 
step through the notes of the scale, o fa  succession of harmonies; the etc., enter with rigid necessity into the chain, but without their 
model of the harmonic progression must consist of a succession tonal significance exerting the !east influence on the progression, 
of harmonies which has logical sense in itself-that which follows only so to speak as a mechan~cal impress of the harmonic SUC- 
in the inlitation is accepted as the result of a sort of necessity cession at the beginning of the sequence. 
of nature; and only when the sequence is relinquished, do the But, naturally, motives for sequences, may be longer than 
tonal functions resume their efficacy. This, indeed, goes so far those we have hitherto given; any figuration of the motives of 
that within the stquence wen the doubling of bading-notes and o f  145 (a)-( f )  may he strictly imitated, e.g. : 
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I I -1E- 

Sequencer apparently imitul'i~zg at fire zirtetzral o f  a third and not 
by degrees, as- 

are yet founded on progression through the scale, as a glance at 
the three lower parts at 147 (a) and at the bass of 147 (b) will show, 
they are the only uniform harmonisations of the scale possible 
without consecutive octaves and fifths (one would almost feel 
inclined to call the scale itself a seauence !). 

Beautiful erects are obtained when tl>erextent of the sequence 
motive does not coincide with the species of bar, and so the har- 
monies which correspond with one another come at points of 
different rhythmical value, e.g.: 

Chao. 111.1 st0 UENCES. 1 2 5  

As the tonal functions;are suspended during the imitations of 
the sequence motive, there can be no object in indicating them ; 
we therefore only give intications for the harmonies of the motive, 
and just intimate at th first inlitation, whether the sequence 
rises or falls; but, for the rest, abbreviate the indications by 
means of brackets (as many brackets as imitations), as was the 
case already at 145 (a)--(j) (the figures added below may therelore 
be omitted as being understood). 

The following exercises devoted to initiating into the writing 
of sequences are again easy, and give us an opportunity at the 
same lime of making a first nttempt at juejart writins. This 
will require no new rules. Naturally we need fear exceeding the 
maximum distance of the parts from one another favourable to 
euphony still less than in four-part writing, as we shall have to 
find room for five parts within the same total compass (which we 
shall retain throughout the book); but, on the other hand, we 
must remark that the two lower parts may quite well occasionally 
be distant a whole octave from the three upper parts, or the three 
lower from the two upper, without a sense of isolation arising. 
Doubling of thirds and fifths will occur more frequently in five- 
part than in four-part writing, but is still limited by the same 
restrictions (doubling of thirds by parallel motion is permissible 
only in parallel clangs and leading-tone substitutes; thirds which 
form leading-tones with notes of the tonic, rnay never be 
doubled). The following (eleventh) model example may serve to 
guide the student. The highest part is to be written in the 
treble clef: 

9 8 
PC 8 r-1 I m 

T SS<' D T S Sp D T 13 

- -- - -- p g 3 z j 3 - = 4 7 ~ - = 7 =  - d 
- -1s=-=3 

V - 
-------' ==az3_ 

149.. @ ~ ~ F $ ~ E ~ ~ ~ - ] ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ =  1 
4ga=k-=q 

--/ 

I .- @-A .Fh - --+- - 2 >&7d&*=gEEj -. < q* *- r----2 
-, -- 

(Elevmih model example.) 



EXERCISES 237-248 (in five parts). 

$+P I 
1 r--7 I T'S" 1 T 

§ 12. INTERMEDIATE CADENCES. 

More gifted pupils will very likely often have felt the avoid- 
ance of familiar chromatic alterations in our exercises hitherto, as 
a rather unnatural restraint; at least, many of the turns to be 
developed in the following may by experience often have entered 
their minds, while we, with the single exception of a few har- 

monies anything but commonplace (3, 7 3 ,  S1"<, D3>, &2, .$, .&, 
"a), kept strictly to harmonies proper to the scale. The result 
will, hpwever, justify our procedure. Our ai?n was fo develop fhc 





I n  such cases, in place of the chord circumscribed by the 
Intermediate cadence, and positively expected to follow, another 
comes in. But if, by chance, this chord do not even precede the 
intermediate cadence, and the harmony to which the cadence 
leads be skipped, then we indicate the chord expected in aligrrl'ur 
brachefs a f l r  the roz6nndEd ones ; 

Rule : The harnzony irrdicaied zurfhin the an~yrlar brackets is 
the l~rerely i ~ ~ z n ~ i n e d  tonzc of the fneiedr~q infen~iediate cndence 
indicated i n  the rour~ded br,acf:ets, and is rtseif not introdrdced at  
alZ, but shipped owel: 

So as to be able to read quickly the chord signs enriched by 
these new expedients, and to have present at once to the mind 
the required harmonic successions, the student must, as soon as 
he comes across rounded brackets, look directly to the chord 

Chap. 111.1 INTEIIMEDZATE CADENCES. '3' 
following them, and understand the bracketed indications of 
functions as referring to that chord as tonic. 

The exercises which follow now are to be worked out forfour 
wind instrumerzts, viz., for obot, cciri~zet,' horn, and kassoon. Of 
these the notation for the oboe is in the treble clef, for the 
bassoon in t l ~ e  bass clef; hut the clarinet and horn are so-called 
transposing i7rstrzdmenfs, and the manner of writing for them is 
quite different. So as to be clear, once for all, about transposing 
instruments, i t  should be noticed that the j u n d a ~ ~ ~ e n t a l  note of the 
h q  whose name they bear is written as c, eg., written note c on an 
P horn means the note f ;  on an A clarinet, note a; on a Bb 
trumpet, note 63, etc.; all the other notes should he read as 
intervnl signs, writte~r in their relatio?& lo c, hilt to be understood 

fhai7 relaiion to t/~efunriamentaZ note of the ins/rznnzerrt,e.y,, the 
note fa is to be read as an augmented fourth, and on an A horn 
would signify the augmented fourth from a, therefore d#, on a Bp 
clarinet the augmented fourth from b?, therefore e, on an E 
trumpet the augmented fourth from e, therefore a#. But, further, 
the student must know whether an instrument transposes upwards 
or dorvnwards. The clarinets and horns, with which we are firstly 
concerned here, trans ose rlownu,ards. I n  the iollowing exercises 
we shall make u s & i Z ~ ~ o n l y  in C, Bj, and A, cus- 
tomarily used in the symphonic orcl~estra; C clarinets do not 
transpose (6' retains the significance of i), Bb clarinets transpose 
a whole tone, and A clarinets a minor third lower. The C 
cl'arirret is to be used o n 0  in exercises i?~ the key o f  c-major, the B 3  
clal?izd in ar'l exercises wiih Key-sz$afz~re i n  flats, the A clarinet 
for ail' h q r  with sharks, and also for A-minor. Horns (natural 
horns) we assume as existing in every tuning of the twelve semi- 
tones : 3, BV (A#), A, Ab (@), G, F# (Gb), li, E, EV (Dt), D, 
Db (C#), C, and also in low B, RQ and A, the latter transposing 
another octave lower. The ~t , . for_boxn. is  written in the p-i-e 
clef and witbout any key-signature (accordin with the usage of -- 
composers &yn~phonles), and each b.or.$. n e ~ e d  i s  placed 
berore its particular note ; in the case of the clarinet, the number 
of flats or sharps in the signature of the natural key of the 
instrument (Bb clarinet : sj-major = zb, A clarinet : Alnajor 
= 3$) is to be subtracted from those in the key-signature of the 
exerclse, e.g. : 

Key of the exercise AS-major - 49 
Tuned in nj-major - z b  

-- 

Remainder (for key-signature) - zb 
Key of the exercise G#-minor - 5# 

Tuned in A-major - 3# 

Remainder (for key-signature) - z# 



If the key of the exercise have fewer flats or sharps than the 
natural key of the instrument, then the excess is represented by 
the opposite signature (D for #, and i/ for P) : 

Tuning of the instrument B!-major - zb 
Key of the piece D-minor - l p  - 

Iiey-signature - 1# 

Tuning of the instrlnnent A-major - 3# 
Key of the piece  minor - 0% - 

Key-signature - 3b 

Retaining the normal compass for voices, with the clarinet for 
the alto part and the horn for the tenor part, the pupii may be 
sure that he is not expecting impossible things of the instruments; 
more dctailed explana~ions of the nature of the instruments are 
therefore not needed here (on this point cf. the author's 
"Catechism of Musical Instruments"). Our principal aim now 
is to prepare the pupil gradually and thoroughly in the practice 
of reading from score, and with the introduction of transposing 
instruments an important step forward has been taken. 

The following (twelfth) model example is calculated to illus- 
trate the above clearly: 

'T SV" D7 (SV" D?)[40] "Tp (S"' D?.) 4S -- ?- 
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E x s ~ c r s ~ s  249-263 (for Oboe, Clarinet, and Bassoon). 

(249) $ : T (g7 1 D I )  I Sg Id I D 7 1 (SVr' D )  I [SP] S S I 

&-5 ' 1 T 

(259 $ : " T o D  I Tvntj D I D ? .  1 I O S / D  (D7) I["SIo$1 

@> 1 D;> ; 1 O T  

(251) $: T I SvlI D I QTp a' 1 :_ D7 / F (03 1 5..vx I 

O T  1 ;ir4 D' 1 " T  

(252) $ : $37 SVr1 / 0 7  OT I O S  (SV'I ( D )  . I $"Ir I 
D S' / S"'C D I " T  

(253) $ : O T  ::; ' 1 SV'I  D I '2" I I: (D) I D (SV'I / I I,,& 

L-2 

D') I D;- t I O T  
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(259) E :  T (D7) I T p  (D') I Sj ( D 7  1 D .: 1 T ..7jl 1 S @' / 

q ? . I T  
I 

EXERCISES 264-280 (for 2 Trumpets and 2 Tenor Trombones). I 
For trumpets the notation is the same as for horns (without 

key-signature); but they sound an octave higher. Trumpets 
exist in all tunings from high nb to low A. Tenor trombones do 
not transpose, and are wriften in the tenor clef with the usual 
kej-signatu~e. These exercises are therefore to be arranged like 
the following (thirteenth) model example (with a stave for each 
couple of instruments with similar notation) : 

a &> 
T (D7) 'S D7 Tp (P') Sp B9- D4 (D9>) 

(Thirteenth model example.) 

chap. 111.1 INTERMEDIATE CADENCES. 135 

i.e., the trumpets are always to be taken in the tuning corre- 
sponding to the key of the exercise. The notation for the trom- 
bones does not vary, as they are not transposing instruments. For 
these school-exercises the trumpets in low A and ~b are preferable 
to those in high A and ~ b . ,  as they necessitate fewer legerhes.  

(265) $: 8 @> 1 D 1 '6:'~ I D (@>) I 'S '2' I 
..vrrQ D7 I Sv' D7 

11,- 3 1, eT 

(266) $: T Tp 1 S Sj I D ..I I Tp (D7) 1 .. (D7) 1 Sj SV1' I 
D; .: I T 

(267) $: T.."Q 1 S ..+ 1 ($"" ""' 1 D ..31 Tp (SV" I D :) I 
Dp @' ( D; ? I T 

(268) $3: S" 1 D6 $ 1 (D) [ T p ]  S I S (D) 1 'Sp 
4- 

fiQr T I *D"< ' ( T . *  1 T 
6 

1 (271) $: "T Tp 1 (D Dp 1 S )  "S I D (Dq 1 "Tp (D') 15 .."Ir I 
Q--- 

D:' . I "T 



(276) & :  T  1 S$ (D) 1 . .  ..: I I -Dp D 1 q' I 
-,"'I , I< Tyl - D11< 1 1 

T @ > l D :  $ 1  T  

(277) a:  T :  :, I D Sv" 1 (DL ,) I [Tjl (SV1' D7) I 
[ S p ]  S: 2, 1 E2 0' I T =u 

( 8 :  ( D  [Dl s I (D r )  [ E ]  T I (D s) 3 1 
T@..- D7 T 

E X E R C I ~ E S  281-289 (for 2 Valve Trumpets in high B) and 
2 Valve Horns in F). 

Here all the instruments transpose. Valve trumpets in high 
B> nre written \vitliout key.signature, in so-called cornet-?zofation, an 
octave higher than the trumpets in the preceding exercises, other- 
wise most of the notes would continually lie under the stave. 
The following (fourteenth) model example lnay render this clear: 
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"T .. D "T "' O . S  "T s .. .. a9- 

- 

(281) $ : D @ ' /  D (svl I D 7) / 43 (D7) I S ( D 3  .. 1 
1 5 5' 

D;: 7 1 T 
\ 

! . (282) & : (Dl) / rS"' 1 D (5"'' / D ..7) I PSI 4736: , 5 

Sv' (D') I 'Tp (S"") I Dz_ ?. 1 .̂T 
f- 11' s 

l l l C  
(283) % :  <TI $"" (@' I D) .. I '!!jf D7 I S D+ I O T  

i (284) 8 :  T 1 473:: D:' / SV' Br I D (39') I ' T p  (D7) 
I 

'Sp S 1 a: D I OT 
1 (285) $: Di' "T I SV" S ...s ,-I 

- I =5sp 1 Sv' D / (D) I .. ..by 
07 S I SVi1D' IDT 

(286) $ : "T ("S I D) PTp] U I T ("Sp I " D) I PSI "Sj :! 1 
6 @Q- 1 Dz' 2 1 =T 

(287) $: T q I +D"' j " (s'X' I D) TP 1 (06 TC) I 
is] sp -s I D 1 T 
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The sign -- occurring in a few of these examples between 
two numbers, indicates an enharnronic tie; e.6, in zgo, ifwe assume 
D-major to be the key of the exercise, then 6) (the prime of. the 
parallel clang of the minor under-dominant) is to be sustained as 
a$ (third of the dominant of the tonic parallel). 

All these exaniples, as indeed all those merely indicating the 
functions of harmonies, should be worked out in a number of 
dzfferent Keys. As no part is given, and also but little of the bass 
part is indicated, it is possible for each workiny to turn out CHAPTER TV. 
dzre~ent. The great value of this hind of exercise' arises from THE CHANGE OF TONAL FUNCTIONS (~~ODULATION). 
its leaving conlplete free playfor me/adic progression. The aspiring 
student will not be satisfied with a merely correct connecting S I ~ . C H A N G E  OF MEANING OF THE SIMPLEST HARMONY STEPS. 

of each two chords which follow each other, but will soon learn CHARACTERlSTlC TIGURATION. 

to look for the melody lines of the exercise as a whole, a t  least in 
the soprano and bass. IN our exercises hitherto we did not, indeed, entirely avoid modu- 

lation, but only resorted to a very few means o f  transition, and 
those only occasionally and without particularly discussing them, 
merely for the sake of giving aninlation and variety to the ex- 
amples; our principal aim was directed towards strengthening 
the feeling of tonality and extending to the utmost the circle of 
harmonic forn~ations intelligible in their relation to one and the 
same tonic. Our formulas for the tonal functions gradually 
became more complicated, but became simpler again with the 
introduction of intermediate cadences. We, indeed, succeeded in 
characterising every chord not only as a transfornlation of another 
major or minor chord, but also as a more or less equivalent 
representative of some tonic, dominant, or subdominant. 

We now set ourselves the opposite task, that of finding out in 
which direction harmony steps which, according to the obser- 
vations made in the previous chapters, are intelligible witbout 
denial of the tonality, are calculated to incite modulation. In  so 
doing we shall soon perceive that the very simplest succession of 
harmonies may help to bring about modulation, if we call to our 
aid either characteristic dissonallces or characteristic figuration- 
notes, or again rhythmical expedients. 

Even in our first explanations we could not but acknowledge 
the fact that the contra-fifth step in its outer form coincides en- 
tirely with the retrograde plain-fifth step, and likewise the plain- 
hfth step with the retrograde contra-fifth step : 

(T-S) in c-major : c f - f +  - contra-filthstep; 
in ~-m+ljOr : c+-f+, plain-fifth close (D-T) 

(T-D) in c-major : c+-,?+ - plain-fifth step ; 
in G-major : c+-g+, contra-fifth close (S-T) 

CT--9 in A-minor : "e-Ob - contra-fifth step ; 
in E-minor : "e-%, plain-fifth close CSSST) 

cT-5) iu ..-minor : "*"a = plain-fifth step; 
in ~-minOr : "e%, contra-fifth close rT-OD). 



The step to the contra-clang of the tonic also coincides with 
the close from the contra-clang to the tonic in another bey : 

(T+-'S) in c-major : c+-'c - turn of harmony; 
in F-minor : c+-"c, turn-of-harmony close (D+-OT) 

("T-D+) in A-minor : - e e +  - turn of harmony ; 
in E-major : "e-ef, turn-of-harmony close ("S-Ti) 

It is, therefore, evident that we only require to add the 6 to the 
T to prompt its chnnge of meaning to S, or the VII to make O S  
of the "% or 7 0  to stamp the T a s  D; similarly the sudden entry 
of 4< in the fisuration of the major tonic will give the latter 
under-dominant significance, the merely passing, 7 h  will prepare 
its changeof meaning to dominant, and the minor tonic, with 
a IV>,  becomes minor upper-dominant, with a VIlk, under- 
dominant. 

'I'he types of j f u ~ a i i o n ,  true to the scale, for the principal 
harmonies are : 

(c) LI 7q ( d f T  ascending NE. 

NU. vllq me 

IV' 

(1) DS NB. 

--8= .-=Z-"-_ 

V I I ~  vrq 
The figuration in scale form of the contra-clang of the tonic, 

as we know, necessitates besides the third, foreign to the scale, the 
introduction of the Mixolydian seventh or Dorian sixth : 

(,I 5 in major. IX' 
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but what is striking in the natural figuration of these harmonies, 
does not lie in the sixth and seventh being greater or less, but 
rather in the plain second and third contradicting the scale of the 
key (lor which reason the second or ninth, where not proceeding 
to or coming from the third, is, as a rule, taken minor [g., IX', 
as auxiliary note to the octave, or 2 r ,  II', as auxiliary note to 
the prime]). 

The parallel clangs and leading-tone substitutes, when the aim 
is to give expression to their meaning as strictly as possible in 
figuration, should he ornanlented as far as possible with the notes 
of the scale of the key : 

(.) T$ or 6 
- - .-. co SP 

r6r. &---- -- L v = = - q  ., 
16 159 ( 4 )  (VII'VlU) ,ci. 159 (171 Vlig V I G  

(c) Dp or 2 (,i)*Sp in major. 

(,) 3 in major. (0 B in major 

- -- 
4' IV' 

[cf. 159 ( 6 )  and 161 (d)] [lfi I59 (41 

(,? "Sp or F (,+) ;5- in minor. 

g--.--- .-5---* -- - *-Z-E! 
b - 

A' A -  
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( 11  +Dl in minor. (,,I 9 in mmor. 

11ut in this manner no for~ns at all result which would deviate 
Iron1 those at 159 and 160; the fact, however, that the parallel- 
clangs coincide also in their figuration with the principal clangs of 
the parallel key, is a welcome help in modulation, as it, at least, 
does not prevent change of meaning. The most important 
results of this examinatioil into the scale figuration of the most 
essential chords are : 

(A) The prominent r81e which falls to the au~~~ze~t!dfonrth 
(4" in the +S, IV' in the 'D; but also [in major] q r  
in the "Sp and fi and IV' in the Db and 8. and lin . ~~ ~ ~~ 

minor] i V >  in the +Dp, B and 4' [n the "Sp and k): 
I t  should be noticed that the qe is introduced only into har- 

monies with + under dominant sipnificance. the IV'. onlv into - . , 
h ~ r o  s I ol,: : ~ . - d ~ ~ . ~ i n ~ t ) t  si;ni.i~xttce ; for i n  '-5) .111,1 
5 i n  i c~~ jo r ,  r l l ~ .  I.ci&l~teninf of th: u~~dc~~-~Ion~in: tnr  s i ~ ~ > i i ~ c ~ n r : e  
is unmistakable, and similarly in +Dfi and 0- in &or. the 
heightenin. of the upper-don~kaut significance. 

(B) The significance of the natural seventh (7b, VIIh). 
which always gives the major chord upp&-dominaGt 
significance, and the minor chord under-dominant sig- 
nificance (in ~najor 7 to the D, VII  to the OS and the 
+Sp; in minor, VI I  to the ' S  7 to the "D and the . . 
oDjJ). 

I t  will be suficient to keep these two points well in mind; in 
so doing we shall in ~naliy cases choose a psth different from that 
followed by the all-levelling custom of the day, which carries out 
all figuration more or less in the sense of tonic significance by 
introducing the plain fourth in place of the augmented and 
adopting the leading-note to the prime (octave), eg., 159 (6) and 
161 (i) with6binstead of6, 159 (c) and 161 (h) withfit instead off, 
159 (e)and 161 (c) withf# instead ofj, 159 (f) and 161 (a) with c#. 
instead of c, etc. The (three-part) new exercises in figuration 
asked for later on [ex. 304(f)] will give the student an oppor- 
tunity of turning these observations to the right use. 

As regards the assistance of r h ~ ~ t h m  ~ I L  the chafz.re of ofmeanin$ 
of clangs, we will at present only remark that chords falling on 
accented beats receive increased attention, whereas to those 
entering on unaccented beats we readily ascribe only transitional 
importance; ie., for example, we should look upon a. cllord 
entering on an unaccented beat between two l~armonies of the 
same sound which are related to it, and are placed upon accented 

beats, as a kind of ornamentation of them (in the sense of the 
mtermed~ate cadences of the preceding chapter), as harmonic 
fignrat~on. So Zonp, therefore, as the accenten' dents retain the same 
harr~zony, no actual ilarl~ronic motiot~ fakes place. I n  the following 
example : 

the G-major chord in the second half is just as much ornamented 
by the c-major chord as in the first half the c-major chord is by 
the G-major chord; in other words, we should figure this more 
correctly thus : 

a conception mhose correctness is immediately proved if we 
add the characteristic dissonances (D' instead of D, P instead 
of S )  : 

D' D' D7 (I)S6 S6 S6 

The continuation as at I1 differs from that at I only in that 
the upper-dominant (df) instead of the under.dominant is taken as 
figuration for the new tonic. 'The possibility of changing the 
meaning of the very simplest harmony steps is thus proved 
(c-,. transformed from T-D into S-T, without the aid of notes 
fore12:i.n to the scale) ; but it should be noticed that the incitement 
to modulation does not lie in the step itself, but outside of it. 
IVe may, by making use of the same expedient (transferring the 
dominant to the accented beat and the tonic to the unaccented), 
similarly give changed meaning to the following steps : 
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T S changed into D / T 
" T 0 S  .. .. "D I " T  
OTOD ;; "S j 'T 
+T0S ,, , , + D I 0 T  
'T D+ ,, ,, O S  J+T 

Tor which every pupil will easily construct examples. But after 
this it will be quite intelligible that a plain-fifth step or a turn of 
har~nony must be all the Inore likely to lead out ,of the key, 
when made from a dominant in the direction opposite to the 
tonic; the successions D ( D ) . .  , S(S) .. , "S("S) .., W r D ) . .  , are 
perfectly faniiliar to us from § rz as passing treatments of a 
dominant as tonic (intermediate cadences). They become real 
modulations if the harmony settles on the new tonic, Le., if a 
period closes with it, or indeed a new one starts in the key 
reached. Rule : Any hari~~onic step going 6eyond a domi~iant (i.e., 
resor t i?~~ to the dotr~inoni, forei;.n to /he scak, of a donzinanf) is 
suficie~~t i~~rpuZse f u r  n n~odulation to the do?~zinant in guestion, but 
to overcome the resistance offered by our feeling of tonality, in 
the first place the assistance of rhythmical re/a/ions is needed (the 
elements of which have been explained above, and further details 
have yet to follow). 

# 14. MODULATING POWER OF HARMONY STEPS. 
If even proceeding by step beyond a dominant may incite 

modulation, then naturally proceeding 6y leap beyond it must be 
all the more calculated to render the dominant the central point, 
to make a tonic of it. Every 7uholc-tone step, liecause i t  corresponds 
to the t~ansition  fro?^ one dominant to that on the other side 
(S-D, B-S, 9-oS, "S-OD), has power to nlodulat~ to the 
cZanf skippelt. The extended tonal system of harmony, as we 
have developed it in the preceding chapters, presents an entire 
series of whole-tone steps, uzhose iatmt modulating power may at 
any tinle become active, by mere resort to characteristic dis- 
sonances or expedients in figuration, or siniply by proper use 
of rhythm (the varying accent of time-beats). As whole-tone 
steps, besides the connecting of the two dominants, we find the 
successions : 
(A) in Major : (A) Sp-Dp, 

(B) z-sj, 
(c) T-?O, 
(D) T-S, 
(E) Tp-D3>, 
(F) TI-& 
(G) Di>-OS, 
(IT) s-osp, 
(1) OTP-S, 

: "a-%, skipping "e (Tp). 
"baa, ,, Oe (Tp). 
c+-d+, ,, S+ (D). 
c+-b+, ,, f + (S). 

"e-% ,, .a (Sp). 
*e-.f#, ,r " (DP). 
"d- c, ,, "f ("T). 

6?+-up+, ,, eb+ (YTj). 
eV+-dv+, ,, a?+ (OSj). 

Chap. IV: TIIE CHANGE OR TONAL ~ ~ U N ~ ~ Z O N S .  '47 I 
(Here we put aside the harmonies that may be introduced 

in inter~nediate cadences, because they for111 very pronounced 
dominant steps to new tonics, and therefore require no more 
explanation.) 

(B) inMinor : (A) ODp-OSp, in A-minor: R+-f +, skipping c+CTp). 
( B ) % - ~ P , , ,  ,, f+-g+, ,, l+(OTP). 

I 
I 

(c) T o ,  ,, ,, 'e-'d, ,, 42 (0s). : i 

(4'dJ-+BI ,, ,, Y#-:r#> 2 ,  "c# (+Tp). 
I - , . ,, 'c$-"d#, ,, "g# (+Dp). 

Surprising effects (in the best sense) are obtained, when the 
composer introduces one and the same succession of harmonies 
under silnilar conditions ( i . ,  at corresponding places in the 
tlie~iiatical construction), proceeding rrom it at one time without 
chan,oe of tonality, and another time making use of the niodulat- 
ing power of the step (compare with each other the examples 
with single and double letter indications): 
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[l&gwaFF- j 2 dT 
-J L ~ : ~ ? ~ = d : ] - ~ - ~  

"T ;4 sol-= D+ T B or .T/I s D 
=SD T 

(kEj-~-~-~ - cg - -  - K ~ z ~ E s ~ = z F ~ j  - 
-- 

D' +T$ +D"< ' "T DI +Tp 
-"SOB "S D+ 

Like the whole-tone step, also the confraf i fh  chanjie, l y i ~ g  
tonally between the plain-fifth clang and the contra-clang, c~r-  
cumscribes a tonic (T or '1). This step, which occurs but 
once between harmonies of the same key, may therefore be 



employed very efiectively for modulations; and, as it is very 
eas~ly intelllg~ble, there is nothing to hinder its being made from 
any harmony of the key. The typical forms are "S-DC and 
D+-"S; the follo~ving progressions are the result of imitation : 

( I )  in Major : 
S)="S-D+, in c-major : on-e + j leads to 

l the tonicIae (q) or a+. 
"e-B+ ,, % 
"6-,fa+ 
Od-a-i- ,, 4n (Sp) or d +  (n). 
c+-"f , f' (S) or OC ("S). 

S=D-"S f i--06$ ,, Lb + ($) or y g!). 
JJ = D-"S d i d o u  ,, g + ( D )  or "d (D3'). 

etc. 

The difference of mode of the two dominants produces the 
double possibility of turning to a new " T o r  +T; but the former 
or latter will have to be preferred, it., it will be expected with 
greater probability, according as it is or is not a clang of the tonal 
linrniony. Ofcorcrse there is no nzeaning irz  nimmz~tatmnf unexpected 
tnrns one on to$ o f f h e  other; the saying of a hannonist, to who111 
a prize was a\rarded, that any chord might follqw any other chord, 
mny be true for two chords considered in isolation; but the 
third chord is, as we shall see, anything hut free, and the choice 
can waver only within a small circle, accordil~g to the ambiguity 
of the combination started from. 

We now come to the j f l - c h m z p ,  which we came across 
tonally as the changing of the contrafifth clang into the coutra- 
clang of the tonic 2'-S--"S-T; T-oD-D+-"T, ie., the 

<- d Ld -. - 
opposition of the contra-fifth clang is more marked than that of 
the contra-clang, in proceeding to which a k ~ n d  of retrograde step 
is taken, in as far as we return fro111 the contra-fifth of the tonic 
to its nrirne, P.R., ~+-f~-~c-c+; oe-ob-e+-oe. It shozlhl be 

+ u 
noticed that here the rrzinor ci~ord arising fruni the Imverirtg of tile 
third o f  the rrrnjkr chord ( p  > = "c, decorrres " sub-dontinant, and the 
mcrjor. chord arisiiz,? @om the vaisirzg of the third of the rrfinor 
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chord, +domlizant; to this the most frequent and 
niodulating significance of this step entirely corresponds, no 
matter from what clangs it occurs, id., in general terms: the 
alteration o f a  rr~njor chord into a irzinur chord (by lowering the 3) 
gioes the /atfir the sifilirjfcance of a " S ;  the atteratiorr of a rni~rur 
chord info a r,major c h o ~ d  (by raising the 111) giver the latfer the 
sr@i/cance o f a  +D. Thus from the clangs of the tolla.1 harmony 
we again obtain an abundance of new turns, most of which we 
have already considered among the intermediate cadences, and 
which we shall therefore only briefly indicate : 

A. (Major) : 
T-?.'="S, in c-major : c+-"c leads to g+ (D). 
D-.-=-s, ,, ,, g+-"d ,, ,, "a is)) or d (B). 
Sb-'!"=D, ,, ,, ~ a - d +  ,, ,, g +  (D). 
Tp-'!!'=D, ,, ,, ~e-a+ ,, ,, "a (Sp)  or d (B). 
- ? =  , ,, .L-e+ ,, ,, 'e (2')). 

B. (Minor) : 

,, ,, "a ("S). "T-'?!'=D, in A-minor : %--a+ 
"S-'!?=D, ,, ,, "a-d+ ,, ,, gi  CDp) or Od ("5)). 
"Dp-'.'="S, ,, ,, g+-"d ,, ,, "a ("S) 
"Tf-2'="S, ,, ,, c+-2 , ,, g+w) or "d ~2). 
YSp-3'="$ ,, ,, f+-Oc 7 ,, c' ("TP). 

But since the fiftli-change is tonally intelligible also in the 
sense of D-i> in major and "S-~." in minor, the above rule is 
not ~ ~ i t h o u t  exceptions; on the mfztmry the rriajor cho~d arisiny 
cJzrorrmticnl& rimny also proree,f as chord of the Dorian sixth (S""),  
alzd the s i ~ r ~ i l n r o  furnzed rrilizor chord, as chord o f  the Mixo(ydiun 
srz'enth (D3') j thus the following progressions arise : 

A. (Major) : 
T-?'=D)', in c-major=c+-'Q; leads over y t o 0 c ( " S )  or f4(+S). 

B. (Minor) : 
.T-~!~=S'L", in n.n~inor="r--a+ ,, , 6+ ,, Ob("D),, e+(D+). 
OD-'!!' ==SIl"  --sJpe+ , I, -- 
~Dp->.'=D3', , =f"--d 

,, , , f g + , ; ~ < h , ,  a+(+%). 
,, ,, "6 ,,c+rTP),, "g. 

mTp-:,>=D3> >, - 8 8 9 s  y ?,fi("Sp),, mc. 
asp-.!- =LI~-, =p-"c ,, "6j  ,, 6>($) ,, "f: 



Another different interpretation of the fifth-change, more im. 
portant than these, which are but seldom successfully carried 
out, is that based on the change of the second zqpper-dominant back 
into the parallel clang of the under-dominant in major; I say ,the 
change dacis, as the second upper-dominant in reality a r m s  
chromatically from the parallel clang of the under-dominant 
(Sp"" = B ;  conversely therefore as' = Sp). By this means 
the rule that the minor chord arising chromatically becomes 
"ub-dominant, receives the new addition, "or parallel clang 
of a major sub-dominant," and a few new modulations are 
added to those developed above on 11. 1 5 1  : 

T-2.'=S), in c-major : c+-2, leads over f+  to b i t (@;  
similarly in A-minor : DTj-35=Sj. 

D-?'=Sp, in c-major : f+-Od, leads over c+ to f +(S); 
sinlilarly in A-minor : "Df-:.'=Sfl. 

S-?'("S)=Sp, in c-major : f +-Oc, leads over 6b+ to eZt("Tp); 
similarly in A-minor : "Sf- ?'=Sp, etc. 

The examination into the inversion of the relation (in minor 

OD)'' returning 'SL"' =OD$), we leave to the pupil ( e . ~ ,  
"2-IIIc ="p-S-~ from A-minor to B-minor). 

$ 15. MODULATIONS BY hlEANS OF CHORDS OF SEVEN-THREE 
AND OF  MINOR NINE-'rHREE. 

Continuing with chromatic alterations, we find quite similar 
changes of nieaning of harmonies, first by raising the major 
prime and lo\vering the minor prime, e,y. : 

c+-!.'=c# e g ; "e-!.'=a c ek. 

The chord arising in both these cases is dissonant, and is a 
chord of seven-three, which may proceed either in the sense of 
111ajor (49) or of minor ($"'I), This forlnatio~~ occurs tonally as 
Sf-.!' = $"" or 4Dp-.?< = 3 7 ,  and in hot11 cases it is only 
the mode that changes and not the tonal function (alteration of 
the contra-fifth clang into the contra-clang, thus fifth-change); 
also the change of the chord of the Neapolitan sixth back into 
the minor sub-dominant chord of seven-three (S-$""), and 
the change of the chord of the Lydian fourth back into the 
major dominant chord of seve~l-three (8--a7) outwardly yield 
the same forlnation, e.,g : 

in c-major { f # 6 { (="f#) -f$ 6 d (=g7 ) . f a2 d e  (=dh+)- f ak d& (=eV") 
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A-minor : 6'-fv'leads to?$ ('Tj)). 
B : g+-e' ,, "e (OT, thus tonally) 

. f '-E"" ,, "j(40) or e+ (D+). 
, :f +-a7 ,, g+ (PD!) or0d(O.S) 

NO. D+L1'= , $ "I1 : e+-BbV" ,, ~ a $ .  
1 4~ , : e+-ap ,, (+p). 

6>+-$"" ,, Oe (T, thus tonally). ,, ' ,, : 6?+-8" ,, c+ (OTp). 

Like the chords of seven-three (G7 and $""), also the chords 
9> I X C  

of 71~i710r nine-three (27, or briefly 2" and 8"" or $IX'), are char- 
acteristic and particularly effective forms of the dominants; any 
chord of ~ilinor nine-three may, like any chord of seven-three, 
proceed either in the major sense or the minor, but either way 
will lead to the same tonic: 

6 d f a) = {$<,l ft gx: } of "minor or c-major. 

Chords of minor nine-three arise in the first place from raising 
the prime of a chord of the over-seventh or lowering the prime 
of a chord of the under-seventh : 

~ . .  
,,- ( Z9' in c-major: g7-@' both lead to "e(Tj) 

D' .. - 1 $lxc : p-px<  } or a+. 
. C"LI-BSKI ,, . both lead to eb+ . cylI-l&P 

v . } CTp)or06>. 

away ; i e . ,  whercas c# e g i s  intelligible either as $"or bv", and may 
therefore either proceed to D-minor  major) or B-minor (B-major), 
after the addition of the 6b only the road to D-minor (D-major) 
remains open, since the chord tends that way both in major and 
minor sense. The pupil should now find out which of the paths 
opened on pp. 153-4 fall away when the seventh is added with the 
chromatic alteration of the prime (instead of !.', read everywhere. 
,Q I, 

..Id, instead of ?.', everywhere ..""jl). 
The  uine.three chords acquire fresh importance from the 

possibility of enharmonic change of meaning of single notes, 
which we have already turned to advantage here and there in our 
exercises. We will, in the first place, establish the relation of the 
notes in major and minor sense without enharmonic change of 
meaning, then, e,g., in 6 d f nb as 8 9 '  or rIX': 

(nb 9>= I11 ) 

D. (h'Iinor) : 
 in^-minor : nv"-e'x" both lead t o c + ( q )  

,7 : a v ~ ~ - B ~ >  or "g. 

f a- 9, D' ?.<= , $,x< 
: e7-&' both lead to "cff 

99 : e - l x  } (+Tp) orj#+. 

Moreover, chords of minor nine-three may be  formed at any 
time qulte s~mply by altering the prime of the clang and simul- 
taneously addmg the natural seventh, e.5 : 

c e g - c # e g 6 b o r a c e - f $ a c e p  
7 h  

But by addlng the natural seventh in this manner (T- .JC end 
I > 

0 ~ - " " 4 )  one of the two possible ways of progression which, as 
we saw above, were open to us by alterat~on of the prime, falls 

i,e., a change of meaning of the 9 ,  to the IIT, of the 7 to the V, 
of the 5 to the VII, of the 3 to the IX' would yield no new 
nine-three chord, but the same in the minor sense. On the other 
hand, every shifting of the uun~erical indications yields a different 
chord, e.fi : 

Rot since the function of the nine-three chord always remains 
the same (49) or $'XC do not actually mean two different things, 
but are different expressions for the same thing), a modulation by 
means of enharmonic alteration of one or more of its ,notes, 
cannot otherwise he determined with certainty than by mdica- 
tion of the change of meanlug of one of these notes. Taking 
6 d f n) = 3 9 '  and $IX' in c-major (c-minor) as starting-point, 
we shall find in - 

13 7 5  9 ) )  (1X< C? 111) lo 111, l IX<  3 9,) p>= 3 9 ,  or $1"' =$I"' or $9' = $IX' 0,. $ I X < G D P >  

that it changes uniformly to d f ab cb, the dominant nine-three 
chord of ED-major or ~b-minor, e t c  I t  becomes ehdent from 
this trial that there is scarcely any object in writing the formula 
/ 3 q 2  or $IX' twice or of placing 39' next to $IX' (unless one had 
in mind a bass-progression which would be bad for GQ5, but good 
for ,$IX', e.5,  for B d f nb the step in the bass from f to c, which 
could only be approved of for $IX', as f would he fundamental 

K 
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note [V], for p> on the other hand bad, as f would be seventh 
[?I); it will therefore be sufficient to indicate the change of 
meaning over the one formula 39' or $IXc, but naturally avoiding 
the change from major into minor numbers, and uire versd. Then 
the result of changes of meaning of 6 d f ab as $9> or in 
c-major or c-minor, indicated in a form easily surveyed, is : 

13 5 9 , )  q >  

(IA) D9* from (g) df aV into (6p)d f a b  c p  (=p> of Eb-major 
or ~b-minorj. 

(IXC = 111) IX< 111 

(B) from 6 d f ab (6) into d f ab cp (eb) (=$IXC of 
Eb-major or ED-minor). 

(9,  E 3) 

(2A) D9' from (K) 6 d f LP into (e) :# 6 d f (=@> of A-major 
or A-minor). 

( ~ I I  E rx<i I I I  I X C  

(B) 
$ l r c  fro111 6 d f a? (c) into g$ 6 d f (a) (=$Ix '  of 

A-major or A-minor). 
V 3) I 

( 3 ~ )  D *  from (g) 6 d f ab into (c#) e# x #  6 d (=D' of 
F$-major or F#-minor). .. 

I 9>  E. 5 )  9 >  

(01 AA) DY' from (s) 6 d f ab into (c ) e $ i #  6 d (=a*> of 
F!-major or F#-minor) 

(111 E rlx 11' VII 
(or Be) $Ix' from 6 d f a7 (c) into E# git 6 d V$) (=$lX' of 

F#-major or P#-minor). 

Other changes of meaning would not really lead to other 
progressions, but only to differently written ones, e.,?., 5 3 to $p' (d=cX) and 5 h g >  to dbe> (dEebp),  which have already 
been introduced above in a simpler manner. 

A similar enhnr~nonic change of meaning may he effected 
with chords of seven-three, not, however, resulting in chords 
of seven-three, but in imperfect chords of nine-three (without 
fifth, a or ') ; e,&, 6 df  may change meaning to cb dJ 6 deft, 
cb e ~ b  l; 6 cx e# by means of the clang signs : 

also in the minor sense : 

For the easier and more convenient management of the clang 
signs for these complicated formations, it should not he over- 
looked that the sign = always requires the enharn~onically altered 
notation of the note, and that this altered notation in changes of 
meaning to 3, VII and IX' generally introduces notes with # or 
", whereas in changes of meaning to 111, 7 and 9' it generally 
introduces notes nith b or bQ, and not the reverse. 

We nrost decided& cazrtion against the 9,~iszrse of enharnzonic 
changes of meaning; for, excepting where they enter as passing 
illusions (with subsequent retracting), they positively m~slead the 
ear, and are devices founded merely on the limited power of 
logical comprehension. On the other hand by opportunely 
turning ambiguity to advantage, effects of the most surp!ising 
beauty can be attained, like mystical views of remote doma~ns of 
the tone-world, inaccessible by ordipary paths. I t  remains to be 
specially remarked that such alnblguous enharmonic harmonies 
may at times be figured in a sense different from that determined 
by the context, e.8 : 

9r 10- g* g- 1 0 )  g* 

P 3 E9=- .. - 9 > E S  T 

Here, as it were, the intensity of the feeling of tonality mocks 
a t  the most forcible means of modulation. 

Chords of seven-three and nine-three, where not proper to the 
key, resulted in the first instance from chromatic alteration in 
connection with that of the fifth-change, but lnvolv~ng an even 
inore marked sense of dolninant harmony than was the case with 
the latter. We now again return within the range of tonal har- 
mony, so as to fathom the degree of modulating power possessed 
by harnlonic successions which can indeed be understood tonally, 
but need not;  in so doing we shall again follow the order in 
which the harmony steps occurred during the gradual extension 
of our range of observation. 

8 16 MODUL.~LIONS BY MTSANS OF THE THIRD-CHANGE CLANGS. 

The third-chal~ge may, similarly to the fifth-step and turn of 
harmony, be made use of for a s~luple exchange of keys; first 
for really passing from the principal key to that of the tonic 
parallel, if the aid of rhythmical expedients be also accepted. But 
also any third-change from a dominant, to a certaln extent 
undoubtedly suggests modulation to the key of the tonic parallel* : 

+  he follou.ing short erzimoler nrr all to bc ivurl<;d out in several keys, or, at 
icast, to be played at tile piano. 
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' (A) from T to ~p : T D I T .. 
=oTp j O T  D 1.2: 

(B) from D to Dp : T I D .Dp 
= O D  Io1: 

(c) from S to Sp: T I S Sp 

(D) from 'T to OTp : "T D I "T .. 

(E) from "D to ODp : "T QD "Dp I =DT. . 
(F) from "S to 'Sp : "T I 4S OSp 

= S  / 1: 
Naturally if the modulation is to be regarded as definitely 

made, another close will be needed to establish the new key. 
The leading-tone change, minor-third change, whole-tone 

change, and trltone change, being transitions to principal clangs 
of the parallel key, and being readily comprehended in the sense 
of that key, have similar modulating power, which one often 
enough experiences in minor as endangering the retention of the 
tonality (e.~., in sequences in which we only too readily pass over 
to the conception in the major sense). 

Possible modulations by means of leadi~zg-tone chanxes are : 

(4 , T 
';'I' 1 oS D+ 1 c E  , - 

(D) O T  1 40 .."' 
-+T""L - I S D I T  

The minor-third change may effect modulations in the following 
manner : 

= Tp -S D+ I "T. 

(c) O T  

=Tp D I E  
! 

11 ~,~ ~ ~ - 
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The whole-tone chnflge similarly : 

Likewise the /dons  change: 

Eut all these steps niay equally well lead into other keys than 
the parallel key, by either starting from a different point, or 
changing meaning in another sense : 

I. Modulations by means of leading-tone changes : 

(A) T / S !'" 1 
=T !fC 1 S D ( T (e.g., omajor-E-major). 

=T !!" S D I T (e.g., c-major-c-major). (=) I !!" I 
(c) T I Y.'> = 

=T if' S D 1 T (e,g., c-major-nb-major.) 

( D )  T I ' S j  ?I' 

=T !!' S D I T (e.g., c-major-ab-major). 

=*D" ' "S D ( "T (e.g., c-major-D-minor), ( E ) T I S  !?'I 
( F ) T  !!<I 

="T"' ' ( "S D I "T (e.g., c-major-z-minor). 

(G) T I =S'> 
-"ph - I L I "S D I 'T  (e.g., c-major-P-minor). 

(4 T I S$ 
- + s n c  - "" 1 1 T (e.g., c-major-F-major). 

(1) 7- l D! 
- -+SX1" ' I T (e.g., c-major-c-major). 

( K )  'T I 'S 
T ? .  .? 1 9 D 1 oT(e.g., A-minor-D minor). 
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z. Modulations by means of minor-third changes : 

(3 T I S $9 
T (e.8,  c-major-P-major). 

(B) I D Q 
=T Sp D / T (e .8 ,  c-major-c-major). 

(e.g., c-major-D-major). 

c-major-G-major). 

(F) T 1 Z 

(G) O T  1 40 S"" - 8 D T (e.g., A-minor-G-major). 

3. Modulations by means of whole-tone changes : 

ti 
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4. Modulations by means of tritone changes : 

(c) T I T p  S 
=+T." S I T (e.g., c-major-e-major). 

T (e.g., c-major-ab-major). 

( E )  *T 
= = O D  OT (e .8 ,  A-minor-D-minor). I 

D 1 T (e.g., A-minor-r-major). 

(G) OT 1 O T p  O D  

= $? 40 1 "T (e?,. A-minor-E-minor). 
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$ 17. MODULATIONS BY MEANS OF BOLDER HARMONIC PRO- 
GRESSIONS. 

Nicety of feeling as regards the nature of modulation will be 
specially formed by means of such turns as are intelligible within 
the key and abstain as far as possible from notes foreign to the 
scale. The harmonic progressiolls now to be discussed with 
regard to their modulating power introduce foreign notes more 
and more, so that the paralysing of their modulating tendency is 
scarcely possible. In  tonal harmony the steps in question result 
from the connecting of the contra-clang of the tonic with the 
parallel clangs, i.e., clangs which are all only indirectly intelligible 
(for even the contra-clang of the tonic is that undeniably in a 
certain sense : its third has the effect of a chromatic note and 
may not he doubled). 

I. Modulation by means of Zeading.tonc steps. Analogous to 
the tonal form of the step (4SP-LY and D p S  in major and 
minor) every leading-tone step as representing both dominants, 
has the effect of pressing directly towards the tonic skipped, 
and, therefore, if proceeding from other harmonies, it induces 

- modulation : 

(E) 2' I 2' 
='Sp D  ( T ["TI (e.g., c-major-=-major or F-minor). 

(G) 

=+Dp " T+ (e.~., A-minor-+-major). 

(K) 'TI O; 
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But the 7dle of the leading-tone steps is not as yet at an end. ' After the experiences we have had (p. 116) as regards the figuration 
of harmonies by leading-notes (a xiliary notes), there will be no 
cause for wonder that finally i i p l a c e  of all three notes of the 
harmony, their respective upper and under seconds may enter; 
by this means so-called auxiliary harmonies arise, which in the 
first place have no modulating power and are understood only as 
figuration. As they are feigning consonances, they share with all 
feigning consonances the peculiarity that they may be treated as 
real harmonies (mith doubling of the feigning fundamental note) ; 
if one of the leadihg-notes be a note of the key otherwise capable 
of being doubled, nothing stands in the way of its being doubled 
here also. For C.major and A-minor we obtain the auxiliary 
harnlonies : ' 

IIC 11' I1 < I1 ' 
I V  I V Z  IV IV > 

V I  < V I I Z  V I C  V I I  > 

with some of which we have already become acquainted under 
other names [(a) as 3, (c) as "Sp in major, (g) as B, (l) as +Dp 
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(in r,linor)]. I t  is more convenient to write the auxjliary har- 
monies in three parts than in four; in four-part wntlng it will 
be p:eferable to call to aid an auxiliary note in the opposite 
direction : 

But it is remarkable that the contra-leading-tone steps do not 
so unconditionally tend towards a tonic skipped as other far- 
reaching steps (pp. 52, 146, etc.), but rather lead us to expect a 
fifth-step or turn of harmonies in the same direction : 

Probably the effect produced is due to a confusion of the 
leading-tone step with the chromatic semitone step ; assuming 
the latter [167 (0-(d)] in place of the former, the progression 
corresponds entirely to our experiences; the succession c+-c#t-- 
fit+ may then bc expressed as (S) [S] D l: or also S B B, and . - 
is;ntelIigible. 

2, iMod1~lation hy nnlcnns of third-steps. The only third-steps in 
tonal harmony (not taking intermediate cadences into considera- 
tion) are Tp-5 and $-+S in major, "Tfl-D-+ and 0-40 in 
minbr. ~ ; t  in another sense thd third-steps require greater 
attention. Namely if-considered purely harn~onically without 
having regard to scales-the plain-fifth clang is nothing more 
than the nearest reIated partial note of the tonic clang, detached, 
so to speak, and rendered independent as representative of its 
own clang, the idea suggests itself of rendering the third-note 
independent in the same fashion, separating it from the clang of 
the tonic and confronting it with the latter as the k a r e r  of its 
own clang ; then a kind of dominant significance wlll attach to 
the third-clang of the major tonic, similar to that of the plain- 
fifth clang, and the contra-third clang may also lay claim to a kind 
of under-dominant significance, while in minor, here as every- 
where, the relations will turn out exactlv reversed. The under- 

dominant effect of a>+ in C major we have hitherto defined as 
"Sp, the upper-dominant efCect of 088 in A-nnnor as +Dp, e+ in 
C-major we first became acquainted with as (D) Tp and Oc iin 
A-minor as ("S) -Tp, But there can 6e no dou6t that the fhid.  
clang is capable of closinx direct& to the tonic, without the sense of 
an ellsion bang felt; e+-c+ does not close as d"e had been 
skipped, "6-"e not as if c+ had been skipped, nor does ah+-cf 
need the medlatlon of "c, or 28-'e that of e+. The formulas 
are : 

- 
(D) T p  T C S ) " p  oSVr Vu T 06 OT 

Their cadential effect and direct harmonic intelligibility will 
be all the clearer and more certain, the more massive and pon- 
derous the tone-complex is by which it is sounded, i.e., the less 
the progression of the seve~alparts strikes the ear. But herein 
also lies the reason why the third-step can never have equal rights 
with the fifth-step. Harmony is certainly the fountain-head from 
which all music flows, but the diatonic scale is the primeval bed, 
the banks of which the stream may at times overflow, but into 
which it is always forced again. The scale recognises chromntic 
prog~ession only as passing throuph an infern~ediate degree, never 
as a cadential member of a melodic formation ; the chrotnatical@ 
altered note alze!ays ajpears like an approach from the preceding 
nofe to that nezf foiio?e~ing. But all third-steps contain a 
chromatic step ; if intended as a close, the part which has to 
execute the chromatic step seems disagreeably wanting in motive 
for its progression. In  168 (a)-(d) the &-g, ab-a, eb-e, c#-c 
as cadential steps are not quite loglcal. Since the second note 
of the step belongs to the clang,of the tonic, the first is, properly 
speaking, tending away from it, and so our indication of the 
third-clangs hitherto as dominants of the third.change clangs or 
as third-change clangs of the dominants, is, for nlelodic reasons, 
certainly justified. The g# in 168 (a)  should by right proceed to 
a before going to g, similarly the a? in 168 (6) first to g and then 
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to a, the eb in 168 (c) first to dand  then tor ,  the c# in 168(d)first 
to d and then to c [cf: 168 (e)-(h)]. 

I t  is possible to obtain real cadential significance for the 
third-steps, if the possibility of confonndmg chromatic steps with 
leading-tone steps be taken into account (which we have already 
verified in the opposite sense, p. 164), but at the cost of the clang- 
unity, in place of which the feigningly consonant dissonance 
enters : 

But the feigningly consonant nature of this formatioil allows of 
the doubling of the feigning fiindamental note, so Lhat in reality 
the eETect of a third-step arises. 

Though we can prove the cadential power of third-steps only 
conditionally, yet, oil the other hand, their modulating pomer is 
all the more beyond doubt, and it acts in the sense of the 
intermediate relation disclosed at 168. If now we make third- 
steps from other clangs of the tonal harmony, we obtain the 
modulations : 

(K) 'T / =T$ "S 1 T (eg., A-minol-c-major). 

T(e.g., A-minor-c-major). 

(M) -D B 
="T Dp D I Ti["T] (eg.,n-minor-s-major [E-minod. 

(N) 9 (9s) CSPI 
=T$ 'S T (e.g., A-minor-P-major). 

(0) "S +T$ 
="T Dp D I +T CT] es., A-minor-D-major [D-minor]). 

(P) 75% O D  

=+q 5 I +T (e .8 ,  A-minor-B-major). 

(Q) 'S$ TInC 

O T  (e.8, A-minor-D-minor). 

(R) 3 S"" 
="Tp D+ " T  (e.5, A-minor-G-minor). 

6) +D$ = + ~ p  -S +T (E.,F., A-minor-E-niajor). 
OT l 

(*) 
D*"r- I "T(e.g., c-major-a-minor). 

But the third-steps open up to us another quite new path, 
="T$ D and the result will entirely satisfy us as to the apparent slighting 

of the third-clangs compared with the fifth-clangs; for, in point 

'T (e,g., c-major-D-minor). of fact, the third-clangs could not lay claim to perfectly equal 
rights, for the simple reason that their relation to the tonic is 

(4 S 
more distant than that of the fifth-clangs. The third (cf: Intro- 

=T "Sp OS *TpT] (e.5, C-major-F-major [P-minor]). duction, p. 3) is the fifth note in the series of naturally related 
notes (in major and in minor sense) ; the fifth, on the other hand, 
is the third note of the series. How, then, if we could prove 

rDp' j O T  (e,g., c-major-E-minor). P T j  D that from the clang of the 5th partial note over that of the 3rd a 
forcible close to the principal clang would be made, i.e., that the 

(4 D * p  fifth-clang after the third-clang leads back to the principal clang? 
=T O S j  OS O T  [Ti] (e.~.,  c-major-c-minor [G-major] If, in the first place, we build up liarmonies of the same mode, 

the following successions result: 
(PI X 

OT (e.8, c-major-B>-minor). 

(G) D ?  
= p  / T(e.g., c-major-G-major). 

170. 

(H) B D"- I 

=Q 5 1 TT["T] (e.g., c-major-n-major [D-minor]). 



Here the chromntic note (g#, ah) no longer causes any dis- 
turbance, because, though its diverging tendency is felt, it is 
cancelled by the forcible logic of the progression. 

But not only does the return from the third-clang over the, 
fifth-clang to the principal clang, by means of clangs corresponding 
in mode to the series in question, appear normal and logical, but 
we find also a series of clangs of the same mode, whose principal 
notes prescnt in succession a clang of the opposite mode, likewise 
forming a return : 

though, perhaps, the ear will slightly object to 171, (d), in con- 
sequence of its not being accustomed to the progression. 

llut third-clangs are also readily followed by a fifth-step 
in the same direction, which is, no doubt, explained by the 
leadin~tone step formed as total result ; the latter, wpich by itself 
is not easily intelligible, will then rightly be divided Into a third- 
step and a iifth.step. 

But we must here beware of delusions; whether the third 
clang be the expected sequel of the two first, or thc second 
be a natural connecting member between the two others, I should 
not like to decide; anyway, the latter conception of the case has 
long been familiar to us in intermediate cadences. Ceftainly it is 
very instructive and strengthens comprehension to b r~ng  a large 
number of chords under one common point of view; ?n,this case, 
therefore, to understand only the third clang as the prlnc~pal point 
of the progression, and to attach further conclusions to i t :  then 
we should again have reached the leading-tone step with its 
tendency to another fifth-step forward. So as not to lose the 
thread in the labyrinth of possibilities shown here, it will be 
necessary to remain conscious of the solid foundation, the strictly 

tonal logic, according to which, in the first place, all lowered 
notes tend to proceed downwards and all raised ones upwards, a 
law against which, 8.8, examples 1 7 2  (a)-(d) only seemingly offend. 
Every leading-tone progression derzotes a return, every chromafic 
$regression an oriwurd in@ulse; if these two sentences be applied 
to the examples, the result will be found entirely satisfactory. 

3. Modz~htion dy means of nrinor-third stq5s. We may sum up 
the remaining steps briefly, since the impelling forces of modu- 
lation have gradually been disclosed to us, and only a few new 
applications of the same points of view remain to be considered. 
The last investigation cleared the way for understanding minor- 
third steps as possible only in regard to a third, principal clang. 
The steps c+-a+ and c+-e2+ must be referred to the clangs 
JCC, "e and ni+, respectively, and similarly "e-"c# and "e-'g to 
a+, "gff and c+, Od respectively, it., the following ways of pro- 
ceeding from minor-third steps appear quite logical : 

These progressions occur, to be sure, in tonal harmony: 

hut there they have not the sense of real closes (returns) to the 
last clang, but rather that of decepiive closes; but if their actual 
cadential power be beyond doubt, we cannot do otherwise than 
make room for the third-clangs and minor-third clangs within 
tonality, besides fifth-clangs and their parallel clangs; but we 
shall not require new signs for them, particnlarlyas on account of 
the chromatic steps their direct power of mak~ng a cadence to 
the tonic appeared problematical. We need only recognise the 
harmonic successions : 

In 31ajor: InMinor: 

T- "Sp - +S-T  "T- + D p  -D+-*T 
T-(D)[Tp]-  D-T "T- ("S) PT$] - 5 ---"T 
T- "T$ - D-T ST- +T$ - " S P T  
T-(D)[A$] - S-T T-("S) PDp]  - OD-'T 

as independent cadences, Le., not to be compared to intermediate 
cadences; they are, however, not bilateral, but, one-sided cadences, 
as in their case only one side of the relationsh~p is,doubly repre- 
sented. Under the same category come the leadlng-tone steps 
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with insertion of an intermediate harmony, both proceeding and 
returning : =Izs - 'A' I T ['TI (P.z., c-major-F-major [F-minor]). 

I n  Major: 

I- 3 r - 
-I 

(A) T W O S ?  - S - +S-T 
_7_ w 
I-- - v 

(B) T - ( ~ ) [ ~ p j - - ( b ) [ / ~ l -  D - T B. 111 Minor : 
-v - 

I" hlinor : 

7.- -I- 
(c) O T -  +Dp - * ,: --D -*T 

-7__ - 
(I) O T -  

, = B: - O S  I " T  [ + T I  (a,&, A-minor-B>-minor [B?-major]). 

(K) 's - in which the inserted clang is always as closely connected to the =B: - 'S I "T[I.T] ( 6 . 6 ,  A-niinor-$?-minor [~b-major]). next as possible (Sf: the lower brackets). The simplest forms 
of one-sided cadences are T-+S-5-T, OT-~D-D+-OT, 
2'-S$-S-T, T- Tf-S-I: vT--"Sp-oS-y T-D$- 
D-I; "T-"Dp-qD-'T, etc., which are logical, because they 
proceed from tonic to dominant by means of notes in cornmon, (M) - 
or similarly return from dominant to tonic. Anyway, such = S - D 1 T T[+ TI (e.g., A-minor-%minot   m major]) 
cadential formations are, so to speak, only half ones, and should 
not be regarded as principal bases of harmonic motion, but rather 
as accessory forms. 

The contra-whole-toze change is represented ton=lly as the 6 18. MODULATlON BY MEANS OF  THE MOST FAR-REACHING transition from the minor under-dominant to the second upper 
HARMONY STEPS. dominant ("S-B), and may naturally as such modulate to the 

The tritone-ifep may be found between tKe chord of the key of the dominant : 
Neapolitan sixth (S) and the major upper-dominant, as well 
as between the chord of the Lydian fourth (B) and the minor A. I n  Major : 
under-dominant ; it is one of the most interesting substitutions 
for the whole-tone step, and forcibly circurnscribes.a tonic (which 
may be either + T o r  "T). If it proceeds froni any other harmony, 
it produces a change of key : 

A. I n  Major: 
(A) '.' - 1 

=s - D .( T I"T 

( 4  S- 
=S - D I T ["TI (e.g., c-major-E-major [E-minor]). 

(D) D - 
=S - D 1 T PT ( e 4 ,  c-n~ajor-&major [$minoij). 
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B. I n  Minor: 

(F) D +  -02 
===D -.S I '2' (e.8, ~-minor-~-minor). 

(H) O T P  - 
= -'S TpTl (e.5, A-minor-nb-major [B%-minor]). 

(I) Trlxe- 

I 
= - 'S " T  [+TI  (e.~., A-minor-G-minor [G-major]). 

(K) SU'<-- 

I 
=B --S I *T ["TI (eg., A-minor-c-major [c-minor]). 

This step is particularly easy to write, if both harmonies are 
introduced with sevenths, in which case two tied notes and two 
chromatic steps are possible : 

The chromatic-semitone change will be  most easily intelligible 
as the progression oS'-+Sp (in c-major = ah+-'a) or of +Dj- 
O D @  (in A-minor = "g$-p), or again as the transformation of 
OSp into $y;,', (in A-minor = f+-yit) or of Dp into a:, {in 
c-major = '6-6b+). Where it ~roceeds  from other harmonres, 
the progression will correspond : 

A. I n  Major. 
(A) T I S -B 

==Sp-$G\l< D 1 " T  (e.g., c-major-A-minor). 

( B ) T (  ;S--D3> 
="Sp-$Ei':'. D " T  ( e . ~ ,  c-major-F-minor). 

( c ) T I  S -  B 
=.Sp-+Sp D +T (e.~., c-major-A-major). 

(D) T I S-D3> 
=sSp--+Sp D ( +T (e.5, c-major-=-major). 

D 1 " T  (e.g., c-major-E-minor). 
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(F) T @< 
="Sp 1 +Sp D 1 +T (e.8, c-major-E-major). 

(c) 2' I D- 
="Sp-SF:< D 1 'T (48, C-major-B-minor). 

B. In  Minor : 
(A) O T  1 40- s 

(B) O T  1 40-;S- 

(c) "T I B -S"" 
=+Dp-'Dp S 1 'T (e.8, A-minor-E-minor). 

(D) *T 1 a-slT1- 
= .D$-4, "S I +T (e.g., A-minor-E-major. 

(E) I T  I $"'I- 

=+Dp / a;, 'S I T+ (e.~., A-minor-F-major). 

(F) 'T $"'I' 

=+Dp 1 'Dp OS I " T  (e.8, A-minor-E-minor). 

The student should also work out a number of possible modu. 
lating applications of the augmented-second change, double-third 
change, augmented-sixth change, and augmented-third change, 
analogous t o ,  the models given above ; this will be an excellent 
practice for h ~ s  powers of concel~tion, and will cause him to return 
with pleasure to simpler forms. 

$19. INDEPENDENT CREATION OF MUSICAL SENTENCES, 
PERIOD FORMATION. 

The studell1 who has earnestly and assiduously endeavoured to 
tathom the laws of harmonic logic, will no longer need the pre- 
scription of definite harmonic successions in his work. As we 
have accustomed him tiom the first to dispense with a given part 
(which for the thorozcqhbasr student is always set), and by means 
of the continuous indication of the tonal functions made him 
more and more fa~nliliar with the innermost nature of harmony, 
he  will for a long time have felt the strict directions for the 
connecting of harmonies irksome, and perhaps already have tried 
o n  his own accounl to form intelligible sentences. Every gifted 
pupil will try to soar beyond his school-work; and we will now 
,not only give hini full freedom to do so, but directly set him the 
.task of showing vhether he has learnt to think musically. We 



shall still need to give hi111 a few explanations as regards the 
nature of ~nusical rhythm. If his sentences are to turn out satis- 
factory, not only harmonically but rilusically in general, he must 
first learn how the laws of sym~netrical construction, hitherto only 
scantily suggested, may be specialised, on what foundation they 
rest, and of what exceptions they admit. 

Music is the art of syininetry in succession; just as in archi- 
tecture the eye seeks out the parts of a form which are 
symmetrical with one another, so in mnslc the ear desires to 
perceive parts sym~netrical with one another in succession, and 
from them with the help of memory to build up and understand 
the whole work of art. T o  comprehend music by listening is, 
therefore, tnore difficult than to take in a structure by looking at 
it ; the latter remains in its place and leaves the mind time 
for the gradual penetration into details, after first grasping the 
principal outlines-in music the opposite way is absolutely 
pescribed: whoever does not comprehend the smallest sym- 
metries can never penetrate so far as to understand the whole. 
Besides, the work of art in s ~ u n d s  hurries past so rapidly and 
irrecoverably that there is but one comfort, viz., listening to it 
again, so that it may perhaps be understood at a second or third 
hearing, if this was not possible at the first. 

The blocks out of which music is built are the bars, but not 
in the sense that what is contained between two bar-lines would 
correspond to the smallest independent ideas (motives) ; the 
colnparison between music and architecture holds to a greater 
extent than is at first apparent, for in structural art also, single 
blocks do not correspond to motives ; rat1le~-covered with 
sculptures or in fret-work-only when firmly joined together d o  
thev yield motives which are partly worked on one stone and , , . . 
partly on the ncxt. 

A bar in the first place consists of two ti7ne-6en/s, i.e., divisions 
of time of medium dpration practically corresponding to the 
speed of the pulse, which for hitman beings serves, as the most 
natural subdivision of the course of time; these t~me-units are 
perceived by the ear through change of the tone-substance, or by 
interruotion of the sound (rests). The two beats of the bar form 
~~ ~~ 

the fi;st small symmetry the  second, so-called nccenftd, beat 
closing the symmetry is, as such, rendered prominent by lingering 
on it-but as a rule very slightly-(accent), and besides, the  
connection of the two beats is made clear by the increase from' 
the unaccented beat to the accented-crescendo. The accented 
beat may be twice as long as the unaccented, and this fact gives 
rise to triple measure. The accented beat, then, may be followed 
by a silent one (rest), or the accented note be sustained during 
an extra beat, or finally, it may be followed by another note. 
Thus, in the first place, the primitive beginnings of all mnsicak 
form take root in these subdivisions of time : 
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I 
Or: J J r - J r 4 , etc. 

U - U - 
01: 2 ' ? d ? d etc. 

U - ,I - U - -- - 
Or finally : ? .! J ? J J J J 

V - V - " - 
In  notation the bar-line has, for about three hundred years, 

been placed before the accented heat; it does not, therefore, 
actually divide off bars, but marks their points of stress : 

Not the heat before the bar-line (the np-heat), hut the beat after 
the bar-line is called the first beat (thefoint-of-strers note). The 
unaccented beat following the accented one in triple measure is, 
in the first place, to be regarded as a prolongation of it as a sign 
of its accent, but it may introduce new tone-substance, first, in a 
sense of belonging to the accented beat (thus, e.8, in the synco- 
pation of the third and first crotchets followed on the second 
crotchet by the resolution of the dissonance, p. 117). But finally 
this second beat may even be detached from the first, and be- 
referred to the next accented one : 

NB. 
a-LJ-J-'-?-!-JL 
4 - C= 

by which means a much more restless forillation, rather foreign to 
the original forill of triple measure (Jj J), arises (with double 
nn-heat). ~~r 

But now bars combine in symmetries in the same manner as 
time-beats, ie., the first (unaccented bar) is answered by a second 
(more accented) ; then, also, these hwo-bar ,,vof@s are confronted 
with one anotherand form hnZJ3enbds of four bars, two of which 
(the jo?esc,tion Lprotasis] and njfey-section [apodosis]) make up 
the largest normal form, the sentence or$enbd of eight bars : 

I'orc-..crion. Aiter-sccrion. 
-_____l 1 

Period. 
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Of the same inlport as these rhythmical formations we have 
those in ($ (%), =I,, a/a, and '1, measure, only differing in the 
mallner of writing (for which, naturally, there are important 
iesthetic reasons). If every two such bars be contracted into one 

great bar ('I,, 'I,, pi,], 4/$, 6i,, 6/ , ) ,  then the bar.line belongs 
to the point-of-stress note of the more accented of the two 
bars, e e. : 

8 8 I I I  1 1  + ~ L > - J - ~ . ~ - J - ? - - J - J . J - J - ? - - ~  
(1 )  (41 (0) (8) 

Unfortunately, composers often do not proceed quite correctly 
in this matter, and place the bar-lines to the points of stress of the 
 st, 3rd, sth, and 7th bar,, so that then all cadential effects are 
removed to the middle of the bars, and consequently the bar-line 
does not fulfil its task. Conversely, also, composers often write 
bars too small, which, according to the tempo, contain only one 
time-heat. If we look upon the limits of the fluctuation of the 
rate of the pulse as normal for those of time-beats (between 
bo and 120  M.M.), then we must count every two bars as one 
in notations like the following : 

J.- roo. 
, t K Z Z - L - ~ J - J - ~ Y L J ? .  etc, 

121 

Therefore, particularly in measures of three beats, it is im- 
portant to see clearly, whether the time-beats given in the no- 
tation are really time-bents, or, on the other hand, whether the 
whole bar-values correspond to beats, or, finally, whether the long 
and short values have the effect of time-beats of differing length 
(so, 6 . 8 ,  in 3 1 ,  J = 150, it is very convenient, and the rehe  
correct, to look upon the values J /A J lJ continuously as 
time-heats). 

The same 1,rinciple which is the reason for a slight lmgering 
on the accented heat of the bar, and which gives rise to the bar 
of three bents (the ancient Greeks even recognised the ratio z : 3 
for the durxtioa of the two beats), i.6, the principle of clearly 
distinguishing the single symmetries by marking the accented beats, 
stipulates the familiar pauses on the polizts of stress p f  the hupbar 
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froupf, or at least on those of the half-periods, which we find so 
frequently in folk-songs, chorales, etc. : i' 

rn 1 

@ d  I d ' d  I 2 " d  1 d a d  I 2 '1d 1 d ' d  I d u d  I d ' d l d  
(2) (4) (5) 

In  more developed art this simple means of subdivision is 
orcasionally replaced by an idealised one, namely, that of the 
prolongation of the accented beat for the duration of three beats, 
which gives rise to three-bar rhyfhnz: 

~ J I J ' J I d ~ ? " ? I J ' J l d J " J I J ' ? I  - .rs. (2) (4) -- 3 oiiri. (6) 

d l J " ' J ! J ' J l d  ! J  :I1 
_V- 

3 Barn. (8) 3 Br. 

Here we may remark that the long accented beat does,not 
necessarily entail a complete cessation of all sound-mot~on; 
especially the after-section, which, as answer to the first four bars, 
has more the character of,unity, favours a continuous motion. 
Rut altogether three-bar rhythm may abandon its original sense 
in the same way as triple measure. 

This, then, is the normal ei~ht-&ar construction (we retain this 
name even for the actual twelve-bar period of continuous three- 
bar rhythm, still using the numbers z ,  4, and 8 for the principal 
points of rest-the concludmg values of the several symmetries). 

As regards the relation of rhythmical form to harmony, a few 
remarks have already been made (that dissonances on the un. 
accented beat, entering and proceeding by step of, a second 
[passing-notes], are not striking ; that dissonances fallmg on the 
accented beat are best prepared by tying; that cadential effects 
[perfect close, half close, deceptive clos=] are poss~ble only ,nn 
time-values which conclude greater symmetries; that harmonies, 
coming on unaccented beats, between repeated ones coming on 
the accented beats, have the effect of figuration). \lie may now 
say generally that accented beats are really the bearers ofhamzo?y 
efects, and that, the more accenred a bent is, the mure decidedly will 
n harmony efect be expected uf it. This may be explained thus : 
every point ofstress of a symrlretry represents a zmit of higher order; 
i.e., beyond the motion in plain time-beats, we are conscious of 
the units of bars, and of bar-groups, and finally of half-periods 
or even periods : 

,-Ti- n ,--1- -- 
r .  Motion in crotchets: J  I J  I? I J'l? 1 d 'r! / r! ' 3  1 'j I J  '9 / ? 'J 1 1 

121 (4 )  (6) (5) 
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possible (4 = 5 ,  indeed even z = 3, and 6 = 7 )  ; also in such a 
manner that repetitions of cadential inenibers overlap (ex., the 
repetition of the after-section with 8 = 5). I t  will be sufficient 
for the harmony student to practise the more important forms ; 
6rst of all, entirely regular constructions, then three-bar forma- 
tions, then those with elision of the unaccented beginning bars 
of half-periods, then close-repetitions, and finally formations con- 
verting the eighth bar into first or second. I t  will be wiser for 
the present merely to study bolder overlappings in the works of 
the great masters, without as yet attempting to practise them. 

E x ~ i + c r s ~ s  301-305 (free Invention of Harmonic Periods). 

(301) Forination of regular eight-bar periods in $, H, 31, 

(J Id), and 6/, (4. 1 J .) measures, which, in the fore-section, 
remain in the principal key, and, in the after-section, modulate 
(for each modulatioii a new example in a different key is to be 
written) : 
A. (Major) : (A) to thc upper don~iiiant by means of T6-2. 

(B) ,, i l  Sf< --9'. 
(cl .. T'> - "S. ;; parallel k;; by ineans of Sp-"S. 

,, SP1ll< - SII1<. 
, D-m. 

,, lja~allelof the dominant by ineans of Tp-"S 
,> S- 3. 
99  spvca-Z>. 

,, under-do~~inant by means of 8-3. 
D" - Sp. 

E. (Minor) : (A) to the p~rallel key by means of Sv'-S6. 
(U) ,> S"'.-D. 
(c) 3 ,  ,, TV"Q-@9q. 
(D) ,, illinor $per-dominant by ineans of TV"ll 

[- SVll. 

(c) ,, ininor under-dominant by means of "8-"3. 
(H) ,, 3 ,  S Y " -  T V l I h .  

(1) ,, 19 - OD$. 

(K) ,. pariillel of the minor under-dominant by 
(means of 3- S. 

(,L) ,, parallel of the minor under-dominant by 

[means of O 8 -  Sp. 

(302) Formation of regular eight-bar periods which can be 
added to those of 301, and which, having empliasised the 
new key by one or more cadences in the fore-section, modulate 
back to the original key. The return modlilations are to be 
eK<cted at : 

(Major) : (A) by ineans 
(p.) ,, 2,  

(4 8 ,  J ,  

(D) ,, ,. 
(E) ,, ,, 
(F) 9,  ,, 
(0) 3 ,  9 ,  

(H) ,? ,, 
(1) 3 9  ,, 
(K) 3 ,  3 ,  

(L) 9 ,  ,, 
(&I) 7 9  3 ,  

of T 7 4  = D'. 
D:,=S6. 
Sj = Tp 'S D6. 
SV'=S6. 

TV"=@h. sr > =$ViI,  

T::=(a9>) Sj. 
" T  S=Dp S 
& 9 > = > e <  

1< '  
TI< 

D1' =(D) Sj. 
T 3  ="S. 

B. (Minor) : (A) , , TI<=(@) 0s. 

(B) ,, 3 ,  s::=4$-19,. 
(c) 9 ,  ,, @'U=TV"JI. 
(D) .. .. TI1" =D. 

These exercises may at first be executed in four parts, note 
against note, but not stiffly written in notes of the same duration, 
but, on the contrary, in order to incite the imagination, pregnant 
with rhythmical motives like the following sixteenth model 
cxample [cf. 301 (A)-(H) and 302 (A)-(H)] ; the omission of the 
upbeat or of the first unaccented bar may already be allowed 
in these exercises (without shortening the form) : 

(Siteenth model example.) - ' C*Y - ' - 



(303) Formation of periods in three-bar rhythm, 
( I )  by means of the insertion of an unaccented bar 

after the znd, 4th, 6th, and 8th bars (cf.above,p. 1 7 7 ) ;  
(2)  by means of the elision ofthe 1st and 5th bars (order 

of the bars 11: accented-unaccented-accented :I) ;  
(3) by means of the insertion of a close-repetition after 

the znd, 4th, 6th, and 8th bars. 
Take fix the order of modulation of these periods : 

A. In  Major : 
(A) to the second upper-dominant by means of T f ,  -Dr. 
(B) .. .. D 6 = S 6 .  . .  .. 
(c) 9 ,  D" -OS. 
(D) ,, parallel o i ihe  dominantzy means of QV1'h=SY". 
(E) ,, S- .... S. - 

B. In M~nor  : 
(A) to the second "upper-dom~nant (or second + upper-dominant) 

[by means of "T j -S .  
(n) r I, , ~ " " q  .., - Sv". ". 
( 4  ,, TI,'< -$IX'. 

I ,  " < 
(D) ,, dominant of the parallel by means of T v ' - 2 .  
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(E) to the doninant of the parallel by means of S"'< -U. 
(9 ,, 9 ,  9, 

D V I l >  =ST<. 
(0) ,, n:~'q-@>. 

(304) Formation of four-bar half-periods leading back, so that 
the periods in 303 may be repeated after them; but the lat te~ 
are, in this case. to he d~vested of modulation in their second half. 
and to close in the principal key (as in the seventeenth modei 

> ,. example). These exercises are to be,written in three instead of 
four parts, and in three separate exercises a free fignration is to 
be carried through, first in the highest, second in the middle, and 
third in the lowest part; then, two exercises are to be written 
with distribution of the figuration between the three parts. 
Special rules for,three-part writing are not needed. I n  addition 
to the means of figuration made use of hitherto, the occasional 
introduction of unprepaxd dissonant notes on accented beats 
may be employed (nccented auxiliary notes, suspensions), as also 
leaping to foreign notes on the unaccented beat, which proceed 
by step of a second to chord-notes falling on accented beats 
([feigning] passing notes by leap). The seventeenth model 
example points out these notes by asterisks. 

The returns to the principal key in these intermediate hag- 
periods, which, as stated, are to consist of four bars, and not three, 
are to be effected by the following changes of meaning, which 
may take place at once (as a rule these intermediate half-periods, 
which may grow into full eight-bar intermediate periods, remain 
for some time on the dominant of the principal key, causing the 
re-entrance of the latter to be expected with heightened suspense 
[blixolydian]) : 
A. (A) by means of T'h-D' to the key of the dominant, whose 

tonic is again turned into dominant by adding 
(n) by means of D1> to the key of the dominant, and then 

by means of D;. = S 6  to the principal key. 
(c) by means of S.7.0 ~~. - D directly to the principal key. 

"1 

(D) by means of T"" -D' to the parallel key, and from 
there by means of as-S$ to the principal key. 

I > 
(E) by means of 7'"'-Sv" to the parallel of the under-domi- 

nant, from there by means of OT- S$ to the principal key. 

I 
(F) by means of OS- Tj directly to the principal key. 
(G) by means of S-S directly to the principal key. 

B. (A) by means of TI>-$"I1 (or T::=$"") directly to the 
principal key. 

(B) by means of D;: to the "dominant, from there by means 
of T r " <  - D to the principal key. 

(c) by means of S - " S  to the "dominant, and from there 

again by :s-"S to the principal key. 



(G) by means of S - S  to the parallel key, then by mea 
of S7< -SV'" to the principal key. 

(C, 303, 2 B D, with mixed figuration.) 

174. 

5 m,< 2 &i ' [bL;---, , 1 , , - ? *-q-'&Ez -- l it - 
' L L* ! \  ' - 

/ 

12) ( 4 )  (2) 

In  this example, partly on account of the short kind of bar, 
the dividing off of the half-periods is rather intrusive; this im- 
mediately becomes more tolerable if to the fourth and eighth 
bars confirmat~on be appended (to be inserted in 174) : 

. , . . 
(305)   or mat ion of eight-bar periods with insertion of closer 

confirmations : 
(I) by repeating every accented bar (znd, 4th, 6th, 8th); 

< 

(2) by repeating the accented groups of half-p 
3a-qa, 5-8, 7 k 8 a )  ; 

(3) by repeating the whole after-section (1-8, $'a-8 
These periods, extended by insertions, should include mo 

lation and return ; the examples in major should modulate in 
fore-section to the dominant, parallel of the dominant, secon 
dominant, or domillant of the parallel, making use at pleasure o 
the expedients shown, and in the after-section restore the principa 
key; the minor examples may make modulations to the parallel 
kev. ' dominant. second " dominant. or narallel of the ' dominant. , . 
a~<d in the after-section return to the principal key. The exercises 
will gain in interest (becanse forming small finished compositions), 
if a second period be appended to the first, either in the form 
here asked for, or in the three-bar rhythm of Exercise 303, for 
major in the key of the under-dominant, "under-dominant, or 
under-third, for minor, in the munder-don~inant or parallel of the 
under-dominant ; it should join on without modulation and he 
repeated; but the repetition is not to come to an illdependent 
close, but to make the return modulation, and, in place of the 
cadential eighth bar, let the beginning of the repetition of the first 
period enter (8- I), as in the following eighteenth model example. 
These pieces may also be thought out and written down for piano. 
Directions as regards figuration, etc., we shall dispense with 
entirely, and leave free play for invention, also with respect to the 
number of parts, which may be increased or lessened at pleasure : 
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T o  promote skill in the management of parts, and as anothe; 
preliminary exercise in reading score, a few attemps at sizpart 
writinf are to follow, for which the exercises in former chapters $ 20. PEDAL-POINT AND MODULATING SEQUENCE. 
may be used. Six-part writing is more unwieldy than four- or 
five-part ; it necessitates still more doubling than the latter, and We must still mention two formations, one of which adds to 
cannot entirely avoid crossing of parts. But the doubling of real the complication of note combinations to the utmost extent, and 
thirds by parallel motion is still forbidden, as also the doubling of the other puts the feeling of tonality to the strongest test by 
dissonances (excepting sin~ultaneous passing notes in two parts). means of modulations heaped on one another. We do not class 
Six-part writing is more conveniently read and worked out as 
3 + 3 parts, or in case of need 4 (upper) + z parts. These 
exercises should be worked out on six staves, so as to attain 

both, over the sustained dominant fundamental chord at the last 
close of the period. The primitive forms of pedal-points are 

8 7 
6 1  8 7  6 - 1  

therefore D : D6 5, D4 =, D4-: etc,; also the shake 
on the third or fifth of the dominant formerly almost indispensable 
for closes, comes under this category (6-5 or 4-3 in rapid 
alternations), and if the turn be added at the end or the slide up 
to it at the beginning, or if both shakes be combined, the relation 
to the pedal-point becomes all the more striking. The small 
cadenzas formerly (up to Haydn's time) interpolated as a matter 
of course at the stereotyped pauses on the chord of six-four at 

(Nineteenth model example.) the close of sonata or concerto movements, with their wide scope 
M 
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( e . ~ . ,  D. G. Turk advised those who did not kliow how to im- 
provlse a proper cadenza to be sat~sfied with making a shake), 
illustrate most clearly the h~story of the origin of the pedal-point. 

The extent of a pedal-point varies a great deal according as 
it just fills out the last bars of a symmetrical construction, or 
comes to a standstill at the 6th bar (by which it will generally be 
introduced), stipulating the repetition several times of the group 
5-6, or again entirely breaks through t11p symmetry, and inde- 
pendently forms whole periods, or even serles of periods, by 
itself. But the two bars 6-7 of a regular eight-bar period will 
be sufficient to prove the value of thls peculiar effect, e.g. (in 
five parts) : 

7 - 

The chords indicated with ' are among the most complicated 
that can occur (with from 3 to 4 dissonances pf a second); our 
figuring, which allows of separating the sustained bass-note (to 
which the name pedal.point, in the narrower sense, belongs), and 
indicating the chords resulting above it in the manner hitherto 
employed without the pedal-note, 1ess:ns the horrors of such 
forniations to such a degree as tallies w ~ t h  the effort required of 
the ear in comprehending them. The first example did not even 
need a rounded bracket, but could be indicated throughout in 
relation to the principal tonic. The following one goes a step 
further, and inserts a few intermediate dominants : 

Both examnles close with short uedal-points on the funda- 
mental note of the tonic. 

The combination with the modulating sequence increases to 

Progressions of this sort, which are familiar to all singing 
masters as a form of accompaniment for exercises in lrrcssn dj vote 
on notes rising or falling by degrees, are naturally of extremely 
doubtful artistic value. On the other hand, the forn~ntio~~s related 
to them, which only retain the formulas of functions, but vary 
the size of intervals in progression and the mode of tonics 
reached with regard to the principal key (half-tonal seque7tces), arc 
of far greater importance, e .8  ; 

The result is naturally nothing more than a tonal sequence to 
the several harmonies of which intermediate cadences are made. 

There is nothing to hinder such a formation from being 
sypported by a pedal-note ; indeed, with a little caution, it is 
possible to build up a strictly modulating sequence a t  some length 
over a pedal-note: 



These detailed explanations will suffice to enable the student 
tc annlyse the most elaborate pedal-points, such as the celebrated 
one on D in the third movement of Brahms' German Requiem. 
T o  teach him, however, how to practise anything so ambitious 
does not come within the scope of n book like the present one. 

EXPLANATION O F  T H E  TERMINOLOGY AND T H E  
CHORD SIGNS I N  ALPHABETICAL ORDER. 

(An txp/n$lahd?u are also fiua*r in tht iez l ) .  

CLANG is the harmonic unit resulting from the colnbination of 
a principal tone with its fifth and third on the same side. As 
the fifth and third may be taken either from the overtone series 
or the undertone series, we have two clangs, the over-clang 
(major-chord) and the under-clang (minor-chord), e.g., c with its 
over-filth, g, and over-third, e, gives the c over-clang or C major 
chord, c e g ; e with its under-fifth, a, and under-third, c, gives the 
e under-clang or R minor chord, a c e. 

CONTRA-, as addition to the indication of an interval, means 
that it is conceived in a direction opposite to the clang mode, e.g,, 
a is the contra-fifth (V) of the E major chord. 

CONTRA.CLANG (turn of harmony) of any chord is the clang or 
opposi!e mode formed from its prime; e.g., f ab c (= Oc) is the 
contra-clang of c e g (- ci). 

CROSSING OUT a number means omission of a harmony tone 
corresponding to the number (which, therefore, can only he 
I ,  3, or 5,  or I, 111, or V) ;  e.g.. Di means Dominant with the 
sixth and without the fifth; but the omission of the prime is 
indicated by crossing out the clang sign (e?, 2 7 ,  $IX' , e tc.). 
Also in the indication of the leading-tone substitutes (B:, S, etc.) 
the omission of the Prime is understood. 

DOMINANT (abbreviated U )  is the clang lying a fifth higher 
than the Tonic; +D - major over-dominant, i.e., Dominant being 
a major chord (usually sin~ply D), " D  = minor over-dominant, 
i.e., Dominant being a minor chord. 

EIanhioxv STEPS. The terminology of harmony steps starts 
from the indication of the interval of the principal tones (primes), 
which is qualified, according to the clang started from, as either 
plain or opposite (contra-); sequences of clangs of equal mode 
are called "steps," sequences of clangs of opposite mode, 
"changes." Suppose, e,.., the interval of the principal tones to 
be the fifrh cg; if we start from c', g is the plain fifth (in the 
major sense) ; .if from % c is the plain fifth (in the minor sense). 
If we start from "c, g is contra-fifth, if from g+, c is contra-fifth. 
Therefore c+-g+ and 2-Oc are plain-fifth stelis,+g-+cand "c-"g, 
contra-fifth steps ; c+-Og and "g-c+, plain-fifth changes, "c-g+ 
and gi-"c contra-fifth changes. ' We call plain, in major, a:; 
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intervals resulting from ascending fifth- and third-steps; in minor, 
all intervals resulting from descending fifth- and third-steps. 
The whole-tone is to be conceived as double fifth-step (e.~., c d = 
c-g-d), the leading-tone, as co~nbination of a fifth-step and a 
third-step in the same direction (eg., c 6 = 6-8-6); the tritone- 
step, as a combination of two fifth-steps with a third-step 
( e . ~ ,  c f #  - c-g-d-f#); the minor-third is to be considered 
as major-sixth, id., as connection of the fifth-tone and the third- 
tone, e.$, e g as [C]-g-e', or as [#']-e'-s; this interval is to he 
regarded as plain when it proceeds from the fifth-clang (e.g., for 
C g  e', froiu g+) to the third (in the case mentioned, therefore, in the 
direction of the ascending harmonic natural scale); a simple and 
easily surveyed rule is this : an interval is s h i n  ?ahen it ascends 
fronr a major chord, towards the s2e the # tones, or  descends, 
fro771 a nrljzor chord, tumuards the side of the P tones. We call 
plain, therefore, the third-steps c+-eC, and "6-'ab, the minor- 
third steps c+-a', and 'c-'e?, the chromatic steps c+-4: and 
"e-"eS, the double-third changes cL-y#, and oe-oa~, etc. All' 
harmony steps can also be understood as being made backwards 
(retrograde); the retrograde plain steps, then, externally present 
the same appearance as the advancing contra-steps, and the 
reverse ; while the plain and contra-changes cannot interchange 
their rBles (ie., a retrograde plain-fifth change still appears as a 
plain-fifth change, not as a contra-fifth change); the contra- 
changes are always the most co~nplicated of the successions of 
clangs whose principal tones form the same interval. 

INTERVALS (second, third, etc.), and the numbers designating 
them (2, 3, etc.) are considered only rarely and exceptionally in 
this book as well as in all other writings of the author, as the 
si~nultaneous sounding of two notes. They, rather, serve, as a 
rule, only to indicate and characterise single notes in their position 
relative to the prime of an over- or under-clang. Therefore, 
augmented, diminished, and similarly complicated intervals are 
mentioned only on the occasion of giving instruction as to the 
management of the single parts (avoiding intervals difficult to 
sing) ; generally the expression "third" means the third-tone of a 
clang (therefore, only one, not two notes), "sixth," similarly, the 
note which lies at the distance of a whole-tone from the fifth. 

LEADING-TONE SUBSTITUTE is the chord of opposite clang mode 
arising from replacing the prime of a clang by its minor contra- 
second (second of the side opposite to the clang principle). We 
indicate the major chord substituted in this may for minor chords 
by a through the clang sign, thus : F, B, S, the minor chords 
similarly substituted for major chords by a -= through the clang 
sign, thus : F, B, S. F, therefore, in a minor is a c [elf (-f+), B, 
in c major, fg [,?I b d ( =  Y#), etc. Inasmuch as the -.through 
a clang sign sufficiently indicates the leading-note from a6ove to 
the prime of a n~inor chord-which leading-note, when substituted 

for the prime, changes the minor chord into a major cho 
can be dispensed with. 

LETTERS (SMALL) ind~cate the primes of clangs; for 
c+= c over.clang (c major chord), "e = e under-clan 
chord under 8, therefore .4 minor chord); where the clang SI 
(+, O) is wanting, the + 1s to be considered as omitted (a major 
chord prescrrbed), unless italic numbers mdicate the minor mode 
(see NUMBERS). 

L.ETTERS, CAPITAL (I; D, S) indicate the functions of clangs, as 
Tonic, Dommant, and Subdonlinant. 

NATURAL are those plain ig.u.) intervals which are component 
parts of the clang; therefore the r (8), 3, 5 of the over-clang 
(major chord) and the I (VIII), 111, V of the under-clane 
(minor chord) ; also the minor seventh (7, VII), for instance, i; 
the c major chord, 69, in the A P  major chord,g?, in Oc (= F minor 
chord), d, etc. In  cases where a natural interval is to be in- 
dicated expiicitiy as such (for instance, where a cl~romaticaily 
different form of it preceded or was to be expected), a q may be 
added to the number, which, however, has no altering sigr.ifi- 
cance, but only indicates the same interval that would be pre- 
scribed by the number without the addition; for instance, Tv"lf 
= minor tonic with natural (i.e., minor) under-seventh, in a minor, 
f i t a r p  d n - - - - .  

NUMRERS (1-9, I-IX) indicate tones according to their dis- 
tance (interval) from the prime of an over- or under-clang ; all 
Arabic numbers indicate intervals counted upwards, all Roman, in- 
tervals counted downwards ; they indicate, at the same time, the 
clang mode, so that also in minor the " is omitted whenever num- 
bers are used along with the clang sign. Jn particular I, 3: 5 (I, 111, 
V) indicate the essential parts of the clang (prime, [major] thud, 
[perfect] fifth); z (II), the major second ; 4 (ITr), the perfect 
fourth ; 6 (VI), the major sixth; 7 (VII), the ~ninor (!) seventh ; 
8 (VIII), the perfect octave; g (IX), the major ninth. Altera- 
tions of these values, which are the properly normal, are indicated 
bp - (=,raising a semitone) and > (=  lowering a semitone). 
1 he positlon of a number under the clang sign or the repetition 
points (..) replacing it, indicates that the trine prescribed by the 
number is to be given to the bass part (;, ,;,, $); the position 
over the letter or the points (2, :, !I!) ind~cates that it is to be 
given to the highest part. Nulnbers after the letters or points 
(P, e"", . ,"I) prescribe only the addition of the indicnted tone to 
the harmony, without defining its position. I t  is a proof of the 
simplicity of our method of chord signs that tones which would 
reqiire double raising (7) or double lowering (:), never occur, 
and cannot even he comprehended. 

PARALLEL CLANG (abbreviated?) o f a  Tonic, Dominant, or Sub- 
dominant is that clane which stands to it in the relation of the 
Tonic of the parallel k& to the Tonic of the principal key. For 
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instance, c major and A 
keys, therefore g+ is t 
parallel clang of 'e (A m 
clangs of c+ and g+. 
and Subdominant is i 
Dg, in the manner 

parallel clang of the major Suhdominant is a minor third (111). 
PLAIN is applied to an interval, when it is conceived from the 

principal tone of a clang in the sense of its mode; therefore, from 
a major chord the upward intervals are plain, from a miiior chord, 
the downward (from c+, a is plain sixth = 6, from "8,. g is plain tion of the chord of six-four. 
sixth = VI);  intervals conceived in the opposite direction receive SUBDOMINANT (abbreviated S) is the clang lying a fifth lower 
the addition of contra- to their name ; Tor instance, b is the minor than the Tonic; +S = major Subdominant (Subdominant being a 
contra-second (IT<) of the c major chord. Cf. Hannony steps. major dominant chord), being usually a minor simply chord). S; 4S = minor Subdominant (Sub- 

SECOND UPPER-DOMINANT is the Dominant of the Dominant TONIC (abbreviated T )  is the clang from which the key is 
named, therefore, in c major, the c major chord ic+), in A minor, 
the A minor chord ("e) ; the Tonic of the minor key is indicated 
by "I: the major Tonic, in contradistinction (see Variant) to it, 
by T+, but usually simply by T. 

(with a number) means "mised a semitone;" >, "lowered a VARIANT is the Tonic of opposite mode, in c major the c minor semitone." chord, in A minor the A major chord. I t  is indicated by "Tand  = meaning "converted to," always indicates a change of the T+ respectively. tonal functions, that is to say, a modulation; for instance, 
T6 = S6, means " Tonic with sixth" converted to ' I  Subdomi- 
nant with sixth." 3 E 9  > 

E means " enharmonically changed to; " for instance, .@9> con- 
verts, in A minor, ,y#b d f into 6 d f at? by nieans of changing 
the 3 g# into the g >  a4 which is enharmonically identical 
with i t ;  the chord sign, therefore, indicates a modulation 
into c major or c minor to whose 4 9 '  the chord in its new 
writing corresponds. 

( ), the round brackets, emancipate the indications of tonal func- 
tions from the Tonic of the principal key; the Dominants, 
etc., indicated in such brackets have their meaning by refer- : 
ence to the chord following immediately after the brackets, 
whether it be a principal clang (D, S, "S, D+) or a feigning 
consonance (Tp, Wp, 8 B, Smr,  etc.); f o r  instance, 
(D') "Sp = Dominant seventh of the follorving minor Sub- 
dominant parallel (in c major : eSg qb do). There are cases 
where the chord to be conceived as Tonic of the functionsin 
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